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ABSTRACT 
 

 The Angel in the House: An Unstable Icon examines the ways in which the 

figure named in Coventry Patmore’s series of mid-nineteenth century poems provoked 

an anxiety that manifests itself consistently in British literature throughout the 

nineteenth and into the twentieth century, where the family beacon, the one whose 

raison d’être was to guide her husband and children away from the immorality rife in 

the public sphere, instead actively interfered with the good instincts of her offspring, 

substituted her own wishes for theirs, and caused irreparable harm in the process.  This 

dissertation analyzes the ways in which mother figures in mid-century novels 

interrogate the angel-mother in particular and suggest the destructive capability 

inherent in that figure.  It argues that the literary questioning of the ideal supports what 

Poovey calls “uneven development” in the construction of a gender model.  The Angel 

in the House: An Unstable Icon will demonstrate that at the hands of Thomas Hardy 

and Henry James in particular, the mother is reimagined into a figure bearing little 

resemblance to the Angel mother, except in her inheritance of a belief that the mother 

must remain her child’s guide, despite the inclinations of their adult children toward a 

new autonomy.  While the Victorian consciousness seems to have experienced a 

splitting—women were either good or bad, mothers were either good or bad—Hardy 

and James resist such splitting, instead exploring the gaps and flaws in the Angel-in-

the-House ideology, in the process establishing the prototype for mother figures who 

little resemble Angels, in other words, fully human mothers, that both British and 

American Modernists such as D. H. Lawrence, William Faulkner, and Virginia Woolf 

would adapt as central figures in their major works. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 Judging by the literature of the late nineteenth century, the split in the 

Victorian consciousness that defined men and women as either good or bad, never 

both, was beginning to form a subtle scar.  The dark side of the Victorian man, that 

bad boy who sneaked out and grew if one were not prudent, fascinated the public, who 

delighted in reading about the late night sinning of Dr. Jekyll and Dorian Gray.  While 

no female character in fin-de-siècle literature enjoyed such late night romps without 

facing immediate punishment when she returned home, a close look at some of the 

era’s best-selling novels reveals that the concept of a divinely good woman was being 

interrogated almost from the moment she was named the Angel in the House.  In fact, 

exploring the tension in that figure proved productive for some of the nineteenth 

century’s most respected novelists, who could not seem to leave the topic alone. What 

is it about that figure and her progeny that novelists kept returning to?  This 

dissertation will investigate the answer to that question.  More specifically, it will 

consider the way in which the Angel in the House as mother figure proved particularly 

unstable, often rocking the house she was supposed to support.   The focal point of this 

dissertation, however, will be directed toward analyzing several works by late 

nineteenth-century novelists Thomas Hardy and Henry James, who began 

characterizing mothers as human beings with both good and bad qualities, mothers 

whose “badness” typically included destructive efforts to direct their children’s lives.  

In characterizing mothers as Angel descendants who extended their realm beyond the 

house, often with harmful results, Hardy and James established a prototype for 

mothers in the work of early twentieth-century Modernists such as D. H. Lawrence, 
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William Faulkner, and Virginia Woolf, who moved mothers from minor characters to 

protagonists or antagonists.  This dissertation will explore reasons why the mother, so 

revered in nineteenth-century domestic novels, became a frightening force in late 

nineteenth-century fiction, arguing that the transformation in that fictional mother was 

initiated by the flaws in the Angel in the House ideal and the willingness of the culture 

to overlook those flaws. 

When Coventry Patmore named the perfect woman in his series of poems, The 

Angel in the House, he might not have imagined the chaos that imaginary figure could 

cause in literature and in life, but then again, he may have. In the first part of his 

tribute to his wife, Patmore extols the human angel’s virtues and attributes them to 

divine origins: 

 Within her face 
    Humility and dignity 

      Were met in a most sweet embrace. 
   She seem'd expressly sent below 

      To teach our erring minds to see 
   The rhythmic change of time's swift flow 

      As part of still eternity.      (Book I, Canto I) 
 

Not only is she “expressly sent below” to dissuade mankind from its erring ways, the 

Angel is also the source of approval and disapproval, the earthly judge of morality, the 

keeper of the Christian flame.  This icon possessed all of the seven virtues (with 

particular emphasis on purity and humility), an infinite understanding of morality and 

the keen intelligence to guide husband and children on the path to righteousness, and 

knowledge of rules for social acceptance.  

 Read on one level, Patmore’s poem presents woman as saint, but read on 

another level, the poem suggests other interpretations. For instance, in these lines from 
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Book I, the convoluted syntax and choppy meter undermine the tribute they profess to 

offer.  Such syntactical and metrical choices suggest parody more than ode.  More 

importantly, the lines imply that the speaker is joined with other males in needing their 

“erring minds to see / the rhythmic change of time’s swift flow / As part of still 

eternity,” or, in other words, in needing their delusions about themselves as honorable 

men corrected by a woman.  

 Sarah Eron notes a disparity in “theme, setting, and poetic format” between the 

first and second halves of the poem that “. . . never reconcile[s] on the surface of the 

text” (“Poet or Ventriloquist?”).  Eron sees this lack of reconciliation as evidence that 

Patmore might not deserve his reputation as misogynist and determines the poem as 

“one exemplifying the subtle Victorian poetics of parody and paradox” (“Poet or 

Ventriloquist?”).  The subtlety may not have been detected by most of the audience 

who devoured Patmore’s poems over the eight years in which they were printed and 

reprinted, but The Angel in the House viewed retrospectively evokes questions such 

as: Why is it that the Angel “seem’d expressly sent below”?  Could the past tense in 

“seem’d” imply that the icon was already recognized as a fabrication?   

 The Angel, as her resume suggests, was always a dreamy figure, a wish.  Carol 

Christ asserts that the idealization reveals Victorian men’s ambivalence about their 

own sexual aggressiveness, and that the popularity of the figure resulted from national 

fears, “religious doubt and the viciously competitive atmosphere of business” (146). 

Pronouncing The Angel in the House “not a very good poem,” Christ finds Patmore’s 

work “culturally significant, not only for its definition of the Victorian sexual ideal, 

but also for the clarity with which it represents the male concerns that motivate 
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fascination with that ideal” (147).  While Christ makes a worthy argument about the 

genesis of the Angel in male anxiety, her argument does not explore why, by the close 

of the nineteenth century, the Angel mother, by virtue of the power she exercised over 

her family, became a daunting figure.  Of course, many factors, including attention to 

debates led by John Stuart Mill and others on the rights of women, the growing 

visibility of the New Woman, and the rise of the suffragist movement made the Angel 

a figure to be questioned and at times pilloried, yet judging by attacks leveled on the 

New Woman in late nineteenth-century British newspaper articles, the Angel ideal 

remained fairly resilient.  In literature and other texts, the figure’s presence can be 

traced even into the twentieth century, for as Virginia Woolf announced in 1931, “It is 

far harder to kill a phantom than a reality” (“Professions for Women” 60).  Woolf’s 

observation is echoed by Elaine Showalter, who has noted “the smothering embrace of 

the Angel . . . [is] fought repeatedly in women’s literature” (“Killing the Angel”).  

 A phantom is indeed hard to kill, especially one who looks so attractive to 

wishful human beings, male and female.  The particular Angel whom Woolf refers to, 

that colossal figure fed by political, economic, social and cultural systems in the 

nineteenth century, the one often projected onto Queen Victoria, despite scant 

evidence of that monarch’s actual participation in the Angel-in-the-House system, had, 

by the end of the nineteenth century, transformed into a menace.  As she aged, the 

Angel became a distant relative to Patmore’s darling, a figure to be feared, for she was 

stubborn and elusive.  As Patmore’s Angel had once hovered over her family with 

bright wings, the new fictional creature eventually cast a dark shadow over the lives of 

her children.  
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 Signs of the metamorphosis of the Angel into a threatening figure are apparent 

in fiction by Patmore’s contemporaries, and the transformation is completed in works 

by late-century authors Thomas Hardy and Henry James, whose fiction depicts the 

family beacon, the one whose raison d’être was to guide her husband and children 

away from the immorality rife in the public sphere, instead interfering actively with 

the good instincts of her offspring, substituting her own wishes for theirs, and causing 

irreparable harm in the process.  Hardy and James write the Angel figure, particularly 

the Angel mother, as conflicted and ambivalent; both authors resist acceptance of the 

split in the Victorian consciousness that deemed mothers either good or bad, choosing 

instead to explore the gaps and the flaws in the representation of the ideal and to create 

women characters who are both good and bad, in other words, fully human.  Mothers 

in Hardy and James are not only flawed; at times, in their insistence upon directing 

their children’s lives, they are dangerous.  Coincidentally, while on the continent 

Freud and other psychologists working on studies in hysteria were coming to the same 

conclusion—that there is a part of all human beings that is not subject to civilizing 

influences—British psychiatrists were resisting newer analytical modes, and for a time 

openly opposed Freud’s ideas.  The Viennese psychiatrist’s habit of encouraging 

bright young women to speak of their dreams and anxieties was anathema in England, 

where, as Elaine Showalter reports, in a nineteenth-century asylum, “Victorian 

madwomen were not easily silenced, and one often has the impression that their 

talkativeness, violation of conventions of feminine speech, and insistence on self-

expression was the kind of behavior that had led to their being labeled ‘mad’ to begin 

with” (81).  Thomas Hardy and Henry James, however, let their young women speak 
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without labeling them mad; they also represent silent women as victimized by having 

to obey.  By the last two decades of the nineteenth century, the two authors had 

already become less protective of the image and reputation of the mother; the best 

known works of both authors center on young women who are thwarted by mothers 

from fulfilling their hopes for lives lived with passion and adventure.  In literature by 

the fin de siècle, then, the secret was out—the Angel in the House had begun to rock 

the house.   

As George Levine has suggested, anxieties about a world deconstructing 

caused nineteenth-century writers to work to reconstruct truths that had been brought 

into question.  What Levine terms “a fundamental uneasiness” in the realist writers 

provoked in them “a commitment to speaking the truth” (621).  Levine’s observations 

apply not only to realist writers but to sensationalist writers as well.  Both Adam Bede 

by George Eliot and Lady Audley’s Secret by M. E. Braddon contain evidence of the 

existence of “killer angels,” young women whose outward appearance is so closely 

allied with the ideal Angel that they are mistaken as such until they have initiated 

chaos.  Although Eliot’s and Braddon’s “Angels” are effectively contained by the end 

of their stories, their descendants reappear in novels produced throughout the rest of 

the century.  Thomas Hardy and Henry James follow the Angel into middle age and 

explore what happens when the woman raised to believe in the Angel ideal confronts 

resistance in her own daughters and sons.  Their fiction reveals the presence of a 

particular kind of mother, a destroyer, who reflects shifting cultural values as well as 

ambivalence on the part of their authors.  In accordance with Nancy Armstrong’s 

model, which proclaims that “novels think like individuals about the difficulties of 
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fulfilling oneself as an individual under specific cultural historical conditions” (How 

Novels Think 10), the female protagonists in works by Hardy and James struggle 

mightily because their mothers, adherents to the social tenets of the Angel in the 

House, demand that their children follow certain codes for domestic behavior, and the 

heroines’ struggles often end in doom precisely because their mothers, shackled by 

their beliefs in an untenable ideology, deny their children the right to fulfill 

themselves.  

 Chapter 1 of this dissertation will examine the cultural context into which 

Patmore introduced the Angel in the House and in which the Angel model flourished 

and aroused anxiety at the same time.  By the 1850s in England and in America, the 

saintly mother had become both a literary and religious icon and the touchstone by 

which both civilizations were morally and culturally anchored—theoretically. The 

angelic mother, sublimely powerful in life and in death, transcended literary and 

religious boundaries, as emblematized in the Roman Catholic Church’s 1850 doctrine 

of the Immaculate Conception, whereby the mother of Jesus was declared to have 

been born without sin. The doctrine established a global model for purity and sanctity 

in the mother who was sinless and sexless.  Margaret Homans argues that for 

Elizabeth Gaskell and George Eliot, the Mary ideal loomed large: 

  Victorian women knew simultaneously that, like Mary’s motherhood, 
  their own was exalted as a vocation for women and denigrated relative 
  to men’s activities. Although Gaskell’s Unitarianism, with its refusal as 
  irrational of the belief in the divinity of Jesus, has no place for Mary at 
  all, and although Eliot’s religion in the period of her novel writing  
  consisted of a figurative belief in the beauty and importance of religion 
  as a humanly invented myth, their own portrayals of motherhood in 
  relation to language bear a striking resemblance to the conservative, 
  dogmatic views of Mary. . . . (157) 
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The articulation of the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception in 1850 places the event 

squarely at the center of the nineteenth century, where it coincides with scientific and 

cultural beliefs in women’s limited intellectual and physical capacities and consigns 

them to a primary role as caretakers, at the same time denying women their sexuality.  

Homans writes, “The Victorian ideology of the ‘Angel in the House’ denies, as does 

Catholic dogma, the physicality of women’s bodies and of the sexual origin of new 

life, and substitutes for the maternal body a spiritual presence that presides over but 

does not seem to touch its family” (157).  In her role as mother, then, the Angel in the 

House, like the Virgin, is without sin, particularly sexual sin. 

  Mary Poovey has averred that mid-nineteenth-century writers of fiction and 

non-fiction alike were engaged in steady debate with gender ideological systems that 

“were simultaneously constructed and contested” (2).  Contemporary debates over 

issues surrounding divorce, child custody, voting, and property rights of women 

suggest that across the classes, for most of the century, the beliefs and the experience 

of some men and women consistently chipped away at the Angel ideal.  The standards 

for the good mother, the “natural” woman, were being weighed and contrasted in the 

home and in the Houses of Parliament, and especially in the press, where in the 1850s, 

cases of psychotic mothers such as Mary Brough, who slit the throats of her six 

children, dominated newspaper headlines and conversations in medical journals for 

months.  Such sensational misbehavior by women fascinated scientists and the general 

public, who debated the causes of maternal aberrance and tried to define maternal 

norms.  
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 In line with Poovey’s assertions on the persistent debates about ideological 

systems, Chapter 1 will briefly examine the ways in which Elizabeth Gaskell, in her 

1853 novel Ruth, appears to build on the Angel-in-the-House model even as she 

interrogates it.  Chapter 1 will also explore the paradox by which Queen Victoria 

became closely allied to the Angel despite her acknowledged lack of interest in babies 

and children and her obvious position far from the domestic arena.  Victoria’s 

representation as the era’s icon hints at the strong connection of the Angel in the 

House to women of the upper class, whose marrying well assured that domestic duties 

were unlikely and whose use for manuals and etiquette books was limited.  As this 

chapter will show, one of the upper-class women whose public life was at first 

inhibited, then launched by her connection to the Angel in the House, Florence 

Nightingale, emblematizes the conflict within the ideology.  Furthermore, this chapter 

will examine the ways in which at mid-century Harriet Taylor Mill defied the tenets of 

the Angel in the House and established herself as an intellectual force who was viewed 

with suspicion by many of her contemporaries because of her nontraditional way of 

life.  Lastly, this chapter will take a brief look at articles and letters from late 

nineteenth-century newspapers that replace dogmatic pronouncements about women’s 

roles with mockery of the New Woman, revealing gendered anxiety regarding the 

appearance of young women seeking autonomy. 

Chapter 2 will highlight evidence in the work of M. E. Braddon and George 

Eliot which supports the contention that at the same time Patmore’s poem was 

apparently extolling the Angel ideal, novelists were representing the ideal as 

untenable, unrealistic, and ultimately destructive.  Braddon’s sensationalist novel Lady 
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Audley’s Secret, the story of an outsider who crosses societal boundaries to marry into 

the upper class, gives pause to the reader trying to decide if Lady Audley is really a 

demon, or if she is merely an imitation Angel, for in the novel’s true Angel, Clara 

Talboys, Braddon offers a less-than-flattering image of a woman who can only be 

termed a flat character, a male fantasy figure.  On the other hand, the heroine, 

Braddon’s most famous, sinister, and popular character, Lady Audley, abandons her 

child, commits bigamy, attempts murder, and ends up in a maison de santé, not 

because she is mad, but because she is “dangerous.”  Aside from presenting serious 

questions about the Angel-mother’s tenability in this work, Braddon suggests that 

Lucy Audley’s desires are fueled by the Angel’s motives. 

Hetty Sorrel in George Eliot’s Adam Bede likewise reflects cultural anxiety 

about the Angel-in-the-House ideal at mid-century.  In characterizing Hetty Sorrel as a 

mother who is neither sinless nor sexless, Eliot, like Braddon, offers a complicated 

figure that is not easily judged.  Part of the discussion in Chapter 2 will consider the 

ways that Hetty’s deeds reflect Britain’s contemporary fascination with Medea, the 

mythical foil for the Angel, and with newspaper coverage of trials of women 

criminals.  The chapter concludes with a discussion of the possibility that Braddon’s 

and Eliot’s killer angels affected the fiction of Thomas Hardy and Henry James, 

whose best-known works also center on the conflict within a passionate female 

protagonist. The plight of Hardy’s and James’s young heroines is exacerbated by a 

problem that Braddon and Eliot efface by making their young female figures 

motherless—how to find one’s way in the world when a manipulative or dangerous 

mother or mother figure blocks the path toward autonomy.  
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 Chapters 3 and 4 propose that Thomas Hardy and Henry James inherited all of 

the doubts about the Angel’s viability evoked by their literary predecessors and, as a 

result, wrote destructive mother figures that were spawned by the Angel ideal.  Why 

study Thomas Hardy’s and Henry James’s fictional bad mothers?  How can these two 

authors, often called misogynist by critics and readers, fairly represent the destructive 

impulses that grew out of the education of women to be the handmaids, servants, and 

saints of the home?  The answer must be considered in light of the charges of 

misogyny that have been leveled at both writers by feminist critics.  If these authors 

are labeled misogynist, it is not surprising to see them casting mothers as evil.  Of 

Henry James as misogynist, Donatella Izzo argues: 

  There is enough there, if we focus on the mimetic level of   
  representation, to justify the charges of patriarchal sadism . . .  
  However, a reading that would privilege the different modes in which 
  discourse distances history and the effects of foregrounding and  
  foreshortening . . . produced by the narrative discourse, reaches very 
  different conclusions . . . . (Portraying the Lady 27) 
 
Using Izzo’s argument as relevant to Hardy as well, I will resist labeling in order to 

allow a view of both authors’ works as neither misogynist nor proto-feminist, but 

rather as reflecting a questioning of a contemporary “truth.”  I will aver that in 

creating evil mothers, Hardy and James are neither misogynist nor feminist, but stand 

in a long line of authors, male and female, who have created spaces for bad mothers 

and plots in which bad mothers bring about their children’s ruin, and who in doing so, 

suggest ideological weakness in their own culture.  Whether readers threw their books 

away in disgust or whether the books provoked readers to civil action is impossible to 

determine.  That their contemporaries read the two authors is easily proven; that the 

two authors fictionalized mothers who adhere to many of the Angel-in-the-House 
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tenets, yet manage to destroy that which they ostensibly care for, can also be 

supported by reading the mother figures as unstable icons. 

 While Hardy and James publicly and privately criticized each other’s work, 

both express an interest in mother-women who are dangerous to their offspring; 

likewise, they present sympathetic portraits of the children of such mothers as 

intelligent, insightful, wary, and doomed in some cases to an early death.  Although 

Hardy and James are by no means the first to present bad mothers in literature—a 

tradition that stretches beyond the ancient Greeks—unlike the Greek tragedians, the 

two late-Victorian authors present mothers who ostensibly have adapted to the cultural 

ideal.  In addition, Hardy and James demonstrate the Angel crossed societal 

boundaries to wreak havoc.  In two of Hardy’s novels middle- and lower-class women, 

in imitation of their betters, pervert the Angel ideal so that it is only dimly 

recognizable.  James shows that the women of the upper class do the same.  One might 

reasonably ask is not the two authors’ representation of the mother in itself an 

endorsement of the Angel’s eminence?  The question can not be answered 

unambiguously; for these authors, dangerous mother characters, rather than being foils 

for the Angel in the House, were engendered by her, and Hardy and James, standing 

firmly in support of the daughters, reject the Angel icon as physically and 

psychologically destructive.  

Alex Woloch has explored the importance of minor characters in nineteenth-

century fiction as part of the system that facilitates the protagonist’s journey.  These 

“delimited characters,” Woloch avers, have “a particular psychological function within 

the interior development of the young protagonist, as minor characters stand for 
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particular states of mind . . . that the protagonist interacts with and transcends” (29). 

Using Woloch’s assertion as a guide, we can analyze several of Hardy’s and James’s 

mother figures to determine how they function within the system Woloch describes.  

Doing so reveals that in few instances are the protagonists able to fully negotiate, let 

alone transcend, the psychological barriers constructed by the Angel mother, for 

initiating resistance to her promises loss, exile, or death.  

 Chapter 3 will examine the ways in which Thomas Hardy, son of a bright, 

vocal, encouraging mother and husband to two women of intellect whose guidance 

and critiques he relied upon as he wrote, questioned the domestic ideal and the 

ideology that spawned it.   A close examination of the mothers in The Return of the 

Native and Tess of the d’Urbervilles  reveals that the characters Mrs. Yeobright and 

Joan Durbeyfield not only interrogate the Angel ideal, but also explode the ideal of 

mother-as-saint and so function as prototypes for Modernist mothers.  The Hardy 

fictional mother may be called “the mother who meant well.”  However, despite her 

intentions, the Hardy mother is notoriously destructive.  As Shanta Dutta proves in 

Ambivalence in Hardy: A Study of His Attitude toward Women, debates over why 

Hardy’s heroines often die gruesome deaths have been waged consistently since his 

books first appeared in periodicals and newspapers.  Mythical, psychological, or 

feminist readings yield differing arguments, but as Dutta’s title suggests, the case for 

Hardy’s motives and meanings is best described as ambivalent; in two of Hardy’s 

novels the author shows a degree of sympathy for the destructive mother and a degree 

of understanding for the source of her misguided efforts to direct her children.  At the 
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same time Hardy, like his contemporary Sigmund Freud, aims the blame arrow 

straight at the mother when the child suffers. 

 Linda Shires has noted, “Hardy’s aesthetic demands that readers grasp reality 

as objectively varied, changing and filtered by many and contradictory subjective 

impressions” (75).  With that observation in mind, one can look at Mrs. Yeobright and 

Joan Durbeyfield as they reflect the real concerns of and about motherhood in late 

Victorian era and as they represent not only a protest against the domestic ideal, but 

also its inherent danger.  In Hardy’s most popular novels, The Return of the Native and 

Tess of the D’Urbervilles, the active interference of mothers who meant well results in 

death for the novels’ passionate heroines.  However, instead of viewing Hardy 

heroines solely as victims of a patriarchy that punishes “deviant” female behavior, the 

reader may look at Eustacia Vye and Tess as doomed by a culture that that made the 

mother the enforcer of societal demands that discouraged passion, creativity, and 

individuality.  Chapter 3 argues that the demise of Eustacia and Tess as a result of a 

mother’s active interference is in keeping with Hardy’s rejection of nineteenth-century 

domestic ideology, as well as in keeping with the rising tendency in the culture to 

criticize maternal behavior.   

 Henry James lies on the same axis as Thomas Hardy in the representation of 

frightful mothers.  While James’s characters have a more active inner life (or at least 

an inner life of which they are more conscious) than Hardy’s characters do, 

nevertheless, the mother-women in works by each author show notable similarities.  

Chapter 4 will examine Henry James’s fictional mother, the Angel in the drawing 

room.  Henry James, brother to a brilliant psychologist/philosopher and a neurotic 
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sister whose intellect may have rivaled that of her two famous brothers, not only 

expresses great dissatisfaction with the Angel ideal through many of his mother 

characters, but also shows how a seemingly model woman, a virtual Angel, can 

maintain a divine appearance, remaining undetected as she manipulates the lives of her 

family.  In writing mother characters whose motives and deeds are subtle and often 

unrecognized except in the mothers’ own consciousness, James, too, creates a model 

for the Modernists—the mother whose destructive capabilities are recognized by her 

children too late.    

 Carolyn Dever notes a convention in the mid-nineteenth-century novel, both 

English and American, which proposes that before the heroine can venture into the 

world, or into her own fully realized self, her mother must have died or otherwise 

faded from existence.  The mother often lives only in an idealized state, in the life of 

memory, where the image must be dim or altered; if a mother is allowed to live, she 

often functions to thwart the daughter’s budding sexuality and maturation.  Writing 

near the end of the century, James is more interested in heroes and heroines whose 

mothers survive past their childbearing years.  Whether his mother figures are of the 

upper class, aspiring to the upper class, or demoted from the upper class, James’s 

fictional mothers are all descendants of the wealthy middle-class women of the 1830s 

and 1840s of whom Elizabeth Langland writes, “In a gendered politics of power, 

middle-class Victorian women were subservient to men . . . [but] ironically, the very 

signifiers of powerlessness in the gendered frame of reference became eloquent 

signifiers of power in a class frame” (“Nobody’s Angels” 294).  In his representations 

of mother-women, James offers characters that range from sinister, like Madame 
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Merle, to abusive, like Ida Farange.  The repeated appearance of dangerous mother-

women in James’s fiction points to the author’s abiding concern with the structures for 

motherhood in place in Western culture at the fin de siècle.  The James chapter 

concludes with a study of Maggie Verver, whose character transforms just as the 

Angel in the House transformed.  From a darling motherless angel, only child of a 

titan of the art world, Maggie adapts as the world around her changes, until at the end 

of The Golden Bowl she reveals a ferocious determination to preserve family, even as 

she still appears to many of the characters around her as angelic.   

  Finally, Chapter 5 will consider the Modernist Angel.  In his study of Thomas 

Hardy, D. H. Lawrence admitted a literary debt to Hardy that arguably extends to 

other Modernists.  Hardy and James anticipated the blow to the mother’s reputation 

that twentieth-century psychologists administered, and in the work of D. H. Lawrence 

and William Faulkner, destructive mothers became staple characters, almost stock 

figures.    This last chapter will briefly examine the Victorian Angel in the House as a 

completely transformed model in Lawrence’s Sons and Lovers and in Faulkner’s As I 

Lay Dying.  Chapter 5 will also look briefly at James Joyce’s A Portrait of the Artist 

as a Young Man and Virginia Woolf’s To the Lighthouse with an eye toward briefly 

examining the animus that developed toward the Mother-as-Angel, as well as toward 

the appearance of the nascent figure who would replace the mother-woman of the 

Victorian era. 

This dissertation will contribute to the extensive body of scholarship on the 

effect of nineteenth-century domestic ideals on culture and literature.  Specifically, it 

will offer possibilities for reading mother characters of Thomas Hardy and Henry 
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James as flawed women who are marred by modeling the Angel in the House and who 

re-form that figure into ones that Modernist authors such as Lawrence and Faulkner 

would cast as destructive forces.  This new reading of Hardy’s and James’s mother-

women proposes that these late nineteenth-century authors, cognizant of anxieties 

surrounding the cultural representation of mother-women, simultaneously with 

continental psychologists breaking down the image and reputation of the mother, 

established a prototype for the figure that Modernists would often cast as protagonist, 

a woman who is both good and bad—in other words, fully human. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

THE ANGEL APPEARS AND REAPPPEARS 
 

 The Angel in the House existed before Coventry Patmore named her in his 

series of poems published in 1853.  Stories of saintly women like St. Cecilia and St. 

Agnes, who lived and died in accordance with Christian principles, and self-sacrificing 

mothers, like St. Helena and St. Monica, abounded in Western culture from the Middle 

Ages through the end of the nineteenth century when Alban Butler’s Lives of the 

Saints was in steady demand as late as 1894.  What called the Angel onto center stage 

in the nineteenth century is a question with no easy answer.  In The Cambridge 

Companion to Victorian Culture (2010), editor Francis O’Gorman admits that any 

twenty-first-century analysis of culture is faced with “the danger of excusing itself 

from being a really serious attempt to understand the past because of that seemingly 

limitless conception of context or culture” (author’s italics) (7).  With O’Gorman’s 

observations in mind, that is, with full knowledge that what we call the Victorian era is 

itself a contested label because of the length, complexity, and voluminous production 

and invention occurring during the years Queen Victoria ruled, we can look at the 

phenomenon known as the Angel in the House, but our vision will be limited, our 

scope narrow. However, we can examine some of the circumstances that called that 

ideal into existence, and we can examine a number of texts to determine some of the 

reaction and response to the ideal.  

 Although it begins in homage to his wife, Patmore’s poem was embraced by a 

public who saw in Honoria a metaphor for what had been already conceptualized as an 

ideal woman.  In 1847, for example, judging by book sales, readers had approved of 
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Charlotte Bronte’s Jane Eyre—orphaned daughter of an angel mother, tortured by a 

devil substitute mother in the form of Mrs. Reed, tempted by Mr. Rochester into a life 

of sin, beset by the murderous Bertha Rochester—who transcends all moral dilemmas 

and finds in marriage the place where she can happily nurse a wounded husband, give 

birth to a son, and live out her days in blissful harmony.  Those readers who admired 

Jane for her unwavering Christian morality and devotion to a dead mother were mostly 

unaware that Charlotte Bronte’s own experience paled considerably in comparison 

with the life of her heroine.  Until the time of her public success, Bronte lived a 

meager existence in the parsonage where her father could barely support his 

motherless brood and where the only son was a n’er-do-well who died of his excesses.  

Despite, or perhaps because of, the disconnect between the lives of many women and 

the happy endings to the stories of fictional heroines such as Jane Eyre, the appeal of 

Coventry Patmore’s paean to his wife was considerable. 

 Maurice Montabrut argues that Patmore’s inspiration lay in Provencal songs 

rendered by troubadours in the Middle Ages, songs with their genesis in courtly love 

poetry.  Montabrut explains, “In Patmore’s poem Honoria is thus to Felix (the happy 

wooer) what Beatrice was to Dante, but a Beatrice married and radiating her 

beneficence. . . .  A transference has occurred: the mistress is no longer adverse to the 

wife: the mistress is also the wife” (146).  One can see how Honoria, with her 

“radiating . . . beneficence” might easily be adopted as the figure of the nineteenth-

century Angel on both a sexual and a spiritual level, for “. . . The Angel is also the 

earthly embodiment and precursor of Christ and his Spouse in the married couple 

experimenting with the heavenly manners of mutual self-dedication . . .” (46).  
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However, according to Montabrut, Patmore did not intend to emblematize an ideology 

wherein the wife exists merely as a helpmate to a husband endangered by the 

corruption in the public sphere; rather, he sought to capture the spiritual essence of 

what he saw as a marriage that entitled both partners to fulfillment, one that 

emphasized courtesy and manners toward the beloved.  

 If Montabrut’s argument that Patmore based The Angel in the House on courtly 

love songs is viable, then a question introduces itself: How did the Angel, helpmate to 

her lover/husband, become so closely connected to motherhood?  For Dante’s lovers 

parenthood was an abstraction. While Patmore’s poem transfers the Angel’s goodness 

onto her care for her children, the presence of those children and their needs would 

have barely concerned the troubadours.  That concern is notably nineteenth-century.  

In an age of rapid industrialization and technological advances, in middle-class 

families where men were absorbed in running businesses and government, questions 

of morality could be safely handed off to the “heart” of the family.  If the man failed in 

business, he was weak. If the woman transgressed in her duties, she was aberrant. 

Mary Poovey addresses the dichotomy this way: “If women were governed not by 

reason (like men) but by something else, then they could hardly be expected (or 

allowed) to participate in the economic or political fray” (11).  Poovey also notes the 

paradox of the age—while women were presumed capable and inherently 

knowledgeable as to what constituted the moral higher ground, they were also feared 

as “unnatural,” and/or dangerously sexual creatures. 

 The Angel in the House as immaculate mother was not an unfamiliar figure 

when she appeared in Patmore’s poetry.  Barbara Thaden asserts that Patmore’s 
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contemporaries, Elizabeth Gaskell and Margaret Oliphant, had a stake in 

monumentalizing the role of the mother, and that both authors articulated and 

contributed to the idealization of the Victorian mother.  Thaden reasons that Gaskell 

and Oliphant, charged by circumstances with supporting their own families in a time 

when mothers were most vulnerable legally and socially, were bound by economic and 

professional necessity to shore up the position of the mother: 

  Despite their very different circumstances as mothers, in their fiction 
  Gaskell and Oliphant idealize the mother’s role in similar ways. This 
  idealization—this insistence upon the indispensability of mother love—
  helped to ameliorate the married mother’s legal status in Britain and to 
  give separated and divorced mothers a better chance to gain or retain 
  custody of their children . . . Even though they may have been  
  jeopardizing the popularity of their novels, they seem to have been  
  compelled to explore the conflicts created within the “pre-nuclear”  
  family, and to develop, even more than the popular press, a functional 
  definition of motherhood. (12) 
 
Using Elizabeth Gaskell’s Ruth, published in 1853, as an example, Thaden 

demonstrates that the title character, a “fallen woman” in terms of her having had a 

child out of wedlock, not only redeems herself, but becomes a woman of light and 

generosity, a woman of “beneficence,” to whom the poor turn in sickness and 

deprivation.  Ruth becomes a spiritual presence, adhering fast to her morality even 

when her son’s father, who has abandoned her before the child’s birth, returns and 

wishes to reclaim Ruth and the child.  Ruth, however, does not want her son exposed 

to such an immoral man as she perceives his father to be; she rejects the sin and the 

sinner, choosing instead to protect her son, whose well-being and moral education is 

her sole consideration.  In other words, Ruth, albeit an imperfect Angel, nevertheless 

proves indispensable, wise, virtuous, charitable, and motherly.  Thaden proposes, 

“Perhaps authors such as Gaskell and Oliphant, through imaginatively representing the 
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consequences of good and bad mothering, contributed more to a heartfelt belief in the 

importance of good mothering than all the philosophical tracts and education manuals 

combined” (14).  According to Thaden, then, Elizabeth Gaskell and Margaret Oliphant 

reinforced in their widely read novels the vital necessity of the good mother and 

endorsed her power as a moral guide.  Other critics see in Gaskell’s work a different 

sort of questioning going on. 

 In an article written one year before Thaden’s book, Siv Jansson asserts that in 

that novel Elizabeth Gaskell is writing against the Angel in the House ideal: 

  . . . it is necessary for Gaskell to employ the language of the image she 
  is undermining, to characterize Ruth as an independent, strong-minded, 
  or angry girl would undermine the deliberate union of passive angelic 
  qualities with sexual sin. She strengthens the central intention of the 
  novel by enforcing consistently Ruth’s innocence and naivety, both to 
  prepare the reader for Ruth’s spiritual elevation and to make the act of 
  her seduction more subversive. (67) 
 
Although Thaden stresses Gaskell’s stake in representing motherhood as an angelic 

force and Jansson concentrates on the sexual innocence of Ruth that Gaskell 

emphasizes, both Thaden and Jansson have located what can only be called an 

unstable concept being explored in Ruth.  

 As motherhood was being constructed and contested consistently in a number 

of Victorian novels from the beginning of the era to its end, the story and the subject 

of a number of works centered on women’s sexuality—sexuality and class.  In 

nineteenth-century England feminine response and behavior was under the microscope 

of doctors, sociologists, clergy, economists, scientists, novelists and a plethora of other 

professionals and non-professionals.  Nancy Armstrong’s statement that indeed “the 

history of the novel cannot be understood apart from the history of sexuality” (Desire 
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and Domestic Fiction 9) may be slightly overstated, but Armstrong herself qualifies 

her contention saying, “In assuming that sexuality is only about sexuality, one accedes 

to the Victorian view that essential aspects of the female could not find a positive 

outlet within the constraints of middle-class life . . . Victorian novels effectively 

concealed the political power they exercised in so transforming cultural information” 

(165).  If we accept Armstrong’s theory, that Victorian novels “concealed the political 

power they exercised,” then we can examine late nineteenth-century works through 

the lens Armstrong provides and see a transforming culture at work in the fate of the 

fictional females.  

 George Levine has asserted that realism was part of an effort at seeking and 

presenting truth in a changing world, where literacy was growing rapidly and where 

cultural and scientific “truths” were constantly held up to question (620-621).  

Combining Levine’s assertion with Armstrong’s suggests that to fully appreciate what 

the Victorian novel has to say about the instability of the Angel-in-the-House 

ideology, we must effectively crack a code that made certain works that appear today 

to question the domestic ideal acceptable to a Victorian reading public that had much 

to say about female behavior and that often punished females who transgressed.  

 Perhaps nowhere is the complexity and ambiguity of the nineteenth-century 

view of women and mothers more obvious than in the public’s interest in Queen 

Victoria, who reigned from 1837-1901. Carolyn Dever summarizes Adrienne 

Munich’s observations on that interest: 

  The overdetermined identification of Victoria as domestic ideal, as a 
  woman who figures for all women the propriety of “place,” responds 
  precisely to the anxiety of a woman who is clearly and powerfully out 
  of place.  As a woman on the throne of England, Victoria represents 
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  both the desire and the danger of female power taken to its illogical 
  extreme: belonging at once to wife and mother, woman and queen,  
  Victoria’s body must reify the ideal that her position threatens to  
  subvert. Only after the death of Prince Albert is there a successful  
  iconographic resolution to the representational paradox of the  
  Queen/Mother . . . as virginity is recuperated. . . . Victoria, Munich 
  argues, manipulates and capitalizes upon the iconography of maternity 
  as the Angel of the Palace. (8-9) 
 
The influence of Queen Victoria upon the public imagination cannot be 

underestimated.  A figure both admired and mocked, she represented maternity, 

fecundity, loyalty, and Christian values.  As the mother of nine, devoted wife to 

Albert, ruler of an expanding nation and nominal head of the Anglican Church, the 

Queen provided an extravagant model of the Angel.  The public’s response to Victoria 

was not unbounded love, a fact supported by the multiple assassination attempts she 

survived and the plethora of cartoons mocking her body shape and her reign.  In 

addition, there is much evidence that Victoria neither loved nor responded to 

motherhood in the ways her culture had deemed “natural.”  Biographers have noted 

how in letters to her daughter Vicky, the Queen decried the ordeal of childbirth and 

described newborns as troublesome.  According to Elizabeth Langland, “Albert, the 

more maternal, was continually admonishing the queen to be more of a mother and 

less of a monarch with her nine children” (“Victoria in the Developing Narrative” 24).  

Of course, the public was unaware of what was happening behind the nursery door, 

and even if it were aware of the contradiction between what the Queen thought of 

motherhood and what motherhood was deemed to be, that knowledge would scarce 

have mattered, because “. . . the public conferred upon Victoria an image of itself 

which confirmed both the emergence and importance of middle-class domesticity” 

(24).  Apparently, in the palace, as in the homes of ordinary women, and on the pages 
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of the many novels, motherhood was not the ideal. Yet, from the queen on down, the 

Victorians clung to a domestic ideology for which there was very little substantial 

foundation. The question, then, is why? 

 The word “ideology” may provide a clue to the answer to that question.  

Among its several definitions of the word, The Oxford English Dictionary calls 

ideology “ideal or abstract speculation; in a depreciatory sense, unpractical or 

visionary theorizing or speculation.”  Another entry in the OED calls ideology “a 

system of ideas and ideals forming the basis of an economic or political theory.”  Both 

definitions hint at instability. While the Angel-in-the-House ideology showed itself 

eventually to be an abstract, impractical theory, it provided a convenient basis for 

Britain’s economic and political theory in the nineteenth century.  In 1851 over 

400,000 of Britain’s female adults were unmarried (Simonsen 509).  What was a 

country to do with such a surplus, with what W. C. Greg termed the “redundant 

women”?  To hire them for meaningful work would destabilize the male workforce.  

To give them the vote would undermine the power of landed gentry.  But to establish 

and encourage models and rules for feminine behavior would put such women in their 

place and keep them busy at the tasks in the home, and to publicly admire women 

subscribing to the ideal would assure its continuation.  In Althusserian terms, if most 

aspects of the culture, or “what Althusser calls Ideological State Apparatuses (ISAs) 

which include the church, the family, media, schools, art, sports and cultural activities 

in general” (Rice and Waugh 107) supported the Angel-in-the House ideology, men 

and women would willingly embrace that ideology, and surely the public was being 

fed a steady stream of support for the Angel mother in all aspects of Victorian culture.  
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 The model for feminine behavior was established in novels before it was 

adapted into the public consciousness, and that same model, wrapped in the cult of 

domesticity, was being contested in novels even as it was being codified.  A word here 

about the cult of domesticity. Until recently, historians and literary scholars have 

generally accepted the role of the Victorian wife and mother as heavily influenced by 

the conduct books penned by Mrs. Sarah Ellis in the 1840s and by Mrs. Isabella 

Beeton in the 1860s.  Contesting this idea of the conduct books as representative 

documents on feminine behavior in her essay on domestic arts in the Victorian era, 

Nicola Humble writes: 

  For a long time, historians and literary critics took such discourses at 
  face value, constructing a model of “separate spheres” in which the 
  public sphere belonged to the male and the domestic to the female,  
  seeing the Victorian woman as a virtual prisoner in the home . . . But in 
  recent  decades there has been a number of challenges to this model, 
  voices pointing out that just because advice manuals prescribed a  
  certain form of behaviour, which is no guarantee that people actually 
  observed these prescriptions: that such books are always interventions, 
  attempts to alter the status quo, rather than clear windows on to the 
  past. (220-221) 
 
The woman whose habits corresponded to those of women in the conduct manuals, 

then, was an imagined figure, like the twenty-first century woman whose home 

resembles the cover of a decorating magazine, or whose parenting practices align 

perfectly with those in the books by prominent pediatricians.  Like so many fictional 

heroines, the ideal Victorian wife and mother was a fantasy, but her construction 

speaks to a few noticeable developments in the Victorian era, when, as Humble points 

out, “The ordering of the domestic sphere suddenly becomes a subject for study and 

instruction rather than familial received wisdom because the women of the Victorian 

middle class were living rather different lives from those of earlier generations” (222).  
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The middle class was a relatively new social stratum; whereas before the nineteenth 

century, most British subjects lived in towns or villages, industrialization and 

economic possibilities lured families into urban and suburban spaces. Without the 

family trade or the family farm to participate in, women had to seek new ways to 

participate.  Middle-class women were expected to find fulfillment in the home; 

conduct manuals offered “authority” on that process.  While the working class, with 

little disposable income, could find little use for manuals on how to set up and run a 

home, middle-class women could theoretically devote themselves to such endeavors. 

 Judging by some of the fiction from the Victorian era, what may well be the 

case is that Victorian women, from novelists to housewives, from queens to scullery 

maids, secretly scoffed at the cult of domesticity as a normative imposition of a 

particular ideal, thus causing the Angel ideology to corrode long before it was rejected 

outright.  What may also be the case is that Victorian women held on to the ideology 

for as long as it was useful in giving them an identity and a position of power in a 

changing universe.  Marxist critics Gramsci and later Althusser posited that “people 

collude in or consent to prevailing ideological values” (Haslett 103) for as long as 

such collusion benefits their own interests.  

 Thus, though historians once branded domestic women in Victorian times as 

suffering universally from repression, and although that suffering was real enough for 

many living in England in the nineteenth century, especially for working class women, 

Elizabeth Langland has argued convincingly in “Nobody’s Angels: Domestic Ideology 

and Middle-class Women in the Victorian Novel” that by mid-century the middle-

class woman wielded a significant amount of power in the home and in the novel, and 
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Nancy Armstrong has established in How Novels Think: The Limits of British 

Individualism from 1719-1900 that novels aided women in their rise to political power.  

Furthermore, Moyra Haslett cites this belief among Marxist critics: 

  Literature . . . could make ideology visible, for in giving ideology a 
  form, literature foregrounds its typical contradictions.  A ‘symptomatic’ 
  reading could thus read the gaps, inconsistencies and limits of a text, as 
  Freud has suggested we might read dreams and slips of the tongue so as 
  to reveal traces of what they repress. (104)  
 
A close examination of many Victorian novels reveals these conflicts over ideology 

being played out in fictional arenas, even as they were being played out in Parliament 

by men such as J. S. Mill.  

 In “The Subjection of Women” J. S. Mill objected to “the legal subordination 

of one sex to the other” (“Subjection”).  Mill repeatedly defended and explained his 

wish to extend the franchise to all except the barbarian and the uneducated, and his 

political statements reflect concerns of some of his countrymen.  One of the prominent 

women who influenced J. S. Mill’s views was Florence Nightingale, whose 

unpublished “Cassandra” came into his hands before Nightingale left for the Crimea in 

1854.  

  “Cassandra” sounds angry, militant, and remarkable.  Nightingale writes, 

“Women often strive to live by intellect . . . But a woman cannot live in the light of 

intellect. Society forbids it . . . The family uses people, not for what they are, not for 

what they are intended to be, but for what it wants them for—for its own uses. . . . 

This system dooms some minds to incurable infancy, others to silent misery” (37).  

Nightingale’s writing reveals that within one of the most powerful females of the 

nineteenth century the accepted ideology created conflict and resistance.  The paradox 
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of Nightingale’s life seems to reflect the paradox of the age in which she lived.  

Infantilized in the home, the young Florence Nightingale expressed herself in writing 

only, becoming a near invalid as a young woman.  Denied access to a nursing career, 

she languished in her well-appointed family home until her parents relented.  

Unmarried, she neither fit into nor acquiesced to the role of Angel in the House as 

wife and mother.  Yet after she traveled to another continent, nursed wounded 

soldiers, and directed corps of nurses, she became a legendary figure in the British 

press and consciousness, the Lady of the Lamp, the Angel who took her “natural” gifts 

for mothering and used them for the good of her nation.  Interestingly, Nightingale 

resisted joining the ranks of women seeking the franchise; in response to J. S. Mill’s 

invitation to join him in the fight for women’s rights, she declined.   

 Of both Florence Nightingale and Queen Victoria, widowed so young, and thus 

effectively single for much of her life, Nina Auerbach observes, “Neither woman 

wanted to be a feminist, each saw herself as working for and through men, but their 

lives added transfiguring possibilities to the Victorian myth of womanhood, 

particularly of woman alone and in command” (120).  While Auerbach sees the 

conflicted woman as a powerful figure, a combination woman/demon, that power was 

exercised covertly and thought best to contain, except of course, in the case of the 

Queen.  

 While Queen Victoria—perhaps with the aid of willing conspirators in the 

press and among the public who wished to see her as the domestic regal mother—was 

for the most part able to hide that part of her which would disconcert her subjects, and 

while Florence Nightingale first resorted to invalidism and then to a demanding career 
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to avoid publicly confronting her dissatisfaction with the woman’s lot, such options as 

Queen Victoria’s and Florence Nightingale’s were not readily available to ordinary 

women. Where, then, was this struggle within the domestic woman being played out?  

In Desire and Domestic Fiction, Nancy Armstrong avers that the domestic woman 

became a powerful figure when she became a figure of desire, and that the drama 

exploring the tensions that arose from woman’s powerlessness was enacted on the 

pages of the domestic novel: 

  From the beginning, domestic fiction actively sought to disentangle the 
  language of sexual relations from the language of politics, and in so 
  doing,  to introduce a new form of political power. This power emerged 
  with the rise of the domestic woman and established its hold over  
  British culture through her dominance over all those objects and  
  practices we associate with private life. (467). 
 
Armstrong’s argument finds the gendered discourse beginning in late eighteenth-

century fiction and continuing into the nineteenth century when “domestic fiction 

mapped out a new domain of discourse as it invested common forms of social 

behavior with the emotional values of women” (471).  One of the conventions of the 

eighteenth-century novel, as seen in Pamela, for example, was fairly obliterated by the 

late nineteenth century.  That convention allowed a woman of the lower class to cross 

social boundaries by taming and marrying an aristocrat.  

 In her 1992 study “Nobody’s Angels,” Elizabeth Langland explains why in the 

second half of the nineteenth century “Marriage between a working-class woman and 

a higher class man has become nonnarratable” (290).  The reason, Langland argues, is 

that when the Angel took over management of the house, she was compelled to 

maintain the status quo “. . . because the mid-Victorian husband depended on his wife 

to perform the ideological work of managing the class question and displaying signs of 
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the family’s status—duties to which he contributed a disposable income” (291).  By 

later in the nineteenth century, the middle-class woman had a large stake in controlling 

the home and exercising power over the lower-class woman; thus even the middle-

class woman’s style of dress followed prescribed rules, rules which may have 

appeared too esoteric (not to mention too expensive) for the poor to emulate.  As 

Langland notes, “The clothes, like the customs, were constructed to distinguish the 

middle-class woman from her social inferiors. Her apparel, physically inhibiting as it 

may have been, was also a sign of her class power because it precluded physical labor 

and displayed her managerial status” (294).  

 Novels at mid-century reflect such distinction between upper and lower class 

based on clothing and accessories. In Adam Bede, for example, Hetty’s longing for the 

fine clothes and jewels is expressed in an early scene as she prances around her 

bedroom in an old piece of lace, imagining life as a well-dressed woman.  Eliot’s 

narrator repeatedly hints that Hetty’s dream is just that.  No one among her peers, not 

her aunt and uncle, not Dinah Morris, and most of all, not the stalwart working-class 

citizen Adam Bede, ever supposes for a minute that Hetty, no matter how beautiful she 

is, will ever be anything more than a diversion to Captain Donnithorne.  Thinking 

otherwise, Hetty deludes herself to the point where she acts “unnaturally,” ultimately 

letting her infant die and imperiling her own life.  

 Hetty’s actions and fantasies mark a tendency toward imitation of the upper 

class which, according to Regenia Gagnier, is reflected in the autobiographical 

writings of lower-class women.  In her study of self-representation in Britain during 

the Victorian era, Gagnier notes: 
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  Hegemony appears in autobiography in the form of master, or broad 
  cultural “narratives,” that determine how people see their lives. For 
  example, such narratives include ideologies of gender—of masculinity 
  and femininity—that make women and men write their lives in terms of 
  romance and financial success, whether or not their actual lives are 
  conducive to such pursuits. . . . (6)   
 
As an example, Gagnier notes a repeated tendency among the lower-class male writers 

to employ the same writing design used by graduates of Eton.  In Eliot’s novel, as in 

Gagnier’s working-class autobiographies, the discourse reflects both domestic 

ideology and class consciousness.  Hetty’s relatives and friends are unable to imagine 

Hetty as Arthur Donnithorne’s wife; she is continually matched in their imaginations 

with one of the local working-class men, helping with the daily chores on the farm.  

Only in Hetty’s imagination do the classes intermingle.  

 Alex Woloch sees the plethora of characters that populate the nineteenth-

century novel as reflecting the realist writer’s concern with class struggles.  As 

Woloch describes that concern, “The nineteenth-century novel’s configuration of 

narrative work—within the context of omniscient, asymmetric character-systems—

creates a formal structure that can imaginatively comprehend the dynamics of 

alienated labor, and the class structure that underlies this labor” (author’s italics) (27).  

Calling the minor characters “the proletariat of the novel” Woloch invites us to view 

Eliot, and other nineteenth-century novelists, as playing out on their pages the 

questions roiling among all levels of society.  Among the questions these texts 

explore, then, are “What makes a good mother?  Is a good mother one who has enough 

financial resources?  Is knowledge of good mothering restricted to upper and middle-

class wives?  If so, then what exactly is natural instinct in a mother?”  Langland offers 

some insight as to how Victorians reconciled this conundrum: “The discursive 
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formations of Victorian England dematerialized middle-class women as bodies and 

essentialized working and lower-class women as mere bodies, sexual and physical 

machines” (“Nobody’s Angels” 302).  Through Hetty Sorrel, whose resistance to 

categorization as “body” is fatal but unsettling, Eliot explores the painful results of 

attempting to defy class boundaries.  Later in the century, Thomas Hardy and Henry 

James explore the same ground as Eliot, looking at daughters with and without 

mothers, daughters whom the reader might admire for their refusal to adhere to the 

domestic ideal or for their wish to step outside the class boundaries set by that ideal. 

 Between the appearance of Adam Bede, Eliot’s first novel, in 1858, and the 

appearance of Thomas Hardy’s Tess in 1891, scientific discovery also challenged the 

eminence of the Angel in the House. Charles Darwin’s On the Origin of Species 

unsettled the world, especially the western world with its firm footing in Christian 

theology.  As Gillian Beer so carefully documents in Darwin’s Plots: Evolutionary 

Narratives in Darwin, George Eliot and Nineteenth Century Fiction, the course of 

fiction was heavily influenced by Darwin’s theories on adaptation.  Darwin’s findings 

implied that no longer could one say with authority that the first parents were Adam 

and Eve unless one chose to take the Bible literally.  A multitude of philosophical 

questions arose from Darwin’s writings, such as this one: If Eve’s body was not taken 

from Adam’s rib as Genesis asserts, what was the connection/obligation of the first 

woman to the first man?  Other questions arose among social theorists.  Just what did 

evolution mean in terms of human interaction?  For Herbert Spencer the “survival of 

the fittest” gave support to the idea that the wealthy and privileged were more fit than 

the poor; Spencer thus assured the upper classes of their right to govern and prosper.  
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Equally as important for some, in light of Darwin’s findings on adaptation, the 

Christian ideal of womanhood, interpreted as requiring a woman be solely the 

helpmate, handmaid, mother, servant to the man, could no longer sustain itself.  In any 

case, by the light of Darwin’s findings, the Angel in the House began to dim as an 

ideal 

 No greater proof existed as to the instability of the Angel in the House than the 

women in the mid-Victorian era who defied the Angel’s dictates and lived happily in 

opposition to the contemporary ideal of womanhood.  One of these was George Eliot, 

a literary and social lioness who lived openly with George Lewes; another was Harriet 

Taylor Mill.  Writing about his late wife in his Autobiography, Mill contends, “Were I 

but capable of interpreting to the world one half the great thought and noble feelings 

which are buried in her grave, I should be the medium of greater benefit to it, than is 

ever likely to arise from anything that I can write, unprompted and unassisted by her 

all but unrivalled wisdom” (qtd. in Miller, Dale, “Harriet Taylor Mill”).  Such a tribute 

to a woman bespeaks recognition not of Harriet Taylor Mill’s Angel qualities, but of 

her genius. 

 In her twenties, married and the mother of two children when she met J. S. 

Mill, Harriet Taylor had been raised in a wealthy family and was largely self-educated. 

Married to John Taylor, she nevertheless established a relationship with the 

philosopher Mill that continued until her death in 1858.  Living part of the time with 

her first husband, whom she nursed through his final illness, part of the time on her 

own, and part of the time with Mill, Harriet Taylor Mill made public and private 

choices that demonstrated a woman could live and thrive outside conventional 
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boundaries.  Although Harriet Taylor Mill wrote on themes such as “toleration, the 

sociology of religion, and various aspects of the subject of gender equality” (Miller, 

Dale), her strength, as Jo Ellen Jacobs describes it, was as a collaborator, and the value 

of her collaboration, at least for Mill, lay in her steady questions about the rights of 

individuals who were not privileged, i.e. women, the working class.  Jacobs asserts 

that in her own time and in the twentieth century, Harriet Taylor Mill’s questions 

grated, for “Women’s questions threaten men’s knowledge. Harriet’s philosophical 

thinking resulted in more questions than answers . . . Eve’s sin was to desire to eat the 

fruit of the tree of knowledge. So was Harriet’s” (133). 

  Dale Miller remarks that besides J. S. Mill, few who knew the couple regarded 

her in the same light as the great philosopher did.  Thomas Carlyle once said that “She 

was full of unwise intellect, asking and re-asking stupid questions” (qtd. in Miller, 

Dale, “Harriet Taylor Mill”).  This habitual questioning, which Carlyle found 

annoying, seems to be the proper realm for the philosopher, as Jacobs points out, and 

certainly for J. S. Mill, her questioning enhanced the development and articulation of 

his philosophy.  The position in which Harriet Taylor Mill was viewed in the mid-

Victorian era, either as a woman of genius, or a woman who inspired genius, as a 

woman who took advantage of her closeness to a great man to enhance her own 

credibility, or as a woman who found the rare opportunity to connect to a man who 

appreciated and encouraged her gifts, illustrates the pervasive duality, or split, in the 

Victorian consciousness over what a woman should be.  The very existence of such a 

split indicates the dilemma of the age, a dilemma which aroused heated debate over 
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rights for women in the political arena and which also resulted in complex portrayals 

of the “good woman” in the hands of the best writers.  

 Whatever the facts of the relationship between J. S. Mill and his wife, the 

benefit of their partnership was felt in England and in the world over the next century.  

According to The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, “ ‘The Enfranchisement of 

Women,’ published in The Westminster Review in 1851, is the best candidate for a 

significant philosophical work authored primarily or even solely by Harriet . . . This 

essay contains many of the same lines of argument as The Subjection of Women, 

written by John and published in 1869 . . .” (Miller, Dale).  Such a note also confirms 

that in England at mid-century, while the public gaze was supposedly fastened onto 

angelic ideal, individual men and women were looking ahead to a time when political 

and economic rights for women would become the ideal. 

 By the 1860s the New Woman had risen to challenge the Angel in the House. 

The New Woman’s supporters, particularly among men, were few, and her enemies 

among men and women were loud.  Eliza Lynn Linton in “The Girl of the Period,” 

published in 1868, best articulates the prevailing English attitude toward the new 

woman.  Mrs. Linton places the Angel ideology squarely in opposition to the upstart: 

  We prided ourselves as a nation on our women. We thought we had the 
  pick of creation in this fair young English girl of ours, and envied no 
  other men their own . . . This was in the old time, and when English 
  girls were content to be what God and nature had made them. Of late 
  years we have  changed the pattern, and have given to the world a race 
  of women as utterly unlike the old insular ideal as if we had created 
  another nation altogether. (“The Girl of the Period”) 
 
In describing women of an earlier time with phrases such as “the pick of creation” and 

“what God and nature had made them,” Mrs. Linton betrays an anxiety based in 
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Darwin’s discoveries.  The basis of Mrs. Linton’s argument, grounded as it is in 

English superiority and in a staunch belief that the laws of God and nature were 

knowable and favored the English man, was not questioned by those who opposed the 

New Woman.  Furthermore, Mrs. Linton betrays ambivalence when she writes about 

the danger to women in taking on the mantle of the New Woman. While issuing a 

warning to young women, Mrs. Linton simultaneously advocates a return to the past, 

as she writes in the same essay, “When women become again what they were once 

they will gather round them the love and homage and chivalrous devotion which were 

then an Englishwoman’s natural inheritance.”  Curiously, Mrs. Linton had separated 

permanently from her husband a year before “The Girl of the Period” was published.  

Illustrating again the split in the Victorian consciousness, Mrs. Linton, who knew 

firsthand the need to support herself, as well as the adulation of the public, was 

staunchly antifeminist and one of the century’s most vocal critics of women’s rights.  

In the end, unanswered questions loom over Mrs. Linton’s protests: What was the old 

time?  Of what possible worth can an “insular ideal” be, with its implication of 

isolation?  And most importantly: For which women was “love and homage and 

chivalrous devotion” a natural inheritance? 

 An examination of articles and cartoons about the New Woman twenty-five 

years after Eliza Linton’s “The Girl of the Period” reveals in some cases little change 

in attitude, but clear evidence of a serious public struggle with the Angel ideal.  Mrs. 

Linton is quoted in The Newcastle Weekly Review on March 10, 1894 as decrying the 

changes brought on by the movement of women out of the home and into the public 

sector:  
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  Now however, with everything done out of the home, the time once 
  occupied within the four walls is left vacant and disused, and Satan 
  vindicates his old claim to be considered the most indefatigable  
  taskmaster we have. With this loss of domestic duties and the cessation 
  of domestic activities the home naturally becomes monotonous, and the 
  girls refuse to stay in it if they can in any way escape, while the married 
  women delegate their dwindled duties to the servants, and stream out to 
  the club and the shops, their friends and the office, for the excitement 
  home cannot afford them. (“Mrs. E. Linton”) 
 
The implication that the New Woman’s direction is guided by Satan suggests a 

resolute adherence to Biblical authority as determining the role of women, but more 

importantly, Mrs. Linton’s words echo an attitude at the center of a raging debate 

about women’s duties, their role in marriage, and, though she may not have intended 

it, Mrs. Linton’s words, in acknowledging the attraction and “excitement” existing 

outside of the home, incite rather than cure ambivalence. 

 A cursory look at newspaper articles right before the turn of the century reveals 

repeated attacks on the New Woman, on everything from her clothing style to her 

habit of riding a bicycle.  Accused of being everything from a cross-dresser to a 

lesbian, the New Woman was excoriated almost daily.  In an article that questions 

“The New Woman: Is She Simply a Man in Disguise?” an unnamed journalist 

recounts the tale of a Frenchman who enrolled in Medical School disguised as a 

woman, fell in love with one of his female classmates, revealed his true identity, left 

school, and married.  Although the story itself recounts the adventure of the male 

student “who had always shown a marked preference for her own supposed sex,” the 

opening of the article quotes the British Medical Journal as declaring the new woman 

as “chiefly remarkable for the unerring perversity of instincts with which she selects 

the less admirable features of the male sex for imitation” (“The New Woman”).  The 
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writer then jokes that perhaps a more valid theory would hold that the New Woman is 

simply a man in disguise, using the story of the errant French medical student to 

develop support for his new theory.  The mockery in the title indicts all New Women 

as men in drag; it also suggests a cultural anxiety that by this time was ubiquitous. 

 Articles about women caught misbehaving in public abound in the turn-of-the 

century newspapers and periodicals.  In “The ‘New Woman’ in the Dock” the writer 

begins, “At least one ‘New Woman’ has had the courage of her convictions, and has 

narrowly escaped being convicted for her courage in pursuing the craze to its logical 

issue.”  In the article’s opening sentence, the reporter equates being drunk with being a 

New Woman. The story then details the appearance in court of a Mrs. Gore who “had 

nothing to say except to express her regret that she had a little more to drink than was 

good for her,” and relates her misbehavior after she was struck by another woman in 

the club where they were drinking. “The Magistrate asked if ladies were admitted to 

this club,” the writer continues, “and being informed that they were he said he 

supposed they must be ‘New Women’” (“The ‘New Woman’ in the Dock”). The 

derision of the writer and of the magistrate and the equating of misbehavior with the 

New Woman, are not at all remarkable when compared to other articles about the New 

Woman appearing in print. 

 Occasionally, a letter to the Editor, as appeared in the Pall Mall Gazette in 

September 1894, apparently defended the New Woman. The writer, Helene Gingold, 

observes of the New Woman, “She is the Zeitgeist of the end of the century, and her 

aim is not to fight, but to serve with men in the battle of life. She has found out that 

there is something for her to live for besides motherhood, pickling, and sewing” (“The 
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New Woman: A Vindication”).  Citing the capabilities and talents of the New Woman, 

Gingold observes of her mothering propensities, “As for motherhood, it is difficult to 

choose between the prunes and prisms of our grandmothers and the laxity of maternal 

parents of to-day, who accept the state of maternity without a thought to the earnest 

duties thereof” (“The New Woman: A Vindication”).  While Gingold is ostensibly 

defending the New Woman’s choices, in her reference to “the laxity of maternal 

parents . . . who accept the state of maternity without a thought to the earnest duties 

thereof,” she is also supporting the “earnest” duties of a mother, which Gingold 

implies the New Woman considers more fully and handles more capably than her less 

liberated peers.  Of her possibilities, Gingold writes: 

  The New Woman accepts life as a reality, knowing there is something 
  to accomplish in it, and this without neglecting either husband or home, 
  a la Mrs. Jellyby. She is by no means a rara avis; she is found among 
  charming actresses and Bohemian artists, who have less harm in them 
  than those young ladies who are permitted by foolish parents to grow 
  up without an aim, like toadstools, useless and unbeautiful eyesores.  
  (“The New Woman: A Vindication”) 
 
 Helene Gingold’s letter to the editor is interesting not only for the opposing 

view it presents, but for what it articulates about the manifold weaknesses in the 

Angel-in-the- House ideology.  The author recognizes that try as it may have to 

idealize the mother and grandmother as nurturing and beneficent, the Angel 

philosophy failed to convince the real daughters of real mothers that the answer to 

raising a child could be realized in self-sacrifice.  Her allusion to Dickens’s Mrs. 

Jellyby, the prototype for the mother whose charitable interests lay outside the home 

and whose connection to her children was virtually nonexistent, refutes that figure as 

the only logical result of a woman who found fulfillment in the outside world.  In this, 
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Gingold unwittingly reinforces the Angel ideal by castigating its opposite.  The letter 

to the editor from 1894 also reveals a tendency to try to amend or reconcile the Angel 

ideal to the New Woman philosophy.  When Gingold avers that a woman in her time 

can have and pursue an outside goal “and this without neglecting either husband or 

home,” she is nodding to the ideal, reinforcing the normative expectation.  Likewise, 

when she cites examples of “charming actresses and Bohemian artists” who subscribe 

to the New Woman philosophy, she is employing examples of single women, free 

spirits who do not habitually subscribe to traditional ideals.  Gingold defends these 

women by saying they have “less harm in them,” thus presenting the New Woman as a 

docile creature, one who can still be domesticated, thereby expressing ambivalence 

and a conciliatory tone. 

 In perhaps the most desperate attempt to hold onto a crumbling ideology, 

adherents branded the New Woman as mad, an opinion captured in “The New Woman 

Objects to Marriage Ritual: Her Friends Think Her Mad and Put Her Under Restraint,” 

a disturbing story in which a young woman, a socialist, became engaged to a man with 

similar political views.  The article notes that “Recently Miss Lanchester, who always 

held advanced views, adopted THE ANTI-MARRIAGE CULT [text’s capitals] 

preached by Mr. Grant Allen in ‘The Woman Who Did’ and resolved that in her own 

case she would carry out those ideas.”  Three men, one of whom was her brother, 

invaded the boarding home where Miss Lanchester resided, and when she refused to 

go to her wedding, kidnapped her. When questioned as to the whereabouts of his 

sister, Miss Lanchester’s brother responded “that Miss Lanchester’s mental condition 

had been the subject of some concern to the family for some time, and that an expert 
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in diseases on the brain had been commissioned to inquire into it” (“The New Woman 

Objects”).  While the article’s title pretends to report an incident, the description of 

Miss Lanchester as holding “advanced views” and as resolving to carry out the ideas 

expressed in Grant Allen’s work betray the reporter’s bias as well as an assumption of 

the audience’s acceptance of the equation of Miss Lanchester’s reading habits with her 

actions. 

 The article also defines Miss Lanchester as having “middle-class parentage” 

and writes of her fiancé, James Sullivan, who “belonged to the artisan class, but . . . 

was of excellent character” (“The New Woman Objects”).  In their attention to social 

boundary crossing, these descriptions point out another facet of the struggle against 

the Angel-in-the-House ideology: it was tied to class struggle.  Moreover, the article 

suggests the treacherous lengths to which some would go to reverse the tide that 

brought the New Woman into existence.  It captures a last-ditch effort at using the 

police or the sanitarium to enforce the ideology which is by now being openly 

contested.  Elaine Showalter reports that Miss Lanchester was diagnosed as suffering 

from “overeducation” (Female Malady 146), a diagnosis which speaks to the gendered 

anxiety that the educated woman aroused at the turn of the century. 

 In articles such as “The New Woman Objects to Marriage Ritual: Her Friends 

Think Her Mad” the seeming simplicity of the Angel-in-the-House ideal is revealed as 

a masque for a complex notion of what a woman should be.  This complexity is 

explored in several works of fiction throughout the nineteenth century that call 

Patmore’s Angel to task.  In Thomas Hardy’s and Henry James’s fiction, the Angel 

ideal is revealed as destructive, particularly to mothers.  The two fin-de-siècle authors 
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track the behavior of mothers with complex motives, mothers who cracked the image 

and reputation of the Angel/mother beyond repair.  These transformed angels would 

become the inhibiting mothers that Modernists immortalized. 
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CHAPTER 2 

KILLER ANGELS: LUCY AUDLEY AND HETTY SORREL 
 

 Even as the Angel in the House was being conceived as ideal daughter, wife, 

and mother, it becomes clear, at least in literature, that the Angel was a figure more 

wished for than actual, for the Angel in some fictional families was using her good 

looks and knowledge of domestic arts to create maelstroms within the house.  By the 

late 1850s when M. E. Braddon was on her way to becoming a literary sensation (no 

pun intended) and George Eliot had published her first novel, it was also clear that in 

the real world, membership in the Angel domain was restricted to the upper classes. 

What happened when the woman of the lower class imagined herself in the realm of 

the Angel in the House, or tried to engineer herself into that realm, is explored in 

Braddon’s Lady Audley’s Secret as well as in Eliot’s Adam Bede, where would-be 

Angels wreak irreparable harm. 

 If ever a woman understood the untenable position of the Angel in the House, 

that woman was Mary Elizabeth Braddon.  Living with a man whose wife was locked 

up in an asylum, raising his five children from that marriage in addition to bearing him 

four more children, writing prodigiously for profit, Braddon typified almost nothing 

that connected her with the nineteenth-century Angel. That paragon, she suggests in 

Lady Audley’s Secret, was dangerous, because while she looked good, behaved well in 

public, and charmed the eyes out of most men, she hid qualities and capabilities that 

made her more frightful than Rochester’s wife.  At least Bertha Mason crawled on all 

fours, wore her dark mane of hair tangled and wild, and screamed out profanities.  
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Lucy Audley would have looked askance at the madwoman of Jane Eyre’s novel.  Or 

maybe not.  The ultimate desperate act of both women is to burn down a building.  

 First published in serialized installments accompanied by illustrations of the 

diminutive heroine, Lady Audley’s Secret was a popular phenomenon. When 

published as a three-volume tome in 1862, “three printings of the novel sold out within 

ten days; altogether it went through eight printings in the first three months” 

(Schroeder 9-10).  The story likewise enthralled audiences when it was later turned 

into a play. The novel’s popularity disturbed many critics, who saw in the public’s 

embrace a dimwitted response to a sensational plot.  Margaret Oliphant considered the 

readers of such sensationalist novels of limited intelligence and called on women to 

protest sensation novels in general, declaring “a woman has one duty of invaluable 

importance to her country and her race which cannot be over-estimated—and that is 

the duty of being pure. There is perhaps nothing of such vital consequence to a nation” 

(“Novels”).  

 The latter comment deserves some attention for its bold assertion that 

“nothing” is as vital to the nation’s welfare as pure women.  If Oliphant truly believed 

what she wrote, and if many others shared her belief, then it is no wonder that Lucy 

Audley tries to hide her imperfections in order to live within the conventional ideal, 

seeking to marry well without upsetting “or subverting—the status quo” (Schroeder 

30).  Those who are not pure, like Lucy, the abandoned wife, penniless daughter, and 

runaway mother, must resort to whatever means they can to achieve social acceptance 

and economic security. Natalie and Ronald Schroeder point out that what Lucy lacks 

on her odyssey toward becoming a conventional married woman (besides assurance of 
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her first husband’s death) is good parents: “Unfortunately, Lucy has none of the 

customary advisors to help her make responsible marital choices. Although she is not 

an orphan, she may well be. Her father is ineffectual, and her mother is . . . locked 

away in an insane asylum . . . Lucy has no mentor to socialize her properly . . . (32).  

What is an aspiring Angel to do?  In Lucy’s case, she decides to reinvent herself; 

subsequently, she concludes that if in the process of covering up her former self, she 

must do dastardly deeds, then so be it.  Lucy Audley, who wants nothing more than to 

be the woman Oliphant imagines—the proper Englishwoman who gets her just 

reward— upsets the local universe trying to be angelic.  While in her study of madness 

in nineteenth-century fiction, Judy Cornes pronounces Lucy Audley mad, that 

character does not appear to have lost touch with reality.  Rather, she is in touch with a 

stark reality: unless she plays upon her beauty and feigns virtue, she must live in 

poverty and obscurity, with a dependent child and a drunken father to provide for.  

 As part of a carefully orchestrated plan, the newly-named Lucy Graham first 

establishes herself as an innocent working girl; by reputation she is soon cast as a 

woman who sings in perfect harmony with the Angel in the House. The description of 

her life immediately before becoming Sir Michael’s wife reads like a resume for the 

ideal governess; more importantly, Lucy’s is a resume for a highly desirable wife 

whose “accomplishments were so brilliant and numerous . . . she taught the girls to 

play sonatas by Beethoven, and to paint from nature after Creswick, and walked 

through a dull, out-of-the-way village to the humble little church, three times every 

Sunday. . . . In the cottages of the poor her fair face shone like a sunbeam” (Braddon 

5-6).  Added to her generous mien, the fact that “every one loved, admired, and 
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praised her” (6) made Lucy the ideal Victorian woman.  Lest the reader miss Lucy’s 

affinity to the divine, Braddon describes Lucy’s head as covered with “the most 

wonderful curls in the world–soft and feathery, always floating away from her face, 

and making a pale halo around her head when the sunlight shone through them” (7).  

 Even as she refers repeatedly to Lucy’s physical beauty and irresistible charms, 

however, Braddon hints at corruption and dark forces lurking within and around Lucy. 

Her husband’s ancestral home, Audley Court, originally inhabited by an order of nuns, 

a place once pristine and holy, after years of being added onto by architects is now a 

mansion where “great piles of chimneys rose up here and there behind the pointed 

gables,” held up by “straggling ivy” (3); furthermore, Audley Court is “a house in 

which no one room had any sympathy with the another, every chamber running off at 

a tangent into an inner chamber . . . [where] . . . there were secret chambers” (4).  Like 

Lucy, the house that she enters as a bride is swathed in mystery and disguised by 

attempts to make itself into something else.  If we look at Lucy Audley as an aspiring 

Angel in the House, the mansion in which she lives stands as an objective correlative 

for the ideal which had by Braddon’s time, and certainly in Braddon’s experience, 

transformed from a structure once attractive and holy to one held up by the flimsiest of 

foundations.  

 Suggestions of Lucy’s perverse connection to the Angel in the House are 

highlighted in dramatic scenes that mimic pre-Raphaelite portraits of fallen women.  

Two scenes in particular recall Augustus Egg’s triptych Past and Present, where a 

woman caught in adultery lies prostrate at her husband’s feet. When Sir Michael 

Audley proposes to Lucy Graham, the young woman, like Egg’s sinner, “fell to her 
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knees at his feet” (8) and responds to Sir Michael’s proposal in an almost hysterical 

chant, “Do not ask too much of me, then. I cannot be disinterested; I cannot be blind to 

the advantages of such an alliance. I cannot. I cannot!” (9).  Disclosing that Lucy’s 

posture “fills the baronet with a vague alarm. She is still on the ground at his feet, 

crouching rather than kneeling . . .” (9), Braddon establishes in this erotic scene a 

disturbing warning that issues from the mouth of the heroine: “I have been selfish 

from my babyhood” (9).  Like the fallen woman in Egg’s painting, Lucy has admitted 

her weakness, but at this point her husband dismisses his feeling of “vague alarm.”   

 Viewed from the feminist angle, this scene between Lucy and Sir Michael 

translates to a recognition scene—at least Lucy’s recognition—that what she has been 

taught has diminished her as a human being.  She will accept marriage to a man she 

does not love for very practical reasons—“no more dependence, no more drudgery, no 

more humiliations” (9).  Indeed, she will commit bigamy to assure such an outcome.  

In a surge to achieve some economic power, she will use all of her brilliance to be the 

woman Sir Michael desires.   

 In another highly theatrical scene, which takes place after Lady Audley has 

been uncovered as a fraud, an arsonist, a bigamist, and a foiled murderer, once again 

“my lady fell upon her knees at his feet, interposing herself between the baronet and 

his nephew” (201).  Here Lucy reiterates her earlier claim in words which her husband 

must now hear: “I should be sorry for you if I could, for you have been very, very 

good to me, much better to me than I ever deserved; but I can’t, I can’t–I feel nothing 

but my own misery. I told you long ago that I was selfish; I am selfish still–more 

selfish than ever in my misery” (201).  These words, uttered after Lucy has screamed 
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that she is “a mad woman,” bespeak a contradiction.  If Lucy is mad, then she is 

incapable of reasoning; her words to her husband belie insanity.  They suggest 

desperation, emptiness, depression, insight, but not madness.  

 Apparently, while M. E. Braddon and Lucy Audley recognize the dilemma of a 

woman who grows up in England with the knowledge of what is possible and what is 

expected, but without the means or support to attain position, wealth, or status, the 

men in Lady Audley’s Secret do not.  Near the end of the novel, after Lady Audley has 

confessed her misdeeds to her husband, his nephew Robert Audley calls in a physician 

“experienced in cases of mania” (Braddon 214).  Fearful of the public shame that 

would arise if Lady Audley were prosecuted for her crimes, Robert seeks to have her 

declared mad so that he can commit her to an asylum.  After an interview with Lady 

Audley, Dr. Mosgrove pronounces his impressions to Robert: 

  There is latent insanity!  Insanity which might never appear; or which 
  might appear only once or twice in a lifetime. It would be a dementia in 
  its worst phase, perhaps; acute mania; but its duration would be very 
  brief, and it would only arise under extreme mental pressure. The lady 
  is not mad; but she has the hereditary taint in her blood.  She has the 
  cunning of madness, with the prudence of intelligence. I will tell you 
  what she is, Mr. Audley. She is dangerous! (219) 
 
Moments later, when Robert Audley confesses “my greatest fear is the necessity of 

any exposure–any disgrace” (220), he reveals a wish to hide the dark secrets that 

threaten to ruin the public image of the Audley family as a result of Lady Audley’s 

deception and attempted murder(s).  His frank revelation of the primary importance of 

maintaining a public mask is at first resisted by the doctor who declares, “You cannot 

expect me to assist you to condone one of the worst offenses against society.  If I saw 

adequate reason for believing that a murder had been committed by this woman, I 
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should refuse to assist you in smuggling her out of the reach of public justice . . .” 

(220).  The doctor agrees to help Robert have Lady Audley committed on the basis of 

his certainty about her potential as a murderess.  The capitulation speech he delivers is 

noteworthy for what it says about the danger women could pose to society because of 

their outward appearance:  

  “But as a physiologist and as an honest man, I believe you could do no 
  better service to society than by [committing Lady Audley to an  
  asylum]; for physiology is a lie if the woman I saw ten minutes ago is a 
  woman to be trusted at large.  If she could have sprung at my throat and 
  strangled me with her little hands, as I sat talking to her just now, she 
  would have done it!” (220).  
 
In the era in which Braddon wrote, physiology was connected to study of the way an 

object appears rather than to the scientific study of living things.  Then as now, 

though, physiology concerned itself with the natural.  What Dr. Mosgrove is saying is 

that he knows by looking at her that Lady Audley is not to be trusted, that as a woman, 

she is unnatural, that is, dangerous.  

 Despite Lucy’s cool recitation of her crimes and her motivations, she is 

nonetheless banished to a sanitarium. Lucy’s incarceration in a “maison de santé” in 

Belgium where she dies “after a long illness, which Monsieur Val describes as 

maladie de langueur” (251), brings up the question as to why Braddon chose to have 

Lucy, whose name has been changed yet again—this time to Madame Taylor—die of 

what translates loosely as boredom or listlessness.  In The Female Malady, Elaine 

Showalter describes the mid-nineteenth-century asylum as a place where “eating, 

sleeping, dressing, working, even dancing, the lunatic was surrendered to a system of 

benign control” (50).  One can only imagine the effects of such a regimen on the 

inventive, ambitious Lucy. Institutionalized for “moral madness” rather than for 
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psychosis, Lucy succumbs to death brought on by “maladie de langeur,” which 

suggests Braddon recognized that the Angel in the House will become the devil in the 

house, will shake the foundations of staid institutions—or die of boredom.  

 Victorian critics were appalled at Lucy Audley.  In 1865, W. Fraser Rae 

echoed the sentiments of Margaret Oliphant when Rae wrote of M. E. Braddon, “By 

the unthinking crowd she is regarded as a woman of genius . . .” (“Sensation 

Novelists”).  Calling Lady Audley’s Secret “very unnatural . . . one of the most 

noxious novels of modern times” the writer pronounces: “A novel is a picture of life, 

and as such ought to be faithful. The fault of these novels is that they contain pictures 

of daily life, wherein there are scenes so grossly untrue to nature, that we can hardly 

pardon the author if she drew them in ignorance . . .” (“Sensation Novelists”).  One 

wonders what novels Rae was reading—certainly not Wuthering Heights, Jane Eyre, 

or Bleak House.  Both Margaret Oliphant’s and M. Rae’s comments assume that in 

writing a novel about a woman so desperate to be what society regarded as angelic that 

she resorts to the diabolical, Braddon defied the natural order of things.  Such critical 

comments also express a fear that what Braddon had done in presenting readers with 

Lucy Audley threatened the status quo, as indeed she had.  Patrick Brantlinger has 

observed, “Braddon could be taken as going beyond the genteel realism of a Trollope 

or a Thackeray to unlock the true mysteries of life–those that more proper Victorians 

thought should be walled off from the reader” (12).  If one judges by contemporary 

critics, “the proper Victorians,” like Robert Audley in the novel, feared most what 

would happen if the natural woman were revealed to be a creature whose madness 

stemmed from languor, not genetics. 
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 While critics censured Braddon’s novel, readers loved it.  The fascination with 

the crimes of Lucy Audley was similar to the contemporary fascination with real 

women’s evil deeds.  At the same time the Victorian public professed admiration for 

feminine purity and domestic virtue, readers devoured newspaper stories of women 

like Maria Manning, on trial in 1849 for murdering her lover. Newspapers, as Shanyn 

Fiske notes, transformed Manning “from criminal to tragic heroine” (28): 

  Given the emblematic status of the “Angel of the House” in Victorian 
  England’s domestic ideology, the general reaction to her trial and  
  execution is striking. Here was a woman who had cheated on her  `
  husband and involved him in a murder conspiracy, shot her lover,  
  stolen his railway shares and attempted to sell them for her own profit, 
  and then damned her adopted country for bringing her to justice. Yet 
  newspapers, while supporting the jury’s decision, were curiously  
  ambivalent and even haltingly deferential toward her. (28) 
 
Curiosity about the exotic Maria Manning and wonder at her “masculine” deeds and 

temerity indicates a heightened fascination with the woman who defied the Angel 

tenets.  What are we to make of this fascination?  The ambivalence and deference of 

the press, and of some readers, imply recognition that in real life, the word “natural” 

had little meaning when applied to feminine behavior, nor did appearances.  Such 

interest and possible sympathy for Maria Manning points to another gap in the Angel 

ideology—if Manning were castigated in the press as a demon, then her demon-ness 

would serve as a support for the Angel ideal, but what was most attractive about her 

seems to have been her bold, open disdain for English law and custom.  Braddon 

alludes to the Maria Manning trial in a conversation between Lady Audley and her 

stepson, who observes that if he had been in the house “in which Maria Manning and 

her husband murdered their guest, I should have no awful prescience of that bygone 

horror” (Braddon 94), admitting that her beauty might have fooled him, as Lucy 
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Audley’s beauty fools all of the men in the novel and none of the women.  Those who 

wish for her to be as she appears are those who are victimized. 

 At least one modern critic points out that at the end of Lady Audley’s Secret, 

not all of the key mysteries are solved.  In particular, no explanation exists for the 

significance of three objects that Sir Michael’s wife keeps hidden—a ring, a baby 

shoe, and a lock of golden hair.  Judy Cornes observes that the ring is probably not 

from Lucy Audley’s marriage to George Talboys, for “the paper wrapping the ring is 

‘yellow with age’”; secondly the baby shoes would seem like a sentimental reminder, 

but for the fact that Lucy confesses no love for little George Talboys, Jr., saying “‘I 

did not love the child’”; and finally, young George’s hair and eyes, like his father’s, 

are dark” (195-96), thus the golden lock of hair is probably not his.  Cornes speculates 

that the objects may predate Lucy’s marriage to George Talboys and suggest that Lucy 

has a secret from her early teenage years, and may have had a child by another brief 

relationship or marriage:  “Suppose . . . that shortly following Helen’s arrival at 

Wildernsea  . . . [she] had borne a child, and had, through fair means or foul, disposed 

of the infant.  Such a scenario would more than account for . . . the emptiness at the 

center of Lady Audley’s soul” (197).  Cornes avers that Lucy Audley is guilty of 

worse crimes than abandoning a child and trying to murder two adults.  At the very 

least, Lucy Audley is a bad mother; at the very worst, she may be a child murderer. 

 What the ordinary reader saw in Braddon’s heroine is hard to determine, but 

sales of Lady Audley’s Secret were more than brisk, and if the young female audience 

who formed the greatest number of novel readers experienced the vicarious thrill of 

Lucy’s desperate deeds, critics had reason to inveigh against sensation novels, perhaps 
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more reasons than they realized.  Clearly, Lucy Audley is the more vital and 

interesting of the women in Braddon’s novel; her foil, Clara Talboys, manifests no 

discernable complexity.  Richard Nemesvari and Jennifer Kushnier have argued that 

Clara Talboys, the almost-identical sister to George Talboys, exists only to veil the 

homosexual desire of Robert Audley for her brother.  In this case, then, the angel 

Clara looks like a man, but in her deference, support, and virtuous behavior, she 

resembles the perfect woman, whose marriage to Robert Audley at the novel’s end 

resembles the happy ending, but implies an sham marriage. 

 In From Sensation to Society Natalie and Ronald Schroeder consider the scope 

of M. E. Braddon’s work as it reveals a continuing critique of marriage in the 

nineteenth century.  The authors assert that “Lady Audley is the very image of the 

Victorian ideal with its flaws, weaknesses, inconsistencies and self-contradictions 

exposed” (60).  At the end of the novel, “the burden of concealment has shifted from 

Lucy to Robert, where it rightfully belongs, for it is in men’s interest to keep the 

ideal’s self-contradictions hidden” (60).  Maintaining that Braddon continuously 

explored alternate models for good marriage, the Schroeders aver that in her novel 

John Marchmont’s Legacy, the ending, where a dead loved one remains in her lover’s 

memory as an angel, Mary, the dead angel “has at last become what Braddon suggests 

the domestic angel should be: nothing more than an idea and a memory, not the living 

wife of a living man” (135).  Thus, while readers were engaged with the wildly 

popular Braddon sensation novels, they were also, perhaps unconsciously, 

encountering the interrogation of widely held beliefs on women’s roles and more than 

a few swipes at the Angel in the House.  
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 Patrick Brantlinger argues that “the development of the sensation novel marks 

a crisis in the history of literary realism. At the same time that George Eliot was 

investing the novel with a new philosophical gravity, the sensationalists were breaking 

down the conventions of realistic fiction” (27).  Brantlinger sees novelists such as M. 

E. Braddon as recognizing “the need to go beyond realism into all those mysterious 

areas of life and art that supposedly omniscient narrators often seem not to know” 

(27).  The argument Brantlinger poses holds considerable weight, but fails to consider 

that Eliot’s novels, along with “philosophical gravity,” also contain their share of 

impure females whose failure to fit the mold and gain the privilege of the Angel cause 

them to rattle the bars of the house.  In addition, a few of Eliot’s women, starting out 

as pure youngsters with dreams of a fine marriage to an honorable man, evoke reader 

sympathy as they are used and then discarded. 

 In Eliot’s Adam Bede, Hetty Sorrel seeks legal entry to the Donnithorne 

mansion via marriage to the scion of the family.  Like Lucy Audley, Hetty Sorrel is 

journeying without parental guidance or money.  The narrator’s rhetorical question 

assures the reader of Hetty’s status: “For what could Hetty have been but a servant 

elsewhere, if her uncle had not taken her in and brought her up as domestic help to her 

aunt . . .?” (Eliot 96).  Also like Lucy, Hetty is exquisite to behold and irresistible to 

most men.  Eliot’s description of Hetty just before her meeting with Arthur 

Donnithorne in the wood is notable for its blatant angel metaphor: “. . . her feet rested 

on a cloud, and she was borne along by warm zephyrs; . . . she was no more conscious 

of her limbs than if her childish soul had passed into a water-lily. . .” (128).  Such 

beauty as Hetty’s may overwhelm Arthur Donnithorne temporarily, but Eliot’s 
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narrator foreshadows the impossibility of a marriage between unequals: “When Arthur 

gazed into Hetty’s dark beseeching eyes, it made no difference to him what sort of 

English she spoke; and even if hoops and powder had been in fashion, he would very 

likely not have been sensible just then that Hetty wanted those signs of high breeding” 

(129).  Hetty, who has never read a novel, whose “words would have been too hard for 

her” (133), nevertheless believes that her future lies in Arthur Donnithorne’s world, 

when in fact “No gentleman, out of a ballad, could marry a farmer’s niece” (136).  

Unlike Dickens’s orphans who find themselves the lost scions of rich families, Hetty 

will never, by accident or by design, marry Arthur Donnithorne. 

Unaware of or unable to accept such realities as class barriers, Hetty fantasizes 

that she will one day be a lady, that she will move from domestic to overseer of 

domestics.  As she gazes into the mirror, examines her skin, hair, and earrings, and 

dons a ripped piece of black lace, Hetty imagines that “some day she should be a 

grand lady, and ride in her coach, and dress for dinner in brocaded silk” (149).   When 

the narrator intrudes to describe Hetty Sorrel as a potential bride, the speech captures 

an illusion that suggests it is not just Hetty who fantasizes; those who look at her and 

imagine her as an angel are also deluded: 

 How the men envy him who come to the wedding breakfast, and see 
  her hanging on his arm in her white lace and orange blossoms. The dear 
  young, round, soft, flexible thing! Her heart must be just as soft, her 
  temper just as free from angles, her character just as pliant . . . Nature 
  has written out his bride’s character for him in those exquisite lines of 
  cheek and lip and chin, in those eyelids delicate as petals, in those  
  lashes curled like the stamen of a flower . . . How she will dote on her 
  children! (Eliot 149-150)  

 
Here Eliot, as Braddon has done, warns the reader that despite common wisdom or 

foolishness, what is natural can not be determined by what appears before us.  For, in 
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what Alex Woloch terms Eliot’s “morally voluble omniscient voice” (34), the narrator 

quickly advises, “It was very much in this way that our friend Adam Bede thought 

about Hetty . . .” (Eliot 150).  

 Regarding Hetty’s future as a wife and mother, no view of a young woman’s 

potential has ever been more misguided, as Hetty hates children, and “. . . did not 

understand how anybody could be very fond of middle-aged people” (151).  In other 

words, as an Angel in the House, she will be a disaster on every level. The narrator 

adds one more note that satirizes the portrait of the beautiful, angelic bride-to-be and 

those who imagine it: “God made these dear women so—and it is a convenient 

arrangement in case of sickness” (150).  Thus, even as the Angel ideal was being 

articulated in sentimental literature, in realistic works the idea that “Nature has written 

out [a woman’s] character” was being viewed as ironic, and even mocked. 

 A plethora of details support Hetty’s unsuitability to the womanly ideal; at the 

same time these details serve to foreshadow what will happen when Hetty faces 

motherhood.  Hetty finds minding the Poysers’ child Totty a “day long plague” and 

she “would have been glad to hear that she should never see a child again” (152).  In 

another description that could serve as a reverse image of the Angel in the House, 

Eliot writes that when the shepherds brought in baby lambs for extra care Hetty found 

the creatures “nasty”; likewise, “the round downy chicks peeping out from under their 

mother’s wing never touched Hetty with any pleasure” (152).  Hetty will not be a good 

mother; she will not feel tenderly toward a baby.  She is, in short, incapable of being 

an angel in any house; she will provoke disharmony in the house and prove 

“unnatural.”  While Mrs. Poyser protests that her niece will “be all right when she’s 
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got a good husband an’ children of her own” (153), the evidence to the contrary is all 

in place before Hetty commits her most egregious deed.  Wishing Hetty capable of 

angelic behavior does not make it so; in fact, such wishing prevents her aunt and 

Adam Bede, who love her, from seeing her rashness and immature responses. 

 Scholars have been keenly interested in the contemporary issue of infanticide 

as it contributed to Eliot’s plot.  Josephine McDonagh finds that New Historicist 

critical readings “while compelling in their own terms, in many instances also tend to 

draw the limits of a novel’s context somewhat narrowly around a particular issue and 

assign the novel too purposive a relation with its moment and field of production” 

(236).  McDonagh asserts that “while the child murder refers us to social issues of the 

time of the novel’s production, it also bears cultural associations that have accrued 

over a much longer historical period and that have been transmitted and adapted 

through a whole range of discursive forms, including the many literary works that 

Eliot drew upon” (237).  With her voracious reading habits and keen intellect, it is 

likely that Eliot drew upon much more than the considerable contemporary interest in 

infanticide or women criminals to create the most dramatic incident in Adam Bede.  

Eliot may have had the most well-known of the ancient mythological bad mothers in 

mind when she produced her novel. 

 Shanyn Fiske notes the wide public interest in theatrical productions of Medea 

that occurred in the 1850s, commenting that Medea “demonstrates an intellectual 

strength and emotional impassivity antithetical to the images of the faithful daughter, 

nurturing mother, and devoted wife that formed the bedrock of Victorian domestic 

ideology” (25).  Fiske argues that it is possible that “Medea’s rise to popularity on the 
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Victorian stage both responded and contributed to the destabilization of gender 

assumptions and domestic values” (25).  In light of the evidence of such 

“destabilization of gender assumptions and domestic values” occurring at mid-century, 

Eliot’s representation of Hetty’s murder of her infant can be interpreted a part of a 

discourse on femininity, motherhood, and marriage that Eliot would continue to 

explore in later novels, where unfulfilled women end up exiled, like Hetty Sorrel, 

dying, like Maggie Tulliver, or fading into oblivion, like Dorothea Brooke. 

 That Hetty defies the Angel ideal is woefully apparent; that the ideal caused 

chaos for young women is suggested in the pregnant Hetty’s journey to find Arthur 

Donnithorne.  Her delusion—that Arthur will ultimately marry her when he finds that 

she is pregnant—is ended when Hetty gives birth and takes her infant into the forest 

and buries it under a wood pile.  For the Poysers, the revelation of Hetty’s crime 

evokes different responses, all based on what was assumed about young women and 

about mothers.  Martin Poyser and his son felt “. . . Hetty had brought disgrace on 

them all—disgrace that could never be wiped out . . . the scorching sense of disgrace, 

which neutralized all other sensibility . . .” (415).  To their way of thinking, their 

house, their reputation, their standing in the community had all been shattered by the 

recklessness of the Angel in disguise.  Eliot’s narrator, however, observes that Mrs. 

Poyser, known everywhere as a sharp-tongued, direct woman, “was less severe than 

her husband”; the narrator opines, “We are often startled by the severity of mild 

people on exceptional occasions; the reason is, that mild people are most liable to be 

under the yoke of traditional impressions” (415).  Though Mrs. Poyser is distraught, 

she responds to her husband’s ranting about the disgrace Hetty has brought and the 
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waves of shame it will continue to bring to their own children as they are reminded of 

Hetty’s deed by saying that it is only the wicked who will taunt their children.  Mrs. 

Poyser, then, reveals a subtle understanding of Hetty’s plight and an unwillingness to 

malign her or disown her. 

 Mrs. Poyser’s understanding is superseded of course, by the complete 

protection offered to Hetty by Dinah Morris. As Bruce K. Martin has pointed out, 

scholars have often pointed to Dinah as an unbelievable figure whose marriage to 

Adam Bede is contrived and unsatisfying (750-51).  In many ways, Dinah is the 

stereotypical Angel; she flies to the imprisoned Hetty as the angel visited St. Paul.  

She consoles the miserable girl as a gentle mother and encourages forgiveness.  She 

defies the public gaze as she walks Hetty to the impending execution.  She prays with 

Hetty and offers unconditional acceptance.  Some years later, as a bride, mother, and 

daughter-in-law, Dinah is impeccable with “her sweet pale face . . . scarcely at all 

altered—only a little fuller, to correspond to her more matronly figure, which still 

seems light and active enough in the plain black dress” (Eliot 543).  The question must 

be asked: In such an ending, with the pure Dinah married to the solid citizen Adam 

Bede, does George Eliot simply give the readers what they want, that is, an Angel who 

is rewarded? 

 Perhaps the better question is, after giving the reader a sympathetic view of 

Hetty as she journeys exhausted to find Arthur and as she languishes in prison, unable 

to comprehend what has happened to her, why would George Eliot craft such an 

ending, where the Angel in the House marries and lives happily ever after?  With 

George Lewes as her mentor and promoter, the possibility of Eliot’s giving the reading 
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public the final chapter they wanted seems worth considering, for Eliot wrote in her 

journals of Lewes’s fondness for the characters Dinah and Adam (Martin 745).  The 

possibility also exists, as Martin claims, that “one must regard Dinah as a just and 

desirable reward for Adam once he has acquired the sympathy demanded of him” 

(751).  Yet another possibility exists– that the character of Dinah Morris is both a foil 

to the fallen angel, Hetty, and paradoxically, not an angel, but a woman who resists 

categorization.  Dinah’s way is not to rock the house of tradition; it is to work within 

traditional family and community.  In her desire to leave her home to preach and to 

resist marriage unless she is accepted with all of her longings, including those 

unrelated to husband and family, Dinah little resembles the Victorian Angel.  She 

does, however, slightly resemble heroines who would appear and reappear in Eliot, 

women who are bright, talented, open, and ambivalent about the social obligations of 

the Angel in the House, such as marrying well, mastering the domestic arts, living in 

their husbands’ reflected light, and raising loyal and proper sons and daughters.  Thus, 

while Hetty Sorrel and Dinah Morris may exist at opposite ends on the motherhood 

spectrum, Dinah, in all her goodness, does not resolve the tension that reverberates 

around the Angel in the House. 

 In her seminal discussions of the influence of Darwin’s writings on George 

Eliot, Gillian Beer notes in Eliot’s novels the presence of several mothers whose 

participation in the plot can best be described as ambiguous.  Beer says, “Mothers and 

their functions are ambiguously seen in George Eliot’s late novels.  In novels such as 

The Mill on the Floss and Romola the father is the repository of emotion, the longed-

for origin . . .” (222).  That assertion could be extended back and supported in Eliot’s 
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first novel, Adam Bede, where Hetty Sorrel vehemently rejects attempts at mothering 

by Mrs. Poyser and Dinah and seeks only the approval and admiration of Arthur 

Donnithorne.  In denial of her condition for most of her pregnancy, Hetty turns to the 

mother-women only after she has killed her infant.  Of the conflicting presentation of 

mothers in Eliot, Beer writes, “Though to have a mother may be a good thing . . . 

George Eliot suggests that to be a mother may not” (author’s italics) (226).  To be a 

mother for Eliot implies fading into a kind of maternal oblivion, as do Dinah Morris 

and later Dorothea Brooke.  Eliot’s ambivalence may suggest her recognition that the 

role of the mother—however it was perceived or articulated in her time—was at best 

descriptive, and that the real mother was fully human, sometimes desperate, and rarely 

angelic or certain.  

 Ambivalence toward the mother recurs in the work of Thomas Hardy and 

Henry James.  Both were young writers when Mary Elizabeth Braddon was producing 

her most notable work, and like most of England, both men regarded George Eliot as 

an incomparable genius.  Hardy and James read and responded to the work of both 

women.  To measure one author’s influence on another is difficult, but it can be said 

with certainty that in their writing near the end of the century in particular, Hardy and 

James presented young women who, like Braddon’s and Eliot’s characters, struggled 

for autonomy in a world which still clung to traditional ideas about how women 

should behave.  Hardy’s and James’s most memorable heroines engage in their own 

personal struggle to adhere to the behavior expected of them at the same time they 

struggle with and against their own passion.  The struggle for Hardy’s women often 

ends in death; for most of James’s women, it ends in compromise.  In the work of both 
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authors the force of convention, tradition, and power is personified in the protagonist’s 

mother or in a mother figure, a character who descends from the Angel in the House; 

moreover, the representation of the mother in Hardy and James signals a permanent 

change in the way mothers would be depicted in the literature of the Modernists.  

Before engaging in an in-depth discussion of the mother figures in Hardy and James, 

and for the purposes of establishing a link between the sensationalists and the early 

realists to their successors, let us consider how Hardy and James were connected to 

Braddon and Eliot. 

Thomas Hardy, unlike Henry James, dwells not on a character’s consciousness 

as much as on a character’s possible motives as an outsider might construe them.  In 

this habit, he is more like Mary Elizabeth Braddon, whom he admired very much, 

judging by “his description of their meeting following the serialization of The Return 

of the Native in the periodical which [Braddon] edited” (Heywood 91).  Heywood 

compares the heroine of Hardy’s 1878 novel with the heroine of Braddon’s The 

Doctor’s Wife, contending that “The heroine of DW closely resembles Eustacia Vye” 

(92), and that the heroine’s lover in “his romantic pessimism, his rationalism, and his 

guilt-ridden attachment to the memory of his dead mother . . . foreshadows Hardy’s 

hero” (94).  If Hardy’s borrowing from Braddon’s method of characterization was 

successful in the case of The Return of the Native, his early attempt at writing a 

sensation novel, Desperate Remedies, resulted in a disaster.  While “it includes 

impersonation, illegitimacy, and murder, and is concerned with barriers of social 

class,” Hardy’s 1870 novel was “rejected by Macmillan . . . as being too sensational 

and sexually charged” (Harvey 19).  The charge that Hardy’s novel was too “sexually 
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charged” would be leveled often during that author’s novel writing life, for in writing 

about sexual longings the author repeatedly offended editors, reviewers and the public; 

however then, as now, the habit did not deter readers from buying his later, non-

sensational works.  Whether to enjoy the passionate adventures of Eustacia Vye and 

Tess d’Urberville or to castigate those, readers responded to Hardy’s later works in 

serial form and in multi-volume editions. 

Thomas Hardy’s connection to George Eliot is apparent in terms of their 

shared delight in the pastoral, their mutual interest in Darwin, and their presentation of 

rural life, where the populace are partly defined by their place in the web of 

community, where the locals maintain traditions and speak in regional dialect, and 

where the behavior of individuals is under close scrutiny by the community.  In the 

nineteenth century, the two authors were compared regularly by critics, a tradition that 

continues in modern literary criticism.  On the basis of “the expression of 

psychological realism through pictorial equivalence . . . typical of George Eliot,” for 

example, Nicola Harris notes that Hardy was assessed by an anonymous reviewer as 

“‘a dauber by comparison; but . . . a dauber who throws on the colours and arranges 

the figures, and manages the composition with a vast deal of reckless skill’” (49).  On 

a theological level, Norman Vance observes that “Hardy and Eliot, both selectively 

attracted to Comte . . . have much in common as religiously significant writers” (483-

84).  Vance also observes that contemporary reviewers, including the young Henry 

James, often commented on the obvious familiarity of Hardy with Eliot’s writings in 

the habit of the two authors to focus on the “low life” (484).  Neither George Eliot nor 

Thomas Hardy could be content with religion’s absolute dictates; both saw in the 
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world too much evidence that fate and class, not goodness or adherence to rules, often 

determined who survived and flourished in the world.  We might also safely aver that 

both Eliot and Hardy saw mothers as human and rarely angelic.  If, as Gillian Beer 

suggests, Eliot writes of mothers with a level of ambiguity or avoids the topic, Thomas 

Hardy includes mothers as ordinary creatures, neither wholly good nor wholly bad, 

whose limited opportunities for fulfillment outside of motherhood cause them to retain 

allegiance to the Angel in the House ideal when it is no longer practical, that is, when 

the house is emptied by death or by children leaving, or even when there is no house.  

In that sense, though he would perhaps deny any connection to Hardy, Henry James 

writes some of the same mother characters into being.  

 Although Patrick Brantlinger asserts that Henry James indicates in his reviews 

a contempt for the sensation novel, saying that James “writes about Aurora Floyd and 

Lady Audley’s Secret with half-contemptuous admiration, as ‘clever’ and ‘audacious’ 

literary tricks . . . .” (6), there is some evidence that Brantlinger’s assessment of 

James’s attitude is incomplete. While in Jamesian fashion, here in 1865 the young 

author expresses dislike for writing unlike his own, in 1884 James wrote his own 

sensation story, “Georgina’s Reasons,” which, according to Adeline Tintner “. . . 

shows that he had as models two of the most successful sensation novels of his time, 

Miss Braddon’s Lady Audley’s Secret and Aurora Floyd” (119).  To support James’s 

admiring attitude toward the novelist, Tintner cites evidence from a letter James wrote 

to Miss Braddon wherein James calls the sensationalist author “ ‘a magnificent 

benefactress to the literary estate’ ” and in which James says, “ ‘I used to follow you 

ardently, and track you close. . . .’” (qtd. in Tintner 120).  Tintner also cites James’s 
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descriptions of décor and paintings in “Georgina’s Reasons” as imitating Braddon’s 

technique in Lady Audley’s Secret.  More importantly, she notes that James adds to his 

sensationalist story an investigation into the source of the heroine’s behavior.  Noting 

that Henry James’s brother William was “studying nervous disorders in France from 

1882 to 1884,” and that the term “psychopath” was beginning to be used to describe a 

disease in which the mentally ill “frequently exploit their own personal attraction and 

are often quick to take advantage of other people’s weaknesses” (122-23), Tintner 

argues that “If James was writing a contemporary ‘sensation’ story he would have to 

bring contemporary medical attitudes to a depiction of insanity” (123).  Whether he 

had “to bring contemporary medical attitudes” into his depiction of the insane is open 

to debate; however, it is likely that James, an avid observer of urban culture and an 

ardent reader, paid attention to the discoveries of his brother and other great 

psychologists regarding human behavior and would make use of such discoveries in 

rounding out his heroines and their mothers. 

Like most of his contemporaries, James also paid attention to newspaper 

accounts of lurid crimes, particularly those committed by women.  In 1863, writing of 

Lady Audley’s Secret, for instance, James comments on Braddon’s choice of 

contemporary England as a setting for her Gothic tale: “The intense probability of the 

story is constantly reiterated.  Modern England—the England of to-day’s 

newspapers—crops up at every step” (qtd. in Brantlinger 9-10).  With James’s 

unwavering interest in the whys of female behavior, in exploring the inner 

consciousness of his heroines, it is not illogical to assume that James might have 

ruminated on the thoughts of Lady Audley.  In his novels and stories later in the 
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century, James’s narrator consistently reveals his own ideas, his character’s thoughts, 

and the thoughts of characters trying to imagine the thoughts of other characters.  To 

Braddon’s habit of writing wives and mothers subverting the Angel ideal James adds 

the intense scrutiny of feminine consciousness that reveals motives for such 

subversion.  

For many reasons, not least of which may have been their commitment to 

developing their fiction along much more complicated lines than popular potboilers 

typically pursued, Thomas Hardy and Henry James did not attempt more than once to 

publish sensation fiction, although Lawrence Jones has cited evidence of Hardy’s 

outlining a plot for a second sensation novel, a plan cast aside when Desperate 

Remedies earned unfavorable reviews.  What Hardy and James did maintain and share 

with M. E. Braddon, however, was a connection to her interrogation of the Angel-in-

the-House ideal and her tendency to represent mothers as varied and resistant to 

categorization.  For just as Braddon had responded to cultural anxieties about family, 

economics, and laws of inheritance and descent by focusing on women expected to 

model the Angel in the House but who fell far short of the model, so Hardy and James 

continued to probe the gaps in the ideology that professed to hold women in high 

esteem for their morality but continually censured those who resisted the imposition of 

traditional roles.  The end of the nineteenth century saw both Hardy and James 

following the Angel in the House into middle age, armed with the knowledge that the 

Angel in real life had transformed into an aging figure in both a literal and 

metaphorical sense.   
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For Henry James, George Eliot was a source of continued fascination.  Early in 

his career he wrote several essays on Eliot’s work, including the 1866 review called 

“The Novels of George Eliot.”  Anne French Dalke has argued that in writing this 

critique, James had not yet come to appreciate or understand British realism or Eliot’s 

intent and thus judges Eliot’s work from an American Romantic perspective, even as 

he criticized the Transcendentalists.  James, Dalke writes, “is seeking the pattern of an 

American novel in the midst of an English one, trying to uncover an American hero 

amidst the toils of an English society” (65).  Of Adam Bede, James suggested that 

“Eliot’s novel lacks that all-defining trait, a dominating character, a protagonist who, 

in his own person, would give the composition ‘character’” (qtd. in Dalke 66).  He 

objected as well to Eliot’s ending the novel with the marriage of Adam and Dinah, 

arguing that the novel’s ending should be open-ended and allow the reader to “deduce 

for himself” the future of the characters (67).  Lastly, James objected to the broad 

“social canvas” on which Eliot drew her scenes.  By the time he wrote “The Art of 

Fiction,” however, James had changed his view of Eliot’s writing.  Years of living in 

England had brought him a new understanding of British culture and of George Eliot’s 

genius.  Dalke contends that James’s later criticism virtually reverses his earlier 

opinions, saying that “by 1885, his point of view changes so drastically that he charges 

Eliot not with being too diffuse, but rather with being too limited” (70).   

With James’s criticism of Eliot in mind, the reader can discern in The Portrait 

of a Lady a departure from Eliot’s customary ending, for James’s open ending, 

wherein Isabel decides to stay with the oppressive Gilbert Osmond, has been the 

source of continued reader speculation since the novel’s first appearance.  One can 
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also discern, however, that James has situated his heroine in the midst of a society that 

is as web-like as that in which Hetty, Adam, and Dinah move.  In addition, it is worth 

noting that even as Adam Bede’s final chapters highlight Hetty’s exile and Dinah’s 

conversion into married woman, the fates of both of these mothers suggests ambiguity, 

not resolution.  Likewise, Isabel Archer’s decision to stay near Pansy, to become in 

effect protective mother, is charged with ambiguity.   

While Realism, with its stated goal of capturing life as the author experienced 

it, is closely connected to the nineteenth century as a point of literary reference, and 

while authors such as Mary Elizabeth Braddon and George Eliot, among others, 

interrogated ideals such as the Angel in the House as fantasy, wish, or oppressive 

force, it remained for Thomas Hardy and Henry James, literary followers of both 

authors, to take on the Angel as middle-aged mother, to write mothers who are neither 

good nor bad, neither saints nor murderesses, but fully human women with 

weaknesses that went unacknowledged and that proved destructive because they were 

denied.  
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CHAPTER 3 

SHE MEANT WELL: THOMAS HARDY’S ANGELS IN MIDDLE AGE 
 

 Thomas Hardy, who famously declared “‘Realism is not art’” (Hardy, Florence 

228), nevertheless chose the realist path when he imagined the mother characters in 

two of his most famous novels, The Return of the Native and Tess of the 

D’Urbervilles. Recognizing that by the late nineteenth century mothers often survived 

into middle and old age, as was the case with his own mother, and that mothers often 

made life difficult if they did not like a child’s choice in a spouse, as was also the case 

with Hardy’s mother, Hardy wrote living mothers into his texts, often letting them do 

their worst.  Furthermore, Hardy provides these mothers with what initially appear to 

be sound motives for interfering in their children’s lives.  Mrs. Yeobright and Joan 

Durbeyfield, in their desire to facilitate lives for their offspring that will raise them 

above the circumstances into which they were born, in some ways act precisely as 

prescribed for the Angel in the House.  Why, then, at the end of the novels, does 

Hardy have Clym Yeobright, a nearly blind widower whose wife Eustacia has died 

after her plunge into a swollen creek, sitting on a hill preaching to furze gatherers, and 

Tess Durbeyfield, whose mother has guided her into choices she deemed good for the 

family, being hanged for murder?  Are these young protagonists inherently flawed?  

The short answer may be that as in all tragedies, Clym, Eustacia, and Tess commit 

intellectual errors and seem marked for downfall.  The more complicated answer lies 

in Hardy’s depiction of their mothers, who behave in ways that show those women to 

be misguided by cultural stereotypes that render them destructive toward their 

children.  In writing his mother characters, Hardy considers that there is no line 
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between good mother and bad; there is only mother, in whom, as in all human beings, 

both good and bad mingle.  In doing so, Hardy probes the gap between what the 

Victorians considered a worthy mother and what a fully human mother looked like.  

His “real” mothers become dangerous when they fail to recognize their own selfish 

motives, choosing to believe that they are acting from noble motives.   

 It is a convention in mid-Victorian literature, commented on by many critics, 

psychoanalytical, cultural, and feminist, that the mother of the fictional heroine is 

notably missing.  Dozens of heroines, from Jane Eyre to Dorothea Brooke, must rely 

largely on their own counsel to get through harrowing experiences and threatening 

sexual situations—sometimes one and the same.  As Carolyn Dever has observed, “. . . 

the death rate of mothers in the Victorian novel is elevated far beyond the mortality 

rates among the same population of living women during this period” (11).  For 

obvious reasons, lacking a mother allows a heroine to find her own way alone through 

the thicket of young adulthood, a situation that has proven fecund for many writers. 

What has not been examined widely in critical studies is the characterization and 

significance of the mother who remains alive and active throughout middle age, 

perhaps allowing her to coproduce her children’s futures.  One of Hardy’s interests lay 

in exploring the effect of the “present” mother on the child seeking autonomy. 

  In The Return of the Native and Tess of the D’Urbervilles Hardy presents 

women who have a direct hand in their children’s downfall.  Subtly rejecting the 

nineteenth-century shibboleths about mothering, Hardy enlivens a character who 

would return repeatedly in the novels of the early twentieth century—the mother as 

menace.  As opposed to many twentieth-century fictional mother characters, however, 
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Hardy’s mother-women are drawn in ways that evoke reader sympathy; Hardy 

characterizes Mrs. Yeobright and Joan Durbeyfield as attending to many of the 

responsibilities imagined for the Angel in the House, including devoting themselves to 

finding suitable careers and proper mates for their children.  At the same time as he 

explores the motivations of his fictional mothers, Hardy seems to ask: What happens 

when the Angel in the House, for all her good intentions, reaches middle age and has 

earned nothing of earthly satisfaction?  Does she then become unstable, misguided, 

and worse yet, destructive? 

Mrs. Yeobright and Joan Durbeyfield diverge widely from the Angel ideal in 

one important respect–neither has a husband on whom she can lavish care, or over 

whom she has the power to direct him away from the wages of sin.  Mrs. Yeobright is 

a widow; Joan Durbeyfield is the wife of an intractable alcoholic.  This point is not 

insignificant, for without a satisfying marriage, the two women turn all of their 

attention to their adult children and direct what would be the Angel’s attention toward 

her husband onto their children.  In his two best-known works Hardy implies that 

when the children resist their mothers’ misplaced attentions, or sacrifice their own 

independence to gratify their mothers’ demands, they deny their own urges toward 

spiritual and sexual independence, with harmful or fatal results.  

 Many critics have probed the psychological ambivalence of Hardy’s heroes 

and heroines.  As Geoffrey Harvey has noted, “A strong thread of psychoanalytic 

criticism runs through Hardy studies from the 1970s to the present, based mainly on 

the early theory of Sigmund Freud and the more recent work of the French 

psychologist and theorist Jacques Lacan” (167).  Harvey neatly summarizes the work 
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of the past forty years on Hardy’s own psychological conflict and on his characters’ 

ego imprisonment, oedipal dilemmas, and narcissism.  While all of the studies Harvey 

mentions, in keeping with psychoanalytical theories, have incorporated brief 

discussion of mothers, few have concentrated on the mother-woman in Hardy as a 

transitional link from Angel in the House to Modernist protagonist.  In Harvey’s 

opinion, Rosemary Sumner’s 1981 study comes closest to naming that link, for 

“Sumner’s central argument, which is critically alert to the complexities of Hardy’s 

text, is that his venturing into taboo areas and his insights into neuroses anticipate the 

work of later psychologists such as Sigmund Freud, Carl Jung and Alfred Adler” 

(169).  It must be noted that while Hardy “anticipates” the work of these great 

psychologists, he did not use their work as a guide to characterization.  Hardy’s 

characterization of mothers depends more on his own experience and reading, and on 

his observations of the gaps in Victorian culture and ideology.   

 

The Return of the Native 

 What Hardy observed in his own world was the independence of his sister, a 

teacher, the intellectual insight of his mother, an inveterate storyteller, and the keen 

intelligence of many women whom he loved and depended on for critiques of his 

work.  However, he also witnessed how his mother, Jemima, never accepted his first 

wife, Emma, because of what Jemima perceived as Emma’s class pretensions.  For 

most of her life after Hardy’s marriage, Jemima refused visit Max Gate and ordered 

Hardy’s sisters to do the same.  The gulf between Hardy’s mother and his first wife is 

recalled in the relationship between Eustacia Vye and Mrs. Yeobright in The Return of 
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the Native.  Like Hardy’s own mother, Mrs. Yeobright dislikes her son’s beloved for a 

variety of reasons, viewing Eustacia as a terrible choice because of the girl’s class and 

demeanor.  However, Hardy makes it clear that Mrs. Yeobright’s objections to 

Eustacia go beyond these considerations; the author boldly establishes that the older 

woman’s true objection is to Eustacia’s sexuality.  Eustacia is too passionate, too 

beautiful, and too capable of enthralling Mrs. Yeobright’s only son.  What’s more, 

Eustacia rejects the prevailing ideas of proper behavior for the young woman in the 

mid-1800s setting.  In a comment before her son who has not yet formally met 

Eustacia, Mrs. Yeobright announces, “Miss Vye is to my mind too idle to be 

charming. I have never heard that she is of any use to herself or to other people.  Good 

girls don’t get treated as witches even on Egdon” (Hardy, Return 162).  In her remark, 

Mrs. Yeobright suggests the qualities Eustacia lacks that would qualify the girl as 

“good”:  she does not engage in purposeful women’s work and she does not live for 

others, and when Mrs. Yeobright says, “I have never heard . . .” she implies that she 

has listened to gossip about Eustacia’s reputation that brands the girl as selfish.  On a 

more immediate level, Mrs. Yeobright sounds jealous and threatened.  

Rosemarie Morgan comments on the effect of immersion in the Angel-in-the- 

House ideology among those who adhered to its sexual double standard: “The social 

usefulness of this bifurcation in a male-dominated society is that it consolidates 

division, not only between the sexes . . . but also between women themselves, in that 

they are divided against their own kind” (xii).  It is this division “against [her] own 

kind” that sparks the actions of Mrs. Yeobright that ultimately cause destruction for 

her son and his wife.  Clym Yeobright voices that division precisely when he says to 
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his mother, “When a woman once dislikes another, she is merciless” (Hardy, Return 

184).  In “Book First: The Three Women,” Hardy leaves little room for doubt that 

Mrs. Yeobright is the most powerful woman on the heath, the woman to be reckoned 

with. The other two women are, by contrast, either too romantic or celestial, as in 

Eustacia’s case, or too submissive, as in Thomasin’s case.   

        The remarkable contrast between Eustacia and Mrs. Yeobright is established in 

the initial description of each woman.  The reader first sees Eustacia through Diggory 

Venn’s eyes, as the reddleman watches Eustacia, a “form” that “stood, motionless as 

the hill beneath. Above the plain rose the hill, above the hill rose the barrow, and 

above the barrow rose the figure. Above the figure was nothing that could be mapped 

elsewhere than on a celestial globe” (11).  Eustacia, like Byron’s dark lady, walks in 

beauty and is connected with the night.  No such ethereal description announces the 

arrival of Mrs. Yeobright on the heath. The “well-known and respected widow of the 

neighbourhood, of a standing which can only be expressed by the word genteel” (28), 

like a proper Victorian lady, has a face that “showed whitely, and without half-lights, 

like a cameo” (28).  The color contrasts, as well as the metaphorical connection of 

Eustacia to heavenly beauty and Mrs. Yeobright to man-made art, immediately 

separate the women.  Hardy hints at an interesting point of convergence, however, 

between Eustacia and Mrs. Yeobright when he allows that Mrs. Yeobright, “a curate’s 

daughter . . . once had dreamt of doing better things” (28).   

        If indeed Mrs. Yeobright had once had dreams, it is apparent in her handling of 

her niece Thomasin’s dilemma that by middle age Clym’s mother has become more 

businesslike, more practical about the exigencies of living in the material world. 
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Thomasin, to whom the reader is introduced in a description that could have been 

lifted from Patmore’s poem, with her “fair, sweet, and honest country face . . . 

between pretty and beautiful,” the one on whom “the scarlet of her lips [from 

weeping] had not had time to abate” (33) lies exhausted in Venn’s van after an aborted 

elopement with Damon Wildeve.  Unlike Eustacia, the pure young Thomasin “was not 

made to be looked at thus” and the reddleman “. . . conscious of as much . . . cast his 

eyes aside . . .” (33).  Clearly, in Book First, two types of women, the whore, there to 

be looked at, and the Madonna, who commands lowered eyelids, have been 

distinguished in the reddleman’s surveillance practices. But what of Mrs. Yeobright?  

Into what category can the older woman be slotted?  Or is there no category for an 

older, more practical domestic angel?  In a discussion of the intersection of class and 

gender ideologies in Victorian England, Elizabeth Langland describes the role that 

Hardy assigns to Mrs. Yeobright when she avers that “. . . the presiding hearth angel 

of Victorian social myth actually performed a more significant and extensive 

economic and political function than is usually perceived” (“Nobody’s Angels” 290-

291).  To Mrs. Yeobright falls the task of maintaining her family’s status quo; we first 

observe Mrs. Yeobright at this task when dealing with Thomasin’s transgression.  

After dismissing her attendant Olly Dowden, the heath dweller, and Venn, the itinerant 

sheep dyer, and only when assured that those lower-class figures are out of hearing 

range, Mrs. Yeobright addresses Thomasin “sternly”: “Now, Thomasin . . . what’s the 

meaning of this disgraceful performance?” (Hardy, Return 35). 

        Langland notes that “the domestic sanctuary overseen by its attending angel can 

be decoded as a theater for the staging of a family’s social position, a staging that 
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depends on prescribed social practices” (“Nobody’s Angels” 291).  In her words and 

actions immediately before and after discovering Thomasin’s dilemma, Mrs. 

Yeobright establishes both a consciousness of the danger to the public perception of 

her family and a will to recover the balanced public view of that family.  Thus, in 

referring to Thomasin’s coming back to her home unmarried, weeping, sleeping in the 

back of the reddleman’s van as a “disgraceful performance,” Mrs. Yeobright reveals 

an attitude of personal responsibility for maintaining respect on the public stage which 

supersedes any duty toward consoling a distraught niece.  In the title of her article, 

Langland calls the women with such hypersensitivity to class responsibilities 

“Nobody’s Angels.”  Indeed, Mrs. Yeobright may have been brought up much like 

Thomasin, and at one time may have had dreams of a romantic marriage that 

resembled Eustacia’s, but in middle age, she is nobody’s angel.  She is also not averse 

to taking a public stand, if doing so means protecting her family.  Reminding 

Thomasin that she was never in favor of the young woman’s marriage to Wildeve, 

Mrs. Yeobright says, “I felt it so strongly that I did what I would never have believed 

myself capable of doing—stood up in the church, and made myself the public talk for 

weeks” (Hardy, Return 35).  Again, the staging of a public performance is necessary to 

maintain the family’s social position, but it is with reluctance that Mrs. Yeobright 

reveals her family’s business.  

        The opposition between Mrs. Yeobright and Wildeve has its basis in the same 

premise as her opposition to Eustacia as a mate for her son. While both Eustacia and 

Wildeve have moderate social standing in light of their education and family, both are 

blatantly sexual creatures.  Wildeve is described as having the “pantomimic 
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expression of a lady-killing career” (37).  While late in the nineteenth century, science 

averred that men were sexual by “nature” and women were not, this “pantomimic” 

expression of Wildeve’s marks him as obvious, even vulgar in his sexuality.  To deal 

with Wildeve, who responds to Mrs. Yeobright’s concerns about the “injury” to 

Thomasin’s standing as a result of their failure to get married in Anglebury by saying 

“Nonsense,” (38), Mrs. Yeobright, with the aid of Diggory Venn, resorts to subterfuge 

to assure the wedding will take place and her family’s reputation will be salvaged.  

Thus, in the first forty pages of the novel, Mrs. Yeobright’s character has been 

established as fiercely determined and judgmental; at the same time, she is also 

protective.   

        As to Eustacia, Hardy’s chapter “Queen of the Night” contains within its 

allusions the reasons why Mrs. Yeobright will oppose the younger woman. Although 

“ladylike in her movements” (48), Eustacia combines “the features of Sappho and 

Mrs. Siddons” (48).  These allusions to the Greek poet famous for her poetry 

addressing lovers of both sexes and to the eighteenth-century actress best known for 

her role as Lady Macbeth, mark Eustacia, like Wildeve, as dangerously sexual. 

Moreover, with her full limbs, dark luxuriant hair, her “under lid . . . much fuller than 

it usually is with English women” and a mouth “formed less to speak than to quiver, 

less to quiver than to kiss” (59) and a penchant for walking the heath alone, Eustacia’s 

body is the antithesis of the ideal Victorian woman’s, which is pale, slender, and 

physically limited.  

        Were her physical characteristics not enough to discount her as a proper lady, 

Eustacia possesses qualities that Mrs. Yeobright, indeed all guardians of Victorian 
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morality, would see as threatening.  She prays to a pagan god, “. . . send me great love 

from somewhere, else I shall die” (62) and is “original” in her thinking.  Hardy writes, 

“Her instincts towards social nonconformity were at the root of this” (Return 62).  

Perhaps worst of all from Mrs. Yeobright’s point of view, Eustacia, ambivalent about 

marriage, “. . . had got beyond the vision of some marriage of inexpressible glory. . .” 

and she will not compromise “in a world where doing means marrying . . .” (63).  In 

addition to her voluptuousness, then, Eustacia’s “nonconformity” is anathema to Mrs. 

Yeobright, who trumps the younger woman’s standing in the local society.  Of the 

standards for determining that class standing, Patricia Ingham notes, “. . . Hardy’s 

early novels cut through them to the underlying fact that classing individuals is a 

matter of whether or not their ‘superiors’ find them acceptable members of the group 

they aspire to” (117).  As an acceptable marriage partner for Clym, Eustacia will 

inevitably fall short of Mrs. Yeobright’s standards, for on Egdon, Mrs. Yeobright is 

the “superior” woman. Thomasin articulates her aunt’s dominance and reinforces the 

importance of class standing as a determinant in a suitable marriage partner when in 

her letter refusing the proposal of the young Diggory Venn, she writes, “She likes you 

very well, but she will want me to look a little higher than a small dairy-farmer, and 

marry a professional man” (Hardy, Return 71). 

        Just as Hardy consistently questions class determinants in his novels, he 

consistently interrogates marriage in Victorian society.  In Jude the Obscure Hardy 

presents his most scathing commentary on both marriage and divorce, but in the 

earlier work, The Return of the Native, the author’s apparent admiration for Eustacia 

and his sympathy for her and Thomasin’s dilemma verify that early on he saw the 
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rules for marriage as arbitrary and damaging.  Who makes the rules? Hardy seems to 

ask.  In The Return of the Native, Hardy points to Mrs. Yeobright, who may mean 

well, who may indeed be right about the unsuitability of Wildeve as a husband to 

Thomasin and of Eustacia as a partner to Clym, but who, in league with Venn, widens 

the division between all of the young marrieds and assures unhappiness.  For example, 

in Chapter XI, without Thomasin’s knowledge or approval, Mrs. Yeobright attempts 

to motivate Wildeve to marry her niece by arousing his jealousy of a competing suitor, 

claiming, “He is a man Thomasin likes . . . and one whose constancy she respects at 

least” (87).  In light of Mrs. Yeobright’s subterfuge, the title of the chapter—“The 

Dishonesty of an Honest Woman”—becomes an ironic description.  Mrs. Yeobright is 

indeed dishonest, but is she also honest?  The paradox of the title reflects the paradox 

of the woman who has been raised in Victorian society to be proper, ladylike, and 

submissive, but who must work aggressively and at times underhandedly to maintain 

the hegemony; Hardy suggests the ultimate dishonesty in such practices. 

        Mrs. Yeobright’s power manifests itself in a number of ways before she meets 

Eustacia Vye.  When Clym learns that Thomasin and Wildeve have married, with 

Miss Vye standing as the only recognized witness, he inquires, “Who’s Miss Vye?”  

In answer Mrs. Yeobright responds, “Captain Vye’s granddaughter . . . A proud girl 

from Budmouth . . . One not much to my liking. People say she’s a witch, but of 

course that’s absurd” (Hardy, Return 147).  Mrs. Yeobright’s response merits some 

attention, for it identifies Eustacia’s class, then her alien roots.  More importantly, her 

response immediately registers Mrs. Yeobright’s dislike of the woman she has not yet 

met and a hint of the gossip about her.  Notably, Hardy has revealed no concrete 
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reason for Mrs. Yeobright’s dislike of Eustacia; although the reader knows that Venn 

and Mrs. Yeobright have met to discuss Venn’s desire to marry Thomasin, Hardy 

gives no hint that the two have discussed Eustacia’s trysts with Wildeve.  Thus, Mrs. 

Yeobright’s dislike of Eustacia, who has never been in her house at this point, stems 

from a perceived threat, and her intuition tells her to warn away her beloved son, “a 

lad of whom something was expected” (152), from the woman the locals often refers 

to as “the beauty.” 

        Mrs. Yeobright’s relationship with her son is well worth examining for what it 

suggests about the gaps in the Angel in the House model.  One of the notable aspects 

of the model is that the Angel’s domain is assumed to be separate from the man’s.  

Hers is home, hearth, family.  His is world, corporation, and business.  Interestingly, 

Mrs. Yeobright extends herself into the male sphere, which of necessity she must if 

she is to “save” Clym from a less worthy existence on the heath.  Clym considers the 

diamond business “the idlest, vainest, most effeminate business that ever a man could 

be put to” (155).  His rejection of a career in a field he marks as “unmanly” because it 

caters to women, speaks to the male ideal that Clym holds, an ideal that Mrs. 

Yeobright rejects because diamond selling is more financially rewarding and will take 

him away from the heath.  Of Clym’s desire to teach, she remarks, “I hadn’t the least 

idea that you meant to go backward in the world by your own free choice” (158).  She 

then uses the “manhood” premise to rebut Clym’s desires: “Of course, I have always 

supposed you were going to push straight on, as other men do—all who deserve the 

name—when they have been put in a good way of doing well” (155).  Mrs. Yeobright 

has issued a statement implying Clym’s unworthiness to be called a man, based on his 
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rejection of “a good way of doing well.”  Doing well means adhering to the capitalist 

ideal; it means attaining solid middle-class status: “Manager to that large diamond 

establishment—what better can a man wish for?” (159) she asks.  At this moment, 

Mrs. Yeobright, positioned in the so called “male” sphere, is doing what she has been 

groomed to do–encourage the man—but Clym, inclined to another occupation, one 

traditionally held by women, resists.  The “separate spheres” idea thus breaks down in 

the mother-son dialogue, and Hardy’s recognition of the gap between ideology and 

human desire is reiterated when he gives us a glimpse of Clym’s thoughts at the top of 

Rainbarrow: “In returning to labour in this sequestered spot he had anticipated an 

escape from the chafing of social necessities; yet behold they were here also.  More 

than ever he longed to be in some world where personal ambition was not the only 

recognized form of progress . . .” (176).  While Clym’s musings suggest Romantic 

longings, they also anticipate Modernism’s rejection of Victorian systems and 

Modernist writers’ questions about the role of the mother whose reputation was no 

longer sacrosanct.  At this moment “social necessities” are synonymous with Mrs. 

Yeobright’s insistence, and it is against her that Clym is “chafing.” 

        Faced with Clym’s obstinacy, Mrs. Yeobright does not yield to the man’s wishes. 

She sees Clym’s choice as representing her failure as a mother: “But it is right, too, 

that I should try to lift you out of this life into something richer, and that you should 

not come back again, and be as if I had not tried at all” (161).  Mrs. Yeobright sees 

herself as having acted correctly; her son’s weakness, his lack of manliness, in her 

eyes has undermined her attempts at guiding him toward success. The destructiveness 

of Clym’s course is amplified by his move toward a woman whom Mrs. Yeobright 
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describes as “of [no] use to herself or to other people” (162).  Sensing looming 

disaster, Mrs. Yeobright predicts “gloomily” that when Clym goes to Mistover Knap 

to help retrieve the bucket from Captain Vye’s well, “There is no help for it . . . They 

are sure to see each other” (163).  At no point does Mrs. Yeobright consider that it is 

her wish to hold onto Clym and destroy Eustacia; such self-knowledge might have 

prevented her acting in ways that bring the couple to ruin. 

        How Mrs. Yeobright knows that Eustacia will have a beguiling effect on Clym, 

which indeed she does, is a mystery, since Eustacia is known to her mostly by 

reputation. The mother does recognize that Clym is not attracted to Thomasin, the 

other Angel in the Blooms-End house.  As if to resolve the mystery of how Mrs. 

Yeobright knows that Eustacia will “bewitch” Clym, Hardy writes, “She had a 

singular insight into life, considering that she had never mixed with it” (171).  In this 

godlike projection, Hardy bestows on Mrs. Yeobright the knowledge of inevitability: 

the son will be attracted to that which his mother opposes.  On another level, however, 

Hardy insists on Mrs. Yeobright’s having once had romantic dreams when he writes, 

“[Her movements] . . . had a majestic foundation . . . and a groundwork of assurance, 

but they were not assured. As her once elastic walk had become deadened by time, so 

had her natural pride of life been hindered in its blooming by her necessities” (171).  

Having been once light-footed and blooming, Mrs. Yeobright “by her necessities” has 

become practical and executive, but her altered necessity does not take away Mrs. 

Yeobright’s remembrance of what a young woman with beauty and liveliness can 

achieve.  Necessity has made Mrs. Yeobright dutiful but has not erased her memory. 
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        Much has been written of the oedipal relationship between Mrs. Yeobright and 

Clym, and convincingly, since Hardy himself calls Clym an Oedipus after the young 

man succumbs to blindness.  If Clym is Oedipus, then Mrs. Yeobright must indeed be 

Jocasta.  Notably, Jocasta is the prime source of destruction in Sophocles’ play.  It was 

Jocasta who left her son out on Mount Cithaeron to die; it is she who tries to stop 

Oedipus from prodding the shepherd to tell him his true parentage; it is she who kills 

herself and evokes the grief that causes Oedipus to gouge his eyes out so that he will 

not have to look upon her and Laius in the underworld.  Similarly, in The Return of the 

Native, Mrs. Yeobright seeks in vain to keep the secret of Eustacia’s allure from Clym, 

recognizing all the while that the two will find each other.  On learning that Clym has 

given Eustacia the prize he has dug from the barrow, Mrs. Yeobright says, “The urn 

you had meant for me you gave away” (172).  If we substitute “love” for “urn,” we 

can readily see the unresolved oedipal attachment.   

        Hardy notes the pain with which Mrs. Yeobright watches her son fall in love with 

Eustacia, and he sympathizes.  When Clym confides to Mrs. Yeobright that he intends 

to “. . . establish a good private school for farmers’ sons . . . by the assistance of a wife 

like her” (174), Hardy seems to defend Mrs. Yeobright against Clym’s speaking of 

Eustacia “with a fervour which, in conversation with a mother, was absurdly 

indiscreet” (174).  Hardy continues, “Hardly a maternal heart within the four seas 

could, in such circumstances, have helped being irritated at that ill-timed betrayal of 

feeling for a new woman” (174).  The reader may wonder why the mention of 

Eustacia’s helping him should be “ill-timed” or why the young man’s fervour was 

“absurdly indiscreet” (174).  If the answer is because mothers are sensitive, then the 
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question arises, when is a good time to tell a mother determined to direct her son’s 

life, or as Mrs. Yeobright terms it, to “save you from sorrow” (175), that the son has 

fallen for another woman?  As Mrs. Yeobright perceives attempts to direct her son’s 

path as saving him from sorrow, then the possibilities for a change of heart at any time 

are extremely limited.  Although she says to her son, “You are blinded, Clym . . .” 

(174), it is Mrs. Yeobright who is blinded by her beliefs in what a mother must do, so 

blinded that she will ultimately destroy that which she loves.  

        Of the Victorian realists, George Levine has observed, “With  remarkable 

frequency, they are alert to the arbitrariness of the reconstructed order toward which 

they point as they imply the inadequacy of traditional texts . . .” (614).  If we examine 

The Return of the Native in terms of what Levine offers, it becomes apparent that 

Hardy’s text is responding to the arbitrariness of the Angel in the House ideology, an 

inadequate traditional text.  In his discursive treatment of the relationship between a 

mother and her son, a son and his beloved, and a daughter-in-law and her mother-in-

law, Hardy is “responsive to the changing nature of reality as the culture understood it, 

and evoking with each question another question to be questioned” (Levine 628).  The 

world which fostered the Angel in the House, an imperialistic Victorian England, 

relied on the domination of England over other countries and of men over women.  

Like Mrs. Yeobright, the nineteenth-century British middle class held to the belief that 

the future of the nation, economically and morally, depended upon the steadfast 

determination of men in the business world and the moral guidance of women in the 

home.  In his novel, Thomas Hardy dramatizes that model as deconstructing when he 

has Clym remark to Eustacia, “You are just like all women. They are ever content to 
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build their lives on any incidental position that offers itself; whilst men would fain 

make a globe to suit them” (Hardy, Return 186).  The observation shows Clym’s 

sympathy not only toward Eustacia, but towards his mother, who has accepted an 

“incidental position” as guardian of the man’s morality, but who suffers greatly 

because of it.  What purpose is there for the Angel in the House as a mature woman 

whose husband is dead and whose son chooses a wife?  Or, as Mrs. Yeobright asks, 

“And this is maternity—to give one’s best years and best love to ensure the fate of 

being despised!” (193).  Is there no other purpose, no other possibility for women to 

realize fulfillment and to contribute to the nation?  Hardy evokes in fiction that 

question about the subjection of women as surely as J. S. Mill, whom he greatly 

admired, evoked the question in his essays. 

        That Mrs. Yeobright belongs to an earlier time, a time of supposed certainty in 

regard to the way the world works, is apparent in her remarks to Clym on his intention 

to teach.  Clym expresses a wish to instill “high knowledge into empty minds without 

first cramming them with what has to be uncrammed again before true study begins” 

(185).  Mrs. Yeobright calls such a plan “Dreams!” noting “If there had been any 

systems left to be invented they would have found it out at the universities long before 

this time” (183).  Such a statement verifies a nineteenth-century belief in science as 

holding the definitive answers to man’s (and woman’s) place in the universe; it also 

negates questioning the status quo or being open to the possibility of a changing 

reality. Mrs. Yeobright, refusing to yield, at the same time senses her own demise.  

When she hears the bells that signify Clym’s wedding, she murmurs into her hands, 

“Then it is over . . . and life too will be over soon” (196).  As she begins to weaken in 
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the face of the younger generation’s resolve, Mrs. Yeobright also announces “O, it is a 

mistake! . . . and he will rue it someday, and think of me” (196).  That warning 

recognizes that the new way of behaving will not come without cost, and the cost will 

be the destruction of the old ways, not recognition that the old ways may be harmful. 

       Mrs. Yeobright, immersed in an ideology wherein the Angel mother guides her 

family according to a set of rules her society has set, fears that the new generation will 

not be guided by her values, and she can foresee only ruin as a result.  J. Hillis Miller 

has observed that “Mrs. Yeobright . . . sees human things as though from a vast 

distance and as a pointless swirling of ephemeral creatures” (165).  Clym’s mother 

cannot imagine an orderly universe in which young women can be passionate and 

faithful, give in to urges to travel, or remain unmarried by choice, or in which young 

men can choose occupations driven by their own desires; thus, she continually 

subverts the attempts by Clym, Eustacia, and Thomasin to carve out a destiny different 

from the one she perceives as right.  Miller has also argued that all of the main 

characters in The Return of the Native “are always at cross-purposes with one another, 

never able to achieve happiness for themselves or for others. Their intentions, however 

well meant, tend to misfire . . .” (168).  Using Mrs. Yeobright’s standing up in church 

to forbid the banns between Thomasin and Wildeve as an example, Miller argues that 

this moment, which “takes place before the action begins” (168) initiates the series of 

events that leads to the deaths of Mrs.Yeobright, Eustacia, and Wildeve.  If we look at 

Mrs. Yeobright’s standing up in church to oppose the marriage as the gesture of a 

woman who believes her innocent, upright niece is about to marry a cad whose moral 

values are suspect, we can discern a reasonable motive in a woman whose abiding 
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duty is to maintain the moral fervor of her household.  The problem, of course, is that 

Mrs. Yeobright underestimates Thomasin’s willing participation in the marriage and 

Wildeve’s resistance to the older woman’s authority. 

        The resistance of the younger adults, Wildeve, Clym, and Eustacia, to the mother 

is inspired by Mrs. Yeobright’s certainty, her inability to yield.  In the scene that 

immediately precedes the older woman’s death, Hardy stages the ideological conflict 

on which The Return of the Native might be said to rest.  Eustacia is the passionate 

newcomer, the outsider who by her sexual presence and pagan world view has 

endangered the balance of Egdon Heath’s most prestigious family, and Mrs. Yeobright 

is the standard bearer for the traditional mother as protector and guide of her family’s 

image.  Hardy presents both women as sympathetic in this scene; at the same time, 

Mrs. Yeobright’s argument sounds self-centered, guilt-inducing, and reductive.  Terry 

Eagleton, who has written about Thomas Hardy’s work as a focal point for debates 

over literary ideology, praises Hardy’s work as significant for “the ceaseless play and 

tension” (“Towards a Revolutionary Criticism” 114) it effects in its presentation of 

ideological discourse among the classes.  Eagleton endorses recognition “that the 

cognitive structure of ideological discourse is subordinate to its emotive structure–that 

such cognitions or miscognitions as it contains are on the whole articulated in 

accordance with the demands, the field of discursive play, of the emotive 

‘intentionality’ it embodies” (111).  Eagleton’s observations can be verified in a close 

reading of this scene, in which Mrs. Yeobright approaches Eustacia to find out 

whether Wildeve has given Eustacia the gift of guineas meant for Clym.  The 

argument begins with each woman’s defense of her class; each claims a right to 
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respectability that the other does not recognize.  Eustacia says, “It was condescension 

in me to be Clym’s wife, and not a manoeuvre, let me remind you; and therefore I will 

not be treated as a schemer whom it becomes necessary to bear with because she has 

crept into the family” (Hardy, Return 221).  Mrs. Yeobright’s response establishes her 

position as equal in the battle about to ensue when she responds, “Oh! . . . I have never 

heard anything to show that my son’s lineage is not as good as the Vyes’–perhaps 

better” (221). 

        On the grounds of their class, then, the women engage in a parry and thrust over 

what makes a woman worthy.  Excerpts from the conversation reveal escalating 

tension, beginning with Eustacia’s assertion of the power she maintains as Clym’s 

beloved wife and ending with Mrs. Yeobright’s declaration of suffering: 

 ‘If you injure me now you injure yourself.’ 
 ‘Injure you? Do you think I am an evil-disposed person?’ 
 ‘You injured me before my marriage, and you have now suspected  
       me of secretly favoring another man for money!’ 
 ‘I could not help what I thought. But I have never spoken of you  
          outside my house.’ 
 ‘You spoke of me within it, to Clym, and you could not do worse.’ 
 ‘I did my duty.’ 
 ‘And I’ll do mine.’ 
 ‘A part of which will possibly be to set him against his mother. It  
        is always so.  But why should I not bear it as others have borne it  
       before me!’ (222) 
 
The exchange reveals the assumptions of the nineteenth-century mother on which Mrs. 

Yeobright bases her argument, assumptions held by those who subscribed to the 

Angel-in-the-House ideology: that she does not think herself an “evil-disposed” 

person, that she would not speak of her family outside the sacred space that is her 

house, and that she has done her duty.  When Eustacia states a duty to protect her own 

position, Mrs. Yeobright resorts to the emotive weapon—an innocent victim, she will 
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have to bear with her son’s being turned against her, as mothers through time have had 

to bear such a wound.  

        In this scene, where both women rise to the heights of their anger (and in which, 

incidentally, both are at their most vibrant and least depressed), neither Eustacia nor 

Mrs. Yeobright is marked out as villain.  It is the ideology being contested, though the 

characters are unaware and will die because, as Eustacia says to her mother-in-law, 

“You have brought yourself to folly; you have caused a division which can never be 

healed!” (222).  In other words, her absolute belief that Clym’s happiness depends on 

adhering to her advice will prevent Mrs. Yeobright’s ever moving into a future beyond 

motherhood and will forever divide her from her child.  Mrs. Yeobright’s final remark 

to Eustacia expresses her resolution and foreshadows Clym’s end: “Probably my son’s 

happiness does not lie on this side of the grave, for he is a foolish man who neglects 

the advice of his parent” (222).  The tragedy that Hardy imparts in this scene is the 

tragedy that results from absolutist “blindness.”  When Hardy ends the scene saying 

that Mrs. Yeobright, “the excited mother then withdrew and Eustacia, panting, stood 

looking into the pool” (223) the “emotive structure” of the line arouses questions 

about who will be vanquished and a realization that both parties risk harm. 

        On her final walk, in her conversation with Johnny Nunsuch, Mrs. Yeobright 

expresses the paradox and a gap in the Angel-in-the-House ideology: for her efforts at 

arranging the ideal home and for her self-sacrifice, the Angel mother is often left 

empty and defeated.  After she has vowed never to reunite with her son and his wife, 

Johnny remarks on her “curious” attitude, to which Mrs. Yeobright responds, “Most 

people who grow up and have children talk as I do.  When you grow up your mother 
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will talk as I do too” (260).  The boy cannot reconcile Mrs. Yeobright’s vow and calls 

her talk “nonsense,” but his attitude reveals his own wish that such a breach would 

never occur between him and his mother; he does not believe in an unforgiving 

mother.  

        Calling ideological language “the language of wishing, cursing, fearing, 

denigrating, celebrating, and so on” (“Towards a Revolutionary Criticism” 110), Terry 

Eagleton stresses the emotive power expressed in ideological stands.  Thus, when the 

bereaved Clym is berating Eustacia for not welcoming his mother into their home, for 

essentially causing her death, he says, “Most women, even when slightly annoyed, 

show a flicker of evil in some curl of the mouth or some corner of the cheek; but as for 

her, never in her angriest moments was there anything malicious in her look. She was 

angered quickly, but she forgave just as readily, and underneath her pride there was 

the meekness of a child” (Hardy, Return 299).  Scenes noted earlier, such as those 

between Mrs. Yeobright and Thomasin, Mrs. Yeobright and Eustacia, Mrs. Yeobright 

and Johnny, and especially those between Mrs. Yeobright and her son, suggest that not 

only is Clym unreliable in his assessment of his mother’s capacity for forgiveness and 

in his assessment of her meekness, he is also compelled to attribute saintly qualities to 

his mother.  Clym’s speech describing his mother as a human angel reveals a wish that 

both Eustacia and the reader recognize as unconscious and grounded in his own guilt 

at her death.   

        Near the end of The Return of the Native, Thomasin, the angelic woman, marries 

Diggory Venn, the protector who has come into considerable wealth.  Hardy at first 

resisted such a Victorian fairytale ending, perhaps because it undermined the 
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ideological questions his story raises; notably, however, the novel does not really end 

with the wedding.  A scene after the wedding shows Clym still clinging to a 

destructive fantasy.  Ensconced in his mother’s house, Clym sits and remembers: 

 Whatever she was in other people’s memories, in his she was the sublime 
 saint whose radiance even his tenderness for Eustacia could not obscure 
 . . . events had borne out the accuracy of her judgement, and proved the 
 devotedness of her care.  He should have heeded her for Eustacia’s sake 
 even more than for his own.  “It was all my fault,” he whispered.  “O, my 
 mother, my mother! would to God that I could live my life again, and 
 endure for you what you endured for me!”  (370) 
 
Noting Hardy’s affinity for Greek tragedy, critics have consistently pointed out the 

many ways Hardy models the Aristotelian model in this novel.  If, however, this 

moment represents Clym’s anagnoresis, or moment of revelation wherein he discovers 

a truth about himself, then what are we to make of Clym’s words?  That he is right, 

that his mother was a saint, and that he should have listened to her and avoided all of 

the pain?  Perhaps most of Hardy’s original readers read the scene that way, for as 

Catherine Belsey has noted, “The strategies of the classic realist text divert the reader 

from what is contradictory within it to the renewed recognition (misrecognition) of 

what he or she already ‘knows’ . . . ” (qtd. in Jenkins and John 5).  However, in light 

of her actions, Clym’s mother contributes in substantial ways to the tragedy.  Instead 

of proving “the devotedness of her care,” Mrs. Yeobright’s exercising her destructive 

impulses results in the deaths of herself, her son-in-law, and her daughter-in-law.  

While Clym remembers his mother as saintly, memory has been shown repeatedly to 

be deceptive.  Like the mother-women who would succeed her in twentieth-century 

fiction, on close examination, Mrs. Yeobright proves to be no angel. 
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Tess of the D’Urbervilles 

        In terms of social class, that is, in terms of the way their communities view them, 

the disparity between Mrs. Yeobright and Joan Durbeyfield at first glance makes them 

incomparable.  Mrs. Yeobright, the daughter of a vicar and the widow of a prominent 

landowner, has the respect of the heath folk as well as the sense of self that mark her 

as a lady.  Joan Durbeyfield has no status, no money, and at times, no home. Yet the 

two women are linked by what Regenia Gagnier terms their subjectivity.  Mrs. 

Yeobright sees herself as a lady and as the rightful guardian of her son’s future, and as 

soon as Joan Durbeyfield hears of her husband’s aristocratic pedigree, hitherto only 

hinted at by the one silver spoon the family possesses, she views herself as married to 

a rightful heir and sets out on a course to reclaim her family’s place in society.  

Certainly, Joan Durbeyfield’s motives are not complex; neither is she the demon of 

mythology, but a woman who thinks she is taking practical steps to alleviate her 

family’s suffering.   

        Hardy invests the portrait of the Durbeyfield family with the effects of the n’er-

do-well alcoholic father and a mother with hopes that her beautiful daughter will be a 

force for redemption from the family’s poverty.  The effect of her father’s feckless 

behavior and her mother’s narcissism is realized in Tess’s repeated rejection of her 

own feelings and inclinations out of guilt.  In an early scene from the novel, enjoying 

the dance with her maiden friends upon the heath, then seeing her drunken father ride 

by in a carriage, Tess feels “a slow heat rise” (Hardy, Tess 8).  Hardy writes that rather 

than admit her anger, however, “. . . the incidence of her father’s odd appearance and 

manner returned upon the girl’s mind to make her anxious” (12).  Already parentified, 
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she must leave her friends to check on her father’s well-being.  Returning to her house, 

she is greeted by the sound of the rockers pounding against the stone floor and her 

mother’s song.  While the house “struck upon the girl’s senses with an unspeakable 

dreariness” (12), especially in contrast to the natural setting she has just abandoned, 

she is filled immediately with guilt at such recognition and experiences “a chill of self-

reproach that she had not returned sooner, to help her mother with these domesticities, 

instead of indulging herself . . .” (12).  Rather than admit her own “dreariness” at 

being in her home, Tess rejects her own desire to be elsewhere; thus, she is easy prey 

for her mother’s design. 

 Although Hardy does not give Joan Durbeyfield a great deal of space in his 

novel, what he writes about her implies a degree of sympathy, as when the narrator 

notes that on returning to the house where her mother is tending the younger children, 

Tess observes: “There was a dreaminess, a preoccupation, an exaltation in the 

maternal look which the girl could not understand” (13).  Having heard of her 

husband’s noble lineage, Joan has already conceived a plan to use Tess to enrich the 

family, and even believes that “Y’ll be fess enough, my poppet, when th’st know” 

(13).  Joan believes that Tess will share the mother’s wish; she does not consider that 

Tess might be horrified that Joan’s “projick is to send Tess to claim kin” which Joan 

says, “likely enough would lead to some noble gentleman marrying her”(19).  

Moreover, her mother knows that Tess “won’t say nay to going” (19).  

In a narcissistic universe such as Joan Durbeyfield’s, the daughter is an 

extension of the mother, not a separate individual.  Thus, the decisions Joan makes 

about Tess’s future are based solely upon the mother’s determination of what is good 
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for the family.  In this, Joan models the Angel in the House, who is charged with 

directing daughters to marry well and become good mothers as society prescribes, 

thereby improving the family’s image.  Hardy questions adherence to such an 

untenable model by representing what can happen when mothers are misdirected in 

their goals, and daughters are denied autonomy. Rosemarie Morgan comments on 

Hardy’s resistance to contemporary views of women: 

. . . for presenting humanly imperfect but lovable heroines, Hardy was, 
  to his hurt and indignation, charged with misrepresenting womankind. 
  The charge was unanswerable for, in a sense, his critics were right: the 
  representative model, as personified by Coventry Patmore’s Angel in 
  the House, or Ruskin’s Stainless Scepter of Womanhood, was, in the 
  amalgam, and in Victorian eyes, the most desirable, the most perfect of 
  all representations. (xiii-xiv) 

 
Furthermore, Morgan contends that Hardy was not aligned with liberal feminists in 

their belief that “the woman’s true destiny lay in fulfilling the role of wife and mother” 

and was more interested in the French social views of Fourier, which were “deeply 

opposed to the liberal feminist’s idealization of marriage” (xv).  Morgan avers, 

“Hardy’s platform remains consistent and forthright: the world that denies autonomy, 

identity, purpose and power to women, is to be, on his terms, the loser” (xvi).  It is not 

simply through Tess that Hardy evokes questions about the cost of denial of woman’s 

autonomy; Joan Durbeyfield is also a “loser.” 

 The woman that Joan Durbeyfield might have been is called forth in Hardy’s 

words about the mother whom Tess hears singing as “Mrs. Durbeyfield was balanced 

on one foot beside the tub, the other being engaged in the aforesaid business of 

rocking her youngest child” (Tess 13).  An accomplished musician and lover of music, 

Hardy offers praise to Joan when he writes, “Even now, when burdened with a young 
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family, Joan Durbeyfield was a passionate lover of tune. No ditty floated into 

Blackmoor Vale from the outer world but Tess’s mother caught up its notation in a 

week” (13).  In another moment of praise, the narrator intrudes with a tribute to Joan’s 

former beauty, saying “There still faintly beamed from the woman’s features 

something of the freshness, and even the prettiness, of her youth; rendering it probable 

that the personal charms which Tess could boast of were in main part her mother’s 

gift, and therefore unknightly, unhistorical” (13).  The description merits notice, for it 

makes of Joan Durbeyfield more than a flat character, the bad mother who inhabits so 

many literary works ancient and modern, but also for the way the description 

interrogates the idea that a good mother is a creature born out of circumstance–that she 

becomes wise and self-sacrificing because she becomes a mother or that “woman’s 

true destiny” (Morgan xv) lay in her role as wife and mother.  Writing about Hardy’s 

view of women such as Joan or Tess, Rosalind Miles remarks, “. . . it is through his 

female characters that Hardy mainly communicated his sense of that ‘insupportable 

and touching loss’, of that waste of human potential and the irrecoverable destruction 

of innocence” (qtd. in Dutta, 11). 

 The fondness with which Joan Durbeyfield recalls her youthful dream is 

explored when the woman goes to the inn “to hunt up her shiftless husband” (Hardy, 

Tess 15). Such a venture, described as “one of Mrs. Durbeyfield’s still extant 

enjoyments in the muck and muddle of rearing children,” and a time when “troubles 

and other realities took on themselves a metaphysical impalpability, sinking to mere 

mental phenomena for serene contemplation, and no longer . . . as pressing concretions 

which chafed body and soul” (15), takes on added significance when the reader 
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considers what Hardy is observing about Joan’s position.  The “pressing 

concretions”—poverty, impending homelessness, an alcoholic and sickly husband, too 

many mouths to feed—which Joan can for an hour or two not feel, conditions which at 

the inn can take on a “metaphysical impalpability,” mirror the conditions of several 

thousands of women in England at the end of the nineteenth century.  What is an 

Angel in the House with no house?  What is the queen of the home to do under 

penurious circumstances?  The text asks these questions and more.  Likewise, while 

the Angel in the House as Patmore describes her devotes herself unquestioningly to 

her royal lover/husband, Joan Durbeyfield sits in the public house, as if in a contorted 

mirror, “by her now wedded husband in the same spot during his wooing, shutting her 

eyes to his defects of character, and regarding him only in his ideal presentation as 

lover” (15).  The interesting word in the last passage is “ideal,” for the sentence 

suggests Joan has a conception of the ideal which of necessity must have been molded 

by the society of which she is aware, but as Hardy implies, a society which will not 

admit Joan Durbeyfield.  

Coventry Patmore generally admired Hardy’s heroines and wrote in 1887 that 

“Hardy is too good an observer not to know that women are like emeralds and rubies, 

only those of inferior colour and price being without flaw; and he is too rich in human 

tenderness not to know that love never glows with its fullest ardour unless it has 

‘something dreadful to forgive’” (qtd. in Dutta 7).  While Tess had not yet appeared 

when Patmore was extolling the flawed qualities of the Hardy heroine, Patmore’s 

quote is arresting both for its simile, which compares women to fine jewels, and for its 

contention that love is best when it is given to one who has been hurt grievously.  The 
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simile suggests the material value of women, and the assumption is that a woman of 

value is one who forgives all transgressions, the greater the better.  While these ideas 

both attend to what Patmore proposed in The Angel in the House, Patmore’s support of 

Hardy’s imagined women connotes ambivalence; he recognizes that real women are 

flawed and if closely observed, may end up looking more like Hardy’s women than 

like Patmore’s Honora. 

When Margaret Oliphant reviewed Tess of the D’Urbervilles for Blackwood’s 

Magazine in 1891, she scolded Hardy—whom she also professed to want to hug, 

“though we are not fond of him”—for being too didactic (qtd. in Riquelme, Ed. 212).  

In particular, Oliphant declares that in the final scenes, Tess behaves totally out of 

character in choosing to live with Alec d’Urberville.  Saying “a Pure Woman is not 

betrayed into fine living and fine clothes as the mistress of her seducer by any stress of 

poverty or misery,” Oliphant denies Tess adequate motive for the choice that leads to 

her tragedy (212).  Furthermore, Oliphant offers a number of alternatives the 

“believable” Tess would have considered, such as living with her in-laws, or finding 

another job, since she was an experienced field hand.  What Margaret Oliphant missed 

is that in making her fatal decision to live with Alec d’Urberville, Tess, depressed and 

accustomed to acquiescing to her mother’s wishes, chooses the course her homeless 

mother maps out for her.  

 In the same article, perhaps expressing mid-Victorian wishful thinking about 

mothers, Oliphant describes Mrs. Durbeyfield as “the mother, singing at her washing-

tub, rocking the cradle with her foot, strong, yet slatternly, kind yet mercenary—quite 

ready to sell the beautiful daughter for the benefit of the family, and think no harm, yet 
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loving and serving them all in her rude way” (205).  Such a description attributes to 

Mrs. Durbeyfield a vice not much worse than sloppiness, and as to the sale of her 

daughter, Mrs. Durbeyfield’s gesture is here equated with a kind of innocence.  The 

adjectives “strong,” “kind,” “loving,” labels appropriate for many angelic women in 

Victorian novels, are grossly misapplied to Joan Durbeyfield. Yet Margaret Oliphant, 

herself a tireless writer who supported her family and who endured a lifetime of 

tragedy and immanent poverty, expresses a kind of glib dismissal of the damage Joan 

Durbeyfield does to her daughter in the name of family. 

        Hardy himself is not as forgiving as Margaret Oliphant of Joan Durbeyfield’s 

obliviousness toward the good of her children. In a metaphor comparing the 

Durbeyfield family to a ship captained by two incapable sailors, the narrator in Tess 

criticizes both parents for their self-centered behavior and judgment, saying: 

  If the heads of the Durbeyfield household chose to sail into difficulty,  
  disaster, starvation, disease, degradation, death, thither were these half-
  dozen little captives under hatches compelled to sail with them—six  
  helpless creatures, who had never been asked if they wished for life on `
  any terms, much less if they wished for it on such hard conditions as  
  were involved in being of the shiftless house of Durbeyfield. (16) 
 
The harsh tone of Hardy’s words lays the tragedy of Tess’s life at the feet of her 

parents, most especially at the feet of her mother, who announces at Rolliver’s her 

“projick to send Tess to claim kin” (19).  In Joan’s scenario, Tess will first win over 

the rich Lady d’Urberville, and then the scion of the family.  In response to the 

announcement of Mrs. Durbeyfield’s “projick,” which is based on a determination of 

Tess’s fate found in the Fortune Teller, her husband questions, “What says the maid 

herself to going?” (19). Ignoring the seriousness of the question, Mrs. Durbeyfield 

responds, “But [Tess is] tractable at bottom.  Leave her to me” (19).   Consideration of 
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Hardy’s choice of a word Mrs. Durbeyfield would probably not have used—

tractable—raises a question as to why the author selected the word.  Perhaps, as it is 

often charged against Hardy that his dialogue veers from the realistic and thus 

represents the weakness in his writing, the speech was not edited for verisimilitude 

before the novel was published.  But looked at another way, the word’s exactness—

“tractable” means yielding easily—suggests that Hardy chose it because the word 

indicates precisely the ease with which Mrs. Durbeyfield will be able to send Tess off 

to The Chase.  Notably, from her mother’s perspective, “tractable” is not the sole 

adjective to describe Tess; shortly after she arrives at Rolliver’s to fetch her parents 

home, the adults see a “reproachful flash” in their daughter’s eyes.  However, Tess’s 

tractability, when combined with her shame, trumps her anger and makes her an easy 

victim to her mother’s manipulation, a fact of which the elder woman is keenly aware. 

 When Mrs. Durbeyfield approaches Tess at 1:30 a.m. looking “unequal to the 

emergency” brought on by her husband’s drunken stupor and urging that Tess ask one 

of the young men who was dancing with her on the green the day before to take the 

beehives to the retailers at Casterbridge, the sixteen-year-old responds, “O no—I 

wouldn’t have it for the world! . . . And letting everybody know the reason—such a 

thing to be ashamed of!” (21).  Tess fears shame more than she fears the journey to 

market, the darkness, or her mother’s disapproval, and volunteers to transport the 

beehives herself in the company of little Abraham.  This scene where she rouses Tess 

from sleep says much about Tess’s mother as guardian of her children.  Hovering 

Angel, she is not.  Instead, looking “unequal to the emergency,” Joan communicates 

first by her expression to Tess that she needs her daughter to rescue her.  In asking the 
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child to travel “bad roads over a distance of between twenty and thirty miles, and the 

horse and wagon being of the slowest” (21) and in agreeing to let Tess go in the 

company of her little brother, Mrs. Durbeyfield suggests none of the qualities of 

kindness, loving, or serving that Oliphant ascribes to her.  Hardy, however, was not as 

blind as Oliphant to the reality of some mothering.  In his portrait of Mrs. Durbeyfield, 

he presents instead the image of a mother whose desperation and ineptitude make 

Angelic ideals a practical impossibility. 

 In preying upon Tess’s tractability and shame, her mother exercises the same 

power as Alec will later employ, as in the scene of their first meeting, where Tess tries 

to avoid the strawberry Alec is attempting to feed to her.  Tess protests, “No—no! . . . 

I would rather take it in my own hand,” to which Alec insists “Nonsense!” (32).  Tess 

is denied her initial feeling, and “in a slight distress she parted her lips and took it in” 

(32).  The language Hardy uses at that critical moment, with its sexual connotation, 

indicates foreshadowing, to be sure, but the scene also imputes to Tess’s experience 

the futility of refusal, a futility she experiences repeatedly when her mother directs 

Tess’s actions.  Immediately after this scene, as if to forestall any doubt, Hardy writes, 

“Thus the thing began” (33). The thing, we must assume, is the tragedy of Tess of the 

D’Urbervilles, but while Alec is set up in the foregoing scene as antagonist, Joan 

Durbeyfield looms as one of his supports. 

            Among the most significant and saddest lines in Tess of the D’Urbervilles are 

those that describe the moments in which Tess, feeling guilty because she has caused 

the death of the family’s horse, is preparing to leave to work at the d’Urbervilles.  

Once again, Tess tries to exert her misgivings about going to The Chase, pleading, “I 
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would rather stay here with father and you . . . .”   Asked why, Tess responds, “I’d 

rather not tell you why, mother; indeed, I don’t quite know why” (36).  The mother 

makes no response that Hardy notes; such a gap in the conversation suggests that Mrs. 

Durbeyfield does not hear Tess’s protest, nor respond in any way to her daughter’s 

anxiety.  When Durbeyfield tries to support Tess by saying he does not like his family 

far from home, the narrator reports, “‘But do let her go, Jacky,’ coaxed his poor 

witless wife” (37).  We must assume that “his poor witless wife” exists in John 

Durbeyfield’s imagination or in the narrator’s, since “witless” is an odd appellation for 

the woman who successfully appeals to her husband’s wish to reconnect to his 

ancestors and then “pursued her advantage” (37).  

        On the day of Tess’s departure, the conversation between mother and daughter 

begins, as so many between mother and daughter have begun, over Tess’s clothes: 

  “You will never set out to see your folks without dressing up  
          more the dand than that?” 
    “But I am going to work!” said Tess. 

“Well, yes,” said Mrs. Durbeyfield; and in a private tone, ‘at first there    
        mid be a little pretence o’t. . . .But I think it will be wiser of ‘ee to          
        put your best side outward,” she added. 

  “Very well; I suppose you know best,” replied Tess with calm  
          abandonment.  

 And to please her parent the girl put herself quite in Joan’s hands,     
           saying serenely—“Do what you like with me, mother.”(39) 
 

The narrator does not state where the “private tone” of her mother’s speech ends, but 

most likely, we are to believe Tess does not hear Joan’s remark revealing the mother’s 

expectation that Tess will not be working for long, but will become Alec’s wife.  

Tess’s words, “Do what you like with me,” in their submission and subservience, 

might have been repeated at several intervals in her story; in fact, they might be 

repeated whenever she is in the presence of  either Alec d’Urberville or Angel Clare.  
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Tess’s words echo a principle at the core of the Angel-in-the-House ideology, which 

proposes a kind of martyrdom.  It is difficult to imagine that a reader in the late 

Victorian era would have admired either Joan Durbeyfield’s not-so-subtle intention or 

Tess’s acquiescence.  Hardy did not admire either quality, but in calling his heroine 

“A Pure Woman,” Hardy establishes that it is not Tess who is to be held responsible 

for her downfall; it is something or someone else. 

 What saves Joan Durbeyfield from being a literary type—the demon mother, 

the wicked witch—is the degree of sympathy the author imputes to the character when 

Joan dimly realizes what she has engineered.  In the moments preceding Tess’s 

departure, Joan feels a “misgiving” (40) and decides to accompany her child to the 

place where she will meet Alec d’Urberville. That feeling, which she virtually ignores, 

is almost dissipated on seeing the approach of the young man’s flashy gig, “highly 

varnished and equipped” (41).  Hardy writes, “Mrs. Durbeyfield clapped her hands 

like a child. Then she looked down, then stared again. Could she be deceived as to the 

meaning of this?” (41).  For a brief period, Mrs. Durbeyfield appears to regret her 

actions but rationalizes that going with Alec is “a chance for the maid” (42).  Still 

fearful that she may have sent her daughter off precipitously, Joan muses, “Still if 

‘twere the doing again, I wouldn’t let her go till I had found out whether the gentleman 

is really a good-hearted young man . . .” (42).  Though Hardy evokes a measure of 

sympathy for Joan Durbeyfield’s ambivalence here, lest the reader absolve her, or lest 

she sound uncharacteristically enlightened, Hardy writes the conversation between 

husband and wife, in which Tess’s father agrees that his wife might have done a little 

checking into Alec d’Urberville’s reputation: 
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  “Yes, you ought, perhaps to ha’ done that,” snored Sir John. 
  Joan Durbeyfield always managed to find consolation somewhere:   
  “Well, as one of the genuine stock, she ought to make her way with ‘en, 
   if she plays her trump card right. And if he don’t marry her afore he will 
   after. For that he’s all afire wi’ love for her any eye can see.” 
  “What’s her trump card? Her d’Urberville blood, you mean?” 
  “No, stupid; her face—as ‘twas mine.” (42) 
 
The conversation manifests knowledge of the effect of her daughter’s beauty that Joan 

recognizes, but it also imparts to Tess a weapon Tess will never want to brandish.  The 

dialogue suggests as well that to get her daughter married into a higher social class, to 

restore the family to its rightful heritage is Joan Durbeyfield’s goal.   

 In one important respect, Joan Durbeyfield’s characterization contrasts Mrs. 

Yeobright’s.  Hardy repeats in a variety of ways the limits of Joan’s intelligence, 

describing Tess as “being mentally older than her mother” (38) and Joan as “the light-

minded woman” (38).  Furthermore, Joan projects an innocence that Mrs. Yeobright 

lacks.  When Tess returns from her first four-month stay at the d’Urberville estate, her 

mother is “surprised” and disappointed at Tess’s not having married Alec: “‘It would 

have been something like a story to come back with, if you had!’ [said] Mrs. 

Durbeyfield, ready to burst into tears of vexation” (71).  Childlike, Joan embraces the 

possibility of a fairytale ending.  While Hardy, then, imbues Joan Durbeyfield with 

limited intelligence and even less empathy, he does not absolve her from being 

destructive.  When Joan challenges her daughter, “Why didn’t ye think of doing some 

good for your family instead o’ thinking only of yourself?” (71), she utters the 

question that will direct all of Tess’s future choices.  The question itself, like all 

questions, is neither good nor bad, but asked of a daughter who has never acted but on 
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her family’s behalf, it becomes Joan’s most powerful tool for manipulating her 

daughter.  

 Joan is noticeably absent from the text when Tess is rebuilding a life after the 

death of Sorrow. When she receives a letter from Talbothay’s offering employment, 

Tess, sure that “there should be no more d’Urberville air-castles in the dreams and 

deeds of her new life” (87) is not opposed by her mother, who appears for a time to 

have given up her own dreams of recovering the benefits of their “knightly ancestry.”  

The reappearance of her mother into Tess’s life signals the end of the girl’s short-lived 

happiness as the fiancé of Angel Clare; Joan is reintroduced in the words of her letter 

cautioning Tess to make no mention of her “Bygone Trouble” as the girl prepares to 

marry.  Expressing her fear that Tess will in her “Childish Nature” confess to Angel, 

Joan asks the girl to “promise me never to let it out by Word or Deed, having your 

Welfare in my Mind; and you most solemnly did promise it going from this Door” 

(169).  Joan bases her argument for Tess’s silence on the fact that she “did not tell 

everything to your father, he being so Proud on account of his Respectability, which, 

perhaps your Intended is the same” (169).  Once again, Joan’s reliance on Tess’s 

feelings of responsibility toward the family becomes the lever by which she will 

manipulate the girl into a deception.  Although the twenty-year-old Tess recognizes 

that “her mother did not see life as Tess saw it” (169), Tess initially appears to obey, 

and “steadied by a command from the only person in the world who had any shadow 

of right to control her action, Tess grew calmer” (170).   

 What is notable in Joan’s letter is not its advice.  When she observes, “Many a 

woman—some of the Highest in the Land—have had a Trouble in their time; and why 
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should you Trumpet yours when others don’t Trumpet theirs?” (169), her question 

expresses a truth born out of experience.  Indeed, if Tess had followed her mother’s 

advice, her life would have turned out quite differently.  But when on her wedding 

night, after revealing her past to Angel, she quotes her mother on the pervasiveness of 

young women in situations such as hers, his response is “Different societies, different 

manners.  You almost make me say you are an unapprehending peasant woman, who 

have [sic] never been initiated into proportions of social things” (205-06).  In that 

answer, Angel unveils a rationale, similar to Joan Durbeyfield’s, that as the descendant 

of a noble family, Tess should know unspoken rules of society; instead, he says, she is 

“the belated seedling of an effete aristocracy!” (206), suggesting in that Darwinian 

reply that Tess is an aberration.  What is notable in Joan’s letter is that she is in many 

ways not “an unapprehending peasant woman” and that however she came by it, she 

has knowledge of the “proportions of social things.”  

 Joan Durbeyfield, then, has assimilated contemporary knowledge of the Angel 

in the House on how to arrange one’s daughter’s marriage to a respectable middle-

class man.  She has traded on Tess’s beauty and innocence to secure advantage for the 

Durbeyfields.  Her major complaint to the weeping Tess who returns home after Angel 

has left her is that Tess is a “little fool” who lacks the intelligence to see the marriage 

project through.  Hardy imparts to Joan the words of Lady Macbeth, “what’s done 

can’t be undone!” (227) to open Joan’s dubious moment of self-reflection, as she notes 

“I’m sure I don’t know why children o’my bringing forth should all be bigger 

simpletons than other people’s—not to know better than to blab such a thing as that, 

when he couldn’t ha’ found it out till too late!” (227-28).  Unlike Shakespeare’s 
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unsexed woman, however, Joan Durbeyfield is not tortured by her own guilt; she does 

not offer solace or a home to Tess, who gives Joan half of the money Angel has left 

with her “saying that it was a slight return for the trouble and humiliation she had 

brought upon them in years past” (229).  Tess’s words and the money she bestows on 

the family are inspirational to Joan.  In her narcissistic universe, Joan Durbeyfield 

experiences all gifts as deserved and all misfortune as the fault of someone else.  

 When her family is homeless and about to take up residence in a churchyard, 

Joan Durbeyfield takes the step that will assure Tess’s doom.  Mary Ellen Chase 

describes this moment as the climax of the novel, with fatal actions initiated by Joan 

Durbeyfield: 

  . . . just as they with their goods and chattels are nearing   
  Kingsbere, they are met by a man who informs them that their lodgings 
  have been let. Tess is desperate at this intelligence, but her mother,     
  after a moment of anxiety, decides to unload their belongings near the 
  church, insisting that one’s family vault is his own freehold. She  
  accordingly sets  up the bed by the church wall, puts the younger children 
  in it, and starts toward the town. On the way she meets Alec   
  D’Urberville, who asks for Tess . . . . (92-93) 
 
As readers of the novel well know, when Alec finds Tess and proposes that her family 

should accept lodgings he can provide, she resists heartily, as she has been resisting 

him since he reappeared as a converted Christian preacher.  Her vulnerability to him is 

once again predicated on her mother’s needs.  As the younger Durbeyfield children lie 

on a bed in the churchyard, “under a beautifully traceried window . . . called the 

d’Urberville Window” (Hardy, Tess 323), her mother leans toward Tess and says, “O, 

Tess, what’s the use of your playing at marrying gentlemen, if it leaves us like this!” 

(324).  The question suggests at once Joan Durbeyfield’s narcissism and an attendant 

inability to recognize her own participation in Tess’s ruin.   
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 On learning of Alec’s offer of a whitewashed cottage and a yard full of hens, 

Mrs. Durbeyfield insists that they must accept d’Urberville’s offer.  Thus, through 

Mrs. Durbeyfield’s counsel, which Tess never successfully resists, Tess is once again 

in Alec’s thrall and doomed to commit violence on him when Angel Clare returns.  

What is noticeable in the text and in Mary Ellen Chase’s comment above is the 

fleeting “moment of anxiety” Mrs. Durbeyfeld experiences when Alec proposes the 

family be sheltered at his expense.  What are we to assume by such a moment?  That 

she knows that her daughter’s self-respect, to say nothing of her status as a married 

woman, is compromised by Alec’s predatory behavior?  She knows, and in her 

desperation, ignores her daughter’s suffering.  Tess’s unspoken refrain “Do what you 

like with me, mother” haunts this scene as well.  

 When the awakened Angel Clare returns too late to his bride, he seeks out Joan 

Durbeyfield.  The visitor remarks on Joan’s “embarrassment,” “evasiveness,” and 

“reticence”; these adjectives suggest that Joan does not want to be looked at or 

questioned and imply a sense of guilt.  However, Joan is not easy prey for guilt.  To 

Angel’s question, “‘Do you know if she is well?’” Joan responds, “‘I don’t. But you 

ought to, sir’” (333).  One cannot say that guilt has been shifted to Angel, for if Joan 

feels guilt, she is unable or unwilling to acknowledge it.  She does, however, admit to 

being mystified by Tess.  Pressed for an answer as to her daughter’s whereabouts, 

Joan at first refuses on the grounds that Tess would not want to see him, but when 

Angel insists, “‘I am sure she would! . . . I know her better than you do’” Joan replies, 

“‘That is very likely, sir; for I have never really known her’” (334).  Once again, 

Joan’s language is notably formal, unlike the colloquial dialect in which she habitually 
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speaks, and her observation is uncharacteristically profound, but in unmistakably clear 

terms, Hardy here imparts to her a glimmer of regret.  

 The last words Joan Durbeyfield speaks in Tess of the D’Urbervilles reveal an 

ironic fulfillment of her dreams. “‘We are fairly well provided for’” (334) she says in 

response to Angel’s inquiry on the family’s welfare.  Acting on her knowledge of what 

a mother must do, Joan Durbeyfield has assured her children’s material comfort in a 

home with whitewashed walls.  Now “in the garb of a respectable widow” (333) she 

has some standing in a community; later, with Angel’s commitment to Liza-Lu, her 

physical welfare will be assured.  The novel’s last pages, however, showing Angel and 

Liza-Lu gazing from afar at the site of Tess’s death behind the walls of a Gothic style 

prison, leave readers to ponder the unsettling set of circumstances that have led to that 

death, circumstances that began when Tess’s mother conceived her “projick.”  In Tess 

of the D’Urbervilles, as at the close of The Return of the Native, the child has been 

destroyed by the misguided intentions of the mother.  

 The Italian Marxist Antonio Gramsci developed “the concept of hegemony, the 

‘folklore of philosophy’, to explain the way in which a prevailing world-view saturates 

a society, becomes naturalized and established as ‘common sense’, so that it becomes 

difficult to think outside of or even notice its shaping presence” (Rice and Waugh 

106).  Neither Mrs. Yeobright nor Mrs. Durbeyfield is fully conscious of her 

destructive tendency; both are shaped by an ideology which pronounced it a mother’s 

duty to direct her child in ways that would promote the family image, reputation, and 

material success.  Thomas Hardy’s The Return of the Native and Tess of the 

d’Urbervilles bring into the light the flaws of the nineteenth-century ideology that 
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imbued the Angel in the House with powers that could and did prove destructive.  In 

Mrs. Yeobright and Mrs. Durbeyfield, Thomas Hardy reveals a hitherto well-kept 

secret: that despite their good intentions, mothers who disregard the inclinations of 

their children toward autonomy can ruin their offspring physically and psychically, a 

determination Freud and later Lacan would verify.  Hardy’s mothers established a 

prototype for the mother who appears and reappears in the twentieth-century novel, 

the unfulfilled mother, neither wholly good nor wholly bad, but fully human, one who, 

if she does not recognize her own potential for destruction, will unwittingly release it.  
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CHAPTER 4 

HENRY JAMES WRESTLES THE ANGEL IN THE HOUSE 

       The image of Henry James wrestling the Angel in the House brings to mind a 

match where, in the tangle of opponents, it is often unclear who is winning.  

According to some critics, at times James accedes to the dominant ideology, 

expressing cultural anxiety by means of his female characters, but making sure that in 

the end they bend to the will of the patriarchal systems that prevailed in England and 

America in the late nineteenth century.  Thus, James’s women either die, like Beatrice 

Ambient, go into exile, like Madame Merle, or accept their destiny as women in a 

man’s world, like Isabel Archer.  On the other hand, the winner, at times, appears to be 

James the social critic, who, by the complexity of mother-women characters in such 

novels as What Maisie Knew, illustrates the damaging propensities of existing cultural 

systems toward the women of his time.  Either argument seems reductive, for James’s 

women are as complex as the era in which they were created, and their 

characterizations reflect political and social changes during James’s long literary 

career.  What can be reasonably stated is that James, perhaps more than any other 

nineteenth-century author, returned continually to explore the responses of bright, 

cultured women to patriarchal systems, specifically to the Angel in the House ideal.  

Some of the most daunting characters in James’s fiction are educated and reared as 

Angels but find little use for “angel-ness” except as a mask.  These mature Angels 

wield incredible power to manipulate and sometimes destroy those around them—

husbands, lovers, daughters, sons, and friends.  James’s mature Angel is at once the 
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descendant of the domestic Angel, with all of her imagined qualities, and the 

progenitor of the psychological menace that haunts the work of the Modernists. 

 In much of his work, Henry James presents families in which current modes of 

social, psychological and sexual relations are not working.  In The Other Henry 

James, John Carlos Rowe has noted James’s propensity for exploring changing human 

relations: 

  Well before Freud’s gender hierarchies and sexual binaries were  
  deconstructed by subsequent traditions of psychoanalytic and cultural 
  interpretations (notably feminism, queer theory, and gay studies),  
  James’s fiction is already working out the consequences of more  
  flexible social, psychological and sexual relations, even if the explicit 
  politics of these new human relations remain decidedly, if   
  understandably, unclear in James. (author’s italics) (30) 
 
To expand on Rowe’s idea, the nineteenth-century’s cult of domesticity had proven 

untenable by the time Henry James began to explore the modern consciousness.  Most 

modern women were not interested in confinement to a parlor full of knickknacks and 

ornate furniture, nor, facing their own moral and economic dilemmas, were they 

interested solely in guiding their families onto the right path.  In addition, their internal 

dilemmas were often manifesting themselves in the form of mental and physical 

illness.  Elaine Showalter writes, “During the decades from 1870 to 1910 . . . the 

female nervous disorders of anorexia nervosa, hysteria, and neurasthenia became 

epidemic” (18).  Physicians who specialized in treating women’s disorders were 

extremely busy in the office and in the madhouse, and in clinical settings, women 

were beginning to talk about their dissatisfaction.  On the continent, Freud was 

listening to bright young women patients and developing new theories about neurosis.  

In America William James was tilling the new field of psychology and “combin[ing] 
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analysis with empathy” (Cohen E1), while younger brother Henry was probing the 

“mental landscapes” (E4) of his female characters.    

 In his presentations of mother-women, Henry James seems to have recognized 

not only that the Angel in the House was a complicated, problematic figure—that idea 

had already been established in much of the century’s literature—but also that the 

woman who descended from the Angel was a figure of considerable heft, one that 

could wreak havoc in the home and in society.  This possibility is subtly explored in 

The Author of Beltraffio. 

 

The Psychotic Angel: Beatrice Ambient 

 The Author of Beltraffio, published in 1884, lends itself to many readings.  As 

Donatella Izzo notes, the work has often been cited by critics of both genders, e.g. Eric 

Savoy and Elaine Showalter, to support James’s misogyny.  However, in Izzo’s study 

of the “killing mother,” Beatrice Ambient, Izzo proposes:   

  . . . to delay the apparently foregone conclusion that . . . James is  
  indeed embracing the misogynistic view and subjecting his woman 
  characters to wholesale rejection, identifying them with   
  heteronormativity, the family sanctities, and the bourgeois proprieties 
  that the protagonists of these stories repudiate and by which they are 
  sometimes trapped. (“Killing Mothers” 63) 
 
Izzo argues that there are other lenses through which to view Beatrice Ambient and 

James’s other women characters.  My interest is in viewing Beatrice Ambient both as 

the Angel in the House gone psychotic and in making the argument that, despite 

seeing evidence of her instability, the characters in Beatrice Ambient’s world cling to 

the notion that because she has been brought up in a culture that insists on the 

existence of a perfect mother, she must be one.  Denying the obvious, James’s other 
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character/observers express the belief Beatrice must “naturally” be capable of making 

the right decisions to protect her child. 

 From the young narrator’s point of view, one which the reader cannot wholly 

rely on because of his infatuation with Mark Ambient, Beatrice Ambient, apart from 

her ultimate decision to let her sweet son die, appears to be the perfect mother.  She 

usually holds her son close; he is either “leaning against her knee” (James, Author 

421), “in the maternal embrace” (422), caught up in her lap, or lying with “his 

charming head pillowed on his mother’s breast” (450).  The narrator also notes that 

ensconced in an earthly garden, “the beautiful mother and beautiful child, interlaced 

there against their background of roses, made a picture such as I perhaps should not 

soon see again” (449).  Each “portrait” description the narrator provides, however, is 

also notable for suggestions of the child’s discomfort and urge to get away from the 

maternal embrace. Thus the child, Dolcino, makes “two or three fruitless efforts” to 

extricate himself before relenting and burying his head “deep in his mother’s lap” 

(422).  In the same scene, in a last ditch effort to be free of his mother, Dolcino pleads, 

“Can’t I go with papa?” to which his mother replies, “Not when I ask you to stay with 

me” (424).  Indeed, in each of the Madonna/child scenes, such tension is palpable, 

until the last mother/son scene the narrator witnesses, when Dolcino stares at the 

narrator with a “little fixed white face” (451) that suggests approaching death or 

morbidity.  In terms of the mothering in the scene, the boy’s face reveals that he has 

been smothered, not mothered. 

 Despite the tension he observes, the narrator insists on adhering to the 

idealization of motherhood in his imagined interpretation of the child’s glance.  As 
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one standing before a painting might create dialogue in which the artistic subject 

speaks, the narrator muses: 

. . . the plea that I speak of, which issued from the child’s eyes, and 
seemed to make him say, ‘the mother that bore me and that presses me 
here to her bosom—sympathetic little organism that I am—has really 
the kind of sensibility which she has been represented to you as 
lacking; if you only look for it patiently and respectfully.  How is it 
possible that she shouldn’t have it?’ (451) 
 

How indeed?  Although the narrator claims to recognize the absurdity of the imagined 

dialogue, James’s words call our attention to a not uncommon wish among human 

beings—that a mother’s unkindness or hostility could be reconciled with what a good 

mother is supposed to be.  

 That paradigm—what an ideal mother is supposed to be—is implied in James’s 

characterization of Beatrice Ambient.  Using both indirect and direct discourse, James 

describes the lady by reputation as “charming” (418), in appearance as “slim and fair, 

with a long neck and pretty eyes and an air of great refinement” (422), and in the 

narrator’s ultimate compliment to an upper-class nineteenth-century British woman, as 

having “a certain look of race, justified by my afterwards learning that she was 

‘connected’ with two or three great families” (422).  Like Dante’s mentor and muse, 

this Beatrice is noble, beautiful, and well-bred.  

The narrator clings tenaciously to his wish to maintain his idealization of 

motherhood even in the face of Beatrice’s treacherous withholding of medical help for 

her dying child.  Appalled at Mark Ambient’s charge that his wife may have 

triumphed in the fatal illness of their son, the narrator, in his way of “pleading for Mrs. 

Ambient” claims, “.  .  . I know the nature of mothers” (435).  Later, Mark Ambient, 

ironically feeding the narrator’s desire to preserve his image of motherhood, declares 
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his wife “a perfect nurse” (455).  When Beatrice appears, after a night of sitting up 

with her dying son, “her shining hair . . . carefully tucked away in its net” (455), the 

narrator declares, “Her appearance . . . ought to have reassured me . . .” (455), 

suggesting that among the qualities of the perfect mother is the ability to look good 

even after a hellacious night.  What might James be suggesting by the narrator’s 

staunch refusal to see Beatrice Ambient as capable of evil?  No doubt, the narrator is 

gullible and naïve, but whether or not James intended, the narrator also mouths words 

that have been repeated in a variety of forms throughout the ages even until our own: I 

know what a mother is and how she is supposed to look.  In this instance, that 

supposition, as Beatrice Ambient withholds medical care from her son, appears 

untenable.  Beatrice Ambient, then, expresses cultural anxieties about motherhood, but 

in letting her son die, she also expresses the violence inherent in the Angel in the 

House.  Nevertheless, the narrator’s belief in a woman’s place in the universe, her role 

in the family, is so insidious that he is capable of denying what is before him.  In 

Beatrice’s actions, he reads what he imagines to be true, what needs to be true for the 

Angel in the House ideal to be sustained. 

At least on critic reads The Author of Beltraffio not as an interrogation of the 

Angel-in-the-House ideal, but as a commentary on women’s unsuitability as critics.  

Priscilla Walton reads as working “to uphold a nineteenth-century Realist/humanist 

masculinist status quo.  In it women are figured as inferior beings who cannot 

understand or appreciate Art” (70).  Furthermore, Walton avers, “while women may 

be outside the artistic circle, they can break in and destroy it.  What the tale re-

establishes, therefore, is the need for patriarchal order” (71).  Without necessarily 
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agreeing precisely with Walton’s theory, critics have most often interpreted the story 

in terms of its connection to James’s theories on writing and aesthetics, casting 

Beatrice Ambient as the anti-aesthete, the woman whose overdetermined sense of 

morality fatally interferes with art.  Notwithstanding such criticism, to reduce this 

story to an allegory about aesthetics or to a polemic against the woman as “inferior” or 

incapable of understanding or appreciating art is to fail to see the ways in which the 

story illuminates another facet of nineteenth-century culture: the pervasive presence of  

Beatrice Ambient (whose surname suggests “everywhere” or in French, a material or 

moral atmosphere) among women who were educated to be domestic Angels, devoted 

to instilling virtue in their children and to guiding their husbands along the moral path.  

If Henry James were writing a story merely to warn against the dangers of 

women as readers or to put women back into their rightful place, then the narrator’s 

confusion near the end of the story, as expressed in the following passage, might be 

resolved: 

 I am obliged to say that the signs of a fanatical temperament  
  were not more striking in my hostess than before; it was only after a 
  while that her air of incorruptible conformity, her tapering   
  monosyllabic correctness, began to appear to be themselves a cold, 
  thin flame.  Certainly, at first, she looked like a woman with as few 
  passions as possible; but if she had a passion at all, it would be that of 
  Philistinism.  She might have been—for there are guardian-spirits, I 
  suppose, of all great principles—the angel of propriety. Mark Ambient, 
  apparently, ten years before, had simply perceived that she was an  
  angel, without asking himself of what. (James, Author 445) 

 
Misreading the Angel—assuming that grace, “conformity,” and “propriety” imply 

normal, wholesome, Christian, natural—leads the other characters in the story (except, 

perhaps, the doctor, who can read pathology, but who is rejected by Beatrice Ambient 

and says, “I’ll be hanged if I come back!”) to allow her to govern the household and 
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her son’s care for too long.  When Mark’s sister, Gwendolyn Ambient, finally asserts 

to the narrator, “You have received an impression of my sister-in-law, you have 

guessed at what she is capable” (460), the narrator, even in the face of Beatrice’s 

terrible deed, expresses hope that “her fright itself betrayed her; and that she would 

now give heaven and earth to save the child” (460).  Here James seems to ask: How 

much evidence does the narrator, does a society, need to convince itself that an 

idealized mother is exactly that—unattainable, unstable, unrealistic, dangerous?  

The silence in the Ambient household after Dolcino’s death is encouraged by 

two witnesses, Gwendolyn and the narrator, who express feelings of guilt at their part 

in contributing to the child’s death.  The narrator allows, “She agreed with me that 

there was misery enough in the house, without her contributing a new anguish, and 

that Mrs. Ambient’s proceedings might be explained, to her husband’s mind, by the 

extravagance of a jealous devotion” (460).  Such rationalization and the failure to 

examine closely the reasons for Dolcino’s death lead only to more death, as the reader 

is told Mrs. Ambient “failed rapidly after losing her son” (461).  The story thus ends in 

death but not in resolution of the questions raised about the expectations and power 

invested in the Angel in the House.   

According to the critical view of Henry James as misogynist, James must 

destroy his females.  Viewed from another perspective, James’s ending causes his 

readers to ask, Why must the mother die? Because of her fatal choice?  Beatrice 

Ambient must die because there is no reason for her to live.  She believed what the 

narrator and his society believed, “Women know; women should be supreme in such a 

situation. Trust a mother—a devoted mother . . .” (458).  Beatrice Ambient did not 
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know; she was not to be trusted.  The certainty of others, their silence in the presence 

of her angelic appearance, was fatal. 

 

A Trio of Bad Mothers: What Maisie Knew 

In her introduction to What Maisie Knew, Diane Johnson calls the story “a 

lament on the changing mores and deteriorating morals of society” (xviii).  James 

certainly skewers the rich and rude in this 1897 novel about a young girl and her 

colossally self-centered mother, her confused and adulterous surrogate mother, and her 

overly scrupulous and judgmental governess/mother figure, but the tale is more than a 

“lament.”  It is a representation of the messiness that is sometimes called family and of 

the cultural anxiety that surrounded motherhood.  What Maisie Knew presents the 

limitations for the Angel in the House in the real world, where many couples hate their 

marriages and use their children as pawns in ugly domestic wars, where step-parenting 

cannot help but confuse the ideal, and where many poor, uneducated, single women 

are charged with child care.  Far from being Angels, the mothers and surrogate 

mothers in this novel take advantage of Maisie and use her to claim financial 

advantage. 

For the sake of a good story, bad mothers have been a literary staple since 

ancient times.  One of the differences, however, between the bad mothers in James and 

the classical bad mothers, such as Medea, Clytemnestra, and Jocasta, seems to lie in 

societal and cultural expectations.   The aforementioned mothers are recognizably 

powerful and inflict great physical and psychological harm; in the tragedies in which 

their lives are played out, no one apologizes for the women’s motives.  The culture 
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from which these infamous Greek mothers sprang feared the power of the woman and 

ceaselessly tried tame it in myths.  Women were supposed “naturally” dangerous.  

Nina Auerbach and others have argued that the Victorians held unconsciously to the 

same supposition but were subject to a psychological splitting.  We see this splitting in 

the response of many of the other characters toward Ida Farange.  Often, adults 

connected to her allow Ida to do her worst because they cannot reconcile her cruelty 

with her motherhood; for a long time these characters pretend, as many Victorians 

pretended, that all mothers were naturally capable and knew how to raise children. 

In keeping with the pervasive belief that women “know,” characters in What 

Maisie Knew, like those in The Author of Beltraffio, analyze a woman’s bad behavior 

in terms of a failure in knowledge, refusing to admit that bad mothers may be failed 

human individuals.  Thus, apologizing for the cruelty of Ida Farange is a recurrent 

habit in What Maisie Knew. When Maisie expresses a terror of going to her mother’s 

house for six months, her knowledge of Ida’s capacity for harm does not stop Maisie’s 

nurse, Moddle, from writing on “a paper in very big easy words ever so many 

pleasures that she would enjoy at the other house. These promises ranged from ‘a 

mother’s fond love’ to ‘a nice poached egg with your tea . . .’” (James, Maisie 10).  At 

one point during the exchange of residences when Maisie has landed at her mother’s, 

Ida ignores the girl’s return for several days, while “Mrs. Wix had to tell her young 

friend of the reasons of her ladyship’s extraordinary behavior” (51).  Faced with 

poverty if she loses her job in Ida’s house, Mrs. Wix initially excuses every excess of 

her employer by saying “that her ladyship was passionately in love” and by 

proclaiming “the ravages that in general such a sentiment could produce” (52-53).  
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Here Mrs. Wix reinforces the Victorian belief that an excess of emotion could cause 

temporary madness and might even cause one to behave in a non-maternal way.   

In another instance of the general tendency toward denying Ida’s pathology, 

the Captain, despite witnessing Ida’s violence toward Maisie, avers, “My dear Maisie, 

your mother’s an angel” (115).  Lynda Boren sees this gesture of the Captain as 

calculated: “If ever a fiction were created to a real purpose it is in this scene.  Maisie 

must believe that love is possible in her world, just as she needs to believe in her 

mother. . . . For a few brief moments, Maisie and the kindly gentleman are caught up 

together in a dream they create . . .” (76).  Given the denial evidenced by so many 

others in the face of Ida’s terror, it is doubtful that sympathy for Maisie is the only 

reason the Captain calls Ida an “angel.”  More likely, he is suppressing his fear and 

uttering his wish.  Knowing society’s expectation for the good mother, even Ida 

struggles to present herself as other than she is. When she is leaving Maisie for the last 

time, Ida announces to her daughter, “I am good, love” (James, Maisie 162).  Thus, 

more directly than in The Author of Beltraffio, published thirteen years earlier, in What 

Maisie Knew James presents the reader with the lengths to which believers will go to 

perpetuate an ideal. 

At the same time as others are making excuses for Ida’s failings, Sir Claude 

consistently attempts to “square things” with Ida, although his efforts are in vain.  In 

one of his conversations with Maisie, her stepfather responds to Maisie’s asking, “Are 

you [afraid of] my mother?” by saying “Rather, old man!” (65).  He later confesses to 

Maisie that he is afraid “of [her] mother first and foremost” (85).  While it is possible 

that here Sir Claude is demonstrating British overstatement, his words are ironic; Ida 
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inspires such fear and deceit in most who come into contact with her.  For Maisie, who 

learns to use silence as a defense, the violence of her mother is as terrifying as it is for 

her governess and for her stepfather.  Despite the attempts of those two adults to 

reconcile or avoid Ida’s wrath, Maisie knows that their efforts are futile and that her 

mother is capable of unleashing great harm. 

In a particularly graphic scene in the novel, James illustrates not only how Ida 

defies the domestic ideal but also how Ida has become psychotic.  Screaming at Maisie 

for her obvious fondness for Sir Claude, Ida engages in a tirade that James writes with 

clear attention to the dangerous ways in which Ida subverts the good mother: 

“He has taken you from me,” she cried; “he has set you against me, and 
you’ve been won away and your horrid little mind has been poisoned! 
You’ve gone over to him, you’ve given yourself up to side against me 
and hate me. . . . You hang about him in a way that’s barely decent—he 
can do what he likes with you. . . . I’m very good to break my heart 
about it when you’ve no more feeling for me than a clammy little fish!”  
She suddenly thrust the child away and, as a disgusted admission of 
failure, sent her flying across the room into the arms of Mrs. Wix, 
whom at this moment and even in the whirl of her transit, Maisie saw, 
very red, exchange a quick queer look with Sir Claude. (68) 
 

This passage warrants close reading for its evidence of the pathology of Ida Farange.  

In it, she exhibits a paranoid disavowal of her daughter’s disloyalty, a suggestion of 

possible sexual impropriety between Maisie and Sir Claude, a narcissistic response to 

the abused Maisie’s lack of feeling for her mother, and a propensity for physical 

violence.  While elsewhere in the novel the narrator sounds ironic and bemused, the 

voice here clearly implies that Ida is not merely a cold, unfeeling mother.  Despite her 

aristocratic upbringing, her wide social circle, her education and her sense of fashion, 

she is a menace, who, though recognized in the “queer quick look” between Mrs. Wix 

and Sir Claude, is regarded more as a force to be outwitted than a force to be stopped. 
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            Even when Ida begins to vent her wrath on Mrs. Wix “with extraordinary 

violence,” the older woman at first describes the encounter as merely “strained” (76); 

however, Mrs. Wix surely recognizes the murderous possibilities in Ida’s erratic 

behavior when she suggests to Maisie “that whenever and wherever they should seek 

refuge Sir Claude should consent to share their asylum” (77).   

             Through Maisie’s consciousness, Henry James represents the disparity 

between the Angel in the House and the human mother in Chapter XIII when Maisie 

and Sir Claude are visiting the National Gallery.  Sitting beside her stepfather, the 

psychically wounded Maisie, who by now has fully defended herself by resolving 

silence, is described as “staring rather sightlessly at a roomful of pictures . . . with 

patches of gold and cataracts of purple, with stiff saints and angular angels, with ugly 

Madonnas and uglier babies . . .” (84).  Questions arise inevitably from this scene: 

What is implied by Maisie’s sightlessness?  Does it suggest a common response of a 

young child in an art gallery?  Or does the description of the “stiff saints,” “angular 

angels,” and “ugly Madonnas” imply that representations of heavenly figures mean 

nothing at all to the child of such a mother as Maisie’s?  While the adults surrounding 

Ida Farange refuse to recognize or confront her evil, Maisie does what she needs to do 

to protect herself from greater harm: she knows an “ugly Madonna” on sight but 

remains silent while others pretend to see something else.  

          In a later scene, where Sir Claude and Maisie encounter Ida and the Captain in 

Kensington Gardens, James calls to mind John Ruskin’s prescription for the ideal 

woman as set forth in “Of Queen’s Gardens”; however, James appears to satirize 
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Ruskin, who describes the ideal woman as regal, wise, modest, gentle and 

incorruptible.  Ruskin writes: 

So far as she rules, all must be right, or nothing is. She must be 
enduringly, incorruptibly good; instinctively, infallibly wise—wise, not 
for self-development, but for self-renunciation: . . . wise, not with the 
narrowness of insolent and loveless pride, but with the passionate 
gentleness of an infinitely variable, because infinitely applicable, 
modesty of service . . . . (83-84) 
 

In James’s work, Ida, arguably a queen in her garden, stands “erect there before them 

like a figure of justice in full dress” (James, Maisie 107).  When Maisie stares at “her 

mother’s huge painted eyes—they were like Japanese lanterns swung under festal 

arches” (107), the details suggest an ominous twist to Ruskin’s comment: “And 

wherever a true wife comes, this home is always round her. The stars only may be 

over her head; the glowworm in the night-cold grass may be the only fire at her foot: 

but home is yet wherever she is” (83).  Here Ida upends the illusion that “home is yet 

wherever she is,” ordering the child to go to the Captain while she speaks with Sir 

Claude.  To offset Sir Claude’s resistance, Ida resorts to the mother’s most powerful 

weapon: 

 . . . Before he could reply at all, none the less, her mother opened a 
pair of arms of extraordinary elegance, and then she felt the loosening 
of his grasp.  “My own child,” Ida murmured in a voice—a voice of 
sudden confused tenderness—that it seemed to her she heard for the 
first time. [Maisie] wavered but an instant, thrilled with the first direct 
appeal as distinguished from the mere maternal pull, she had ever had 
from lips that, even in the old vociferous years, had always been sharp.  
(James, Maisie 108) 
 

What follows is a disturbingly violent scene where Maisie, mesmerized and “thrilled” 

by this “direct appeal,” and enfolded at her mother’s breast, is “suddenly ejected with 

a push and the brisk injunction: ‘Now go to the Captain’” (108).  Seconds later, in 
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another darkly majestic description, James writes that Ida, sounding more like a 

character out of Lewis Carroll than John Ruskin, “rose so superior that she was 

colossal” and commanded her daughter, “Be off!” (109).  

           On one level, James’s mockery of Ruskin’s queen seems apparent. On another 

level, Ida shows a frightful, if perverted, alliance to the Ruskinian ideal in her bearing 

and in her power over the vulnerable, for if a woman is named queen of the home, 

ruler of her husband, model for the nation, she is in a prime position to abuse her 

power.  Elizabeth Langland notes that “it seems unlikely that Ruskin would speak with 

such assurance of women’s potential as social arbiters unless women were already 

effective in such roles” and also observes “Ruskin translates women’s social and 

political powers into symptoms of their domestic virtues and innate womanly 

strength” (“Nobody’s Angels” 297).  While Ruskin sees the Angel, then, as capable of 

great good, of using her “power for rule, not for battle—and her intellect . . . not for 

invention or creation, but for sweet ordering, arrangement, and decision . . .” (qtd. in 

Langland 297-98), he allows that left unchecked, she could become a tyrant in the 

garden.  Ruskin’s anxiety about the queenly mother’s potential for abuse is mirrored in 

Ida, but James presents the queen/mother as corrupted by the very powers Ruskin 

imagines in her.  Thus, in What Maisie Knew James seems on one hand to bemoan the 

disintegration of the feminine, for none of the three main women characters is without 

guile or without destructive ulterior motives; on the other hand, in his story James is 

also presenting figures who grew out of the Ruskinian ideal, both in their modeling 

behavior and in their fearsome potential.   
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          Ida is not the only fearsome mother figure in the novel.  While Maisie admits 

being terrified of her mother, she also confesses, “I’m awfully afraid of Mrs. Beale” 

(James, Maisie 86).  In the ensuing conversation with Sir Claude, her stepfather 

confesses that he understands Maisie’s fear of Mrs. Beale and that Mrs. Beale’s 

“adoration” makes him afraid.  He says to the child, “I should be in fear if you were 

older. . . ” (86).  Considering Sir Claude’s words in light of Ruskin’s recommendation 

that the queenly wife should adore her husband, should become educated insofar as 

that education would allow her to speak intelligently of his work and interests, all the 

while maintaining “the intense instinct of love” (100), might make the reader suspect 

that such adoration as Ruskin recommends is the adoration which Sir Claude fears, for 

such adoration can be suffocating if, as in Mrs. Beale’s case, it should turn into 

jealousy.  Recognizing that possibility, Ruskin cautions, “the love of power rightly 

directed maintains all the majesty of love and life, and misdirected, wrecks them” 

(100).  Like Ida Farange, Mrs. Beale is quite capable of misdirected motives.  When 

Sir Claude says he “should be in fear” if Maisie were older, he may be speaking in a 

playful tone; however, the repetition of his jest suggests anxiety.  As Maisie also 

“adores” him, Sir Claude recognizes that he might be helpless against her if she were 

not a child, for in his experience women are to be feared. 

            Though she seldom appears in the first several chapters of the novel, Mrs. 

Beale returns in the final scenes “in her hat and jacket, amid bags and shawls, smiling 

and holding out her arms” (James, Maisie 216)—with promise as a tyrant.  Wanting 

Sir Claude and Maisie to help her complete her resurrection from poor governess to 

her ladyship, Mrs. Beale arrives at the Folkstone resort announcing “a game” to form 
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her own royal family.  Thus, as she immediately changed identity from Miss 

Overmore to Mrs. Beale upon marrying Beale Farange, she changes her identity from 

stepmother to “mother.”  She “makes love” to Mrs. Wix in a plan “as smart as a 

juggler’s trick” (226), a plan designed to reduce her enemy’s power.  Her 

announcement of the way in which she will make Sir Claude join them is couched in 

game terms: “We must play our cards” (219).  The plots and schemes of Mrs. Beale 

offer another look at what has evolved from the Angel-in-the-House ideology.  She-

who-must-be-obeyed appears as beautiful, charming, “sacrificing,” and difficult to 

elude.  In her final scene, with her mockery and her defiance, Mrs. Beale mirrors the 

behavior of Ida Farange, who once engaged in the same battle for Sir Claude. When 

the game is over and Sir Claude admits he cannot give up Mrs. Beale, James writes, 

“Mrs. Beale, erect and alive in her defeat, jerked her handsome face about. ‘He can’t!’ 

she literally mocked” (271).  The reader has witnessed a transformation in Mrs. Beale 

that again suggests the possibility that proper ladies of England, reared in a culture that 

idealized the Angel in the House, were capable of playing dirty in the societal game.  

 In “Nobody’s Angels,” Elizabeth Langland provides ample evidence that 

middle-class women were charged with maintaining gender and class distinctions in 

the Victorian era.  What then is the reader to make of James’s choice to award Maisie 

to the uneducated, judgmental Mrs. Wix?  Might such a victory signal that the power 

of the middle-class woman was waning and that the Victorian ideal for the mother had 

seriously deteriorated?  For Mrs. Wix is the servant, the governess, the abused 

employee.  This “pauper lunatic,” as Mrs. Beale names Mrs. Wix, is at times 

desperate, dramatic, and despondent; she is marked only by her resolution to stand by 
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Maisie in the face of any threat, promising she will “work [her] fingers to the bone” 

(James, Maisie 270) for her young charge.  While her counsel to Maisie near the end 

of the novel reminds the girl that she must rely on her “moral sense” in making a 

decision about the person(s) with whom she will live, James writes that Maisie relies 

instead on “the spasm within her of something still deeper than a moral sense” (265).  

That something deeper may be the realization that Mrs. Wix is the mother who will 

not desert.  Edward Wagenknecht has noted, “. . . though she still loves Sir Claude . . . 

she has also come to sense his weaknesses . . . She knows that he and Mrs. Beale are 

now quarreling and she has no desire to be the third party in that kind of household; 

she has seen enough of that in her time” (129).  Her choice, then, is a matter of 

practicality and self-protectiveness. 

 James’s ending implies Maisie knew something else.  In Maisie’s final 

confrontation with Ida, when the girl recognizes the burden her mother bears as a 

result of failing in her latest relationship with the Captain, “there rose in her a fear, a 

pain, a vision ominous, precocious, of what it might mean for her mother’s fate to 

have forfeited such a loyalty as that. There was literally an instant in which Maisie 

fully saw—saw madness and desolation, saw ruin and darkness and death” (James, 

Maisie 168).  While Maisie cannot articulate a deeper reason for leaving with Mrs. 

Wix other than a practical one, through Maisie’s limited consciousness James presents 

Ida Farange and Mrs. Beale as corrupted by their relentless need to govern the home 

and rule men and children, as they are hounded by financial insecurity and hollowed 

by a lack of fulfillment.  Such women are dangerous, James suggests.  
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Bridging the Gap: The Portrait of a Lady in Flux 

In The Portrait of a Lady, Henry James presents the most famous of his 

women who resist Victorian bonds.  Though in the end of the novel her resistance may 

appear fruitless, Isabel Archer portends a change in the way England and America 

would regard a woman’s role.  By sympathetically presenting women who grapple 

unsuccessfully with the restrictions of the domestic ideology, Henry James prefigures 

Modernist writers.  In Henry James, Women and Realism, Victoria Coulson avers: 

 . . . modernism has its roots, its auguries, its restless beginnings in the 
  expatriate lives of the ambivalent realists and in their work, with its 
  disavowable estrangement from the status quo; its anxious alert  
  apprehension of change; and its discovery of feminine experience as a 
  synonym for the resisting self which would eventually issue in the  
  liberation of the unconscious by modernism. (10) 

 
The ambivalence of Henry James, as Coulson points out, is rooted in his familiarity 

with bright and cultured women, such as his sister and his friends, and with the 

limitations placed on them by a society that expected their adherence to rules that 

often excluded women from the marketplace, literary and otherwise, a society that 

demanded unreasonable and unrealistic behaviors in mothers, a society that did not 

seem to know what to do with the unmarried female.   

 The Portrait of a Lady is concerned with more than Isabel Archer’s plight.  It 

also addresses the lengths to which middle-aged women, born when the Angel in the 

House flourished as an ideal, would go in order to ensure independence and autonomy.  

The Portrait of a Lady’s disgruntled, sometimes disgraced, mothers predate Freud and 

anticipate the women to whom he and the Modernist writers would later point as 

malevolent and dangerous obstacles to their sons’ and daughters’ well-being. 
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 In Portraying the Lady Donatella Izzo cautions against labeling James as a 

“protofeminist,” reasoning that as some have labeled him misogynist, and others have 

labeled him an advocate for women’s rights, the labeling of James disallows his 

unique capacity for presenting society as he perceived it.  Izzo also reminds readers of 

the dangers of hastily determining an author’s motives from his topics: “Representing 

women’s subjection to patriarchal power and discipline, one should remember, does 

not necessarily imply defending that power and discipline” (author’s italics) (29).  In 

addition, labeling James a misogynist disallows looking at his work as thinking out 

new ways of living fully.  As Alwyn Berland notes, “His fiction constitutes a major 

attempt to think out . . . an ideal civilization and to ponder its effects on the men and 

women who might live in it” (10).  Evidence of James’s attempt to “think out such an 

ideal civilization” exists in his portrait of Isabel Archer, the young woman who wants 

to experience life in all its facets and who initially rejects marriage and domesticity for 

their limitations.  Around Isabel circle two women who have strong views on marriage 

and domesticity, but the portraits of these ladies are ambiguous; Mrs. Touchett and 

Madame Merle have unconventional marriages but express conventional views toward 

what is good for Isabel. 

 In her review of The Portrait of a Lady in Blackwood’s in 1882, Margaret 

Oliphant expresses no admiration for Isabel Archer, the woman with whom all men 

fall instantly in love and whose motives, either for marrying or not marrying, are never 

quite clear to Oliphant.  Toward those she terms James’s “subordinate ladies,” 

Oliphant is more kindly disposed.  For example, of Isabel’s aunt, a hands-off surrogate 

mother, the critic writes:  
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Mrs. Touchett the aunt, who introduces Isabel to all the dangers of 
Europe,—the little dry independent woman, whose correspondence 
with her family is by curt telegrams—who consults her own 
independent fancy in all she does, asks little, and gives little in the way 
of affection, yet is by no means destitute of kindness,—is a curiously 
individual figure, so real and so odd that she must, we suspect, come 
from the life—that shelter of all eccentricities. (675) 
 

Ironically, the nod toward Mrs. Touchett as kind and “individual,” “real,” yet “odd,” 

indicates that for Oliphant the characterization of a mother who defies all of the Angel 

mother propensities was endearing.  Likewise, Oliphant describes Madame Merle as 

“a wonderful woman . . . who is a sort of symbol of unusual experience as the younger 

woman is of the craving for it . . .” (672).  Understanding that Oliphant’s use of 

“wonderful” may be more broadly construed to mean a woman to wonder at, the 

reader may still detect an admiration for the unusual mother in her appellation of 

Mme. Merle as “a sort of symbol.”  In The Maternal Voice in Fiction Barbara Thaden 

argues that Margaret Oliphant, a writer financially responsible for the support of a 

number of dependents, had an interest in promoting and articulating the idealization of 

the Victorian mother.  Yet in her comments on The Portrait of a Lady, Oliphant 

subverts that idealization in her expressed admiration for women who are decidedly 

not angelic.  Perhaps in Isabel, she could see only a fairytale figure, young, beautiful, 

innocent and terribly rich.  In Mrs. Touchett, the “independent woman” who “asks 

little,” Oliphant can see a real portrait; even in Madame Merle, with her “unusual 

experience” and imminent poverty, the critic sees a more comprehensible figure than 

Isabel Archer.  Her admiration for such characters may have rested, then, in their 

credible and familiar human weakness. 
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Of Mrs. Touchett, one can say with some certainty that she little resembles the 

Angel in the House. To her James ascribes characteristics that defy almost every 

aspect of the nineteenth-century ideal mother.  At her first meeting with her niece this 

“plain, elderly woman, dressed in a comprehensive waterproof mantle” that “had a 

face with a good deal of rather violent point” announces, “. . . I’m not at all crazy: I 

haven’t a delusion!” (James, Portrait 34).  That statement announces the character that 

James describes as looking after her own investments “with which her husband, in 

spite of his great financial position, had nothing to do” (35); James also ascribes to her 

qualities such as “paternal” and “gubernatorial” (43).  Her financial savvy, her 

aggressive independence, and her range of experience in the public sphere mark Mrs. 

Touchett as “masculine.”  While Mrs. Touchett bears little resemblance to Ida Farange 

or Beatrice Ambient in terms of the menace of her mothering, she is still far from the 

ideal mother.  For “filial dependence,” Ralph prefers his father who “was the more 

motherly” (43).   However, her philosopher son appears to bear no ill will toward the 

mother who lives for most of the year in another country.  He recognizes a certain 

limited affection in his mother that he does not outwardly resent or question. 

In terms of the depiction of the mother-woman in Mrs. Touchett, what interests 

is the lack of judgment James’s narrator imparts toward the unconventional middle-

aged mother.  Isabel is immediately impressed with her aunt, finding in the woman 

whom she terms “not romantic” a refreshing directness and an appealing nature that 

“doesn’t expect one to like her” and “doesn’t care whether one does or not” (51).  Like 

Ralph and Isabel, the narrator (and James) conveys a degree of admiration for a 
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woman who observes virtually none of the qualities of the Angel mother vis-à-vis 

sacrificial devotion to home and family.   

In an ironical mode, James makes superficial the duties to which Mrs. Touchett 

does attend: she expects to take Isabel to Paris, get her some proper clothes, and enjoy 

the social cachet and “convenience” of an attractive niece on her arm.  No lofty goal 

such as finding a suitable husband for Isabel consumes Mrs. Touchett.  Her view and 

experience of marriage have dismantled any illusions about the institution.  

Questioned by Ralph, “You’ve no plan of marrying her?” Mrs. Touchett responds, 

“Marrying her?  I should be sorry to play her such a trick!  But apart from that, she’s 

perfectly able to marry herself” (49).  In some sense, Mrs. Touchett’s words reflect the 

ideals of the New Woman, whose presence in the Jamesian universe resonated in 

novels, in the media, and in the parlor.  Later in the novel, when Ralph expresses a 

fear that Osmond may have captivated Isabel, Mrs. Touchett’s response indicates no 

protective instinct; rather, it is pragmatic, in keeping with “not the sentimental, but the 

political, view of matrimony” (234).  Mrs. Touchett announces, “There’s nothing in 

life to prevent her marrying Mr. Osmond if she only looks at him in a certain way. 

That’s all very well; no one approves more than I of pleasing one’s self” (235).  

Evidence of James’s ambivalence is perhaps most apparent in his characterization of 

Mrs. Touchett, an anti-Angel figure, but a self-centered figure to be sure. 

Priscilla Walton finds in Mrs. Touchett a “proto-feminist [who] draws attention 

to [Ralph’s] patriarchal stance” (59).  While Walton’s labeling of Mrs. Touchett as 

“proto-feminist” bears some weight, an examination of Mrs.Touchett next to Henrietta 

Stackpole, of whom Ralph says, “Henrietta . . . does smell of the Future—it almost 
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knocks one down!” (James, Portrait 88), is useful.  Henrietta, the globe-trotting 

reporter whose direct approach often causes a blush to come to Isabel’s cheek and 

whose questions are often a surprise to Ralph, is described by Mrs. Touchett “as both 

an adventuress and a bore” (88).  Professing “I don’t like Miss Stackpole—everything 

about her displeases me; she talks so much too loud and looks at one as if one wanted 

to look at her, which one doesn’t” (89), Mrs. Touchett reveals that it is Henrietta’s 

manners that displease.  Although like Mrs. Touchett, Henrietta Stackpole is in charge 

of her financial affairs, “[a] writer, who, without parents and property, had adopted 

three of the children of an infirm and widowed sister and was paying their school-bills 

out of the proceeds of her literary labour” (55), Mrs. Touchett admires neither her 

accomplishments nor her being “in the van of progress” (55).  Mrs. Touchett, then, 

appears in some ways more firmly planted in the nineteenth century than her younger 

counterpart.  To call her “proto-feminist” calls into question Mrs. Touchett’s dislike 

for Henrietta Stackpole and, indeed, for young women who breach the rules for parlor 

etiquette imbued in the domestic Angel. Rather than expressing the New Woman, Mrs. 

Touchett’s character reflects a pragmatic if cold view of the mother: individual, 

flawed, and evolving in legal and social definition.  

In Portrait, James appears to be using the mother as less symbolic and more 

emblematic of motherhood in its reality and in its variety.  Mrs. Touchett is a mother 

with little of what the Victorians regarded as “natural”; certainly, Ralph has no 

illusions about his mother: “He had not the incentive of feeling that he was 

indispensable to his mother; it was a rule with his mother to have no regrets” (63).  

Though Mrs. Touchett is neither abusive nor tyrannical, she has little interest in the 
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conventional rules for motherhood, and her son, like most children of such mothers, 

recognizes this disinterest.  Ralph’s sardonic comment about being the son of a mother 

to whom he is not “indispensable” evokes questions about motherhood that are left 

unanswered in the novel, except in the sense that James implies by Isabel’s final 

decision to stay for Pansy’s sake a stand in favor of a child’s having someone—

preferably a good mother—for whom the child is “indispensable.”   

While her living arrangements and attitude toward family mark Mrs. Touchett 

as atypical, James equips her, paradoxically, with the sense of propriety of women of 

her age and status; her sense of decorum is clearly apparent when Isabel expresses a 

desire to sit in the drawing room with Lord Warburton and Ralph after Mrs. Touchett 

has gone to bed: 

Mrs. Touchett fixed her bright little eyes upon [Lord Warburton] a 
moment and transferred them coldly to her niece. “You can’t stay alone 
with the gentlemen. You’re not—you’re not at your blest Albany, my 
dear. 
. . . Young girls here—in decent houses—don’t sit alone with 
gentlemen late at night.” (67) 
 

Priscilla Walton finds evidence of James’s “masculinist bias” in such scenes, where 

Isabel’s youthful wish to behave “improperly” must be subverted by Mrs. Touchett’s 

knowledge of propriety.  Walton argues that “For James . . . ‘taste’ comes into play in 

selecting the writable ‘reality’ . . .” (17) and that James’s own sense of what is tasteful 

and right for fictional representation includes what the author deems proper behavior 

by women.  This scene, however, can be viewed as other than an endorsement of the 

author’s sense of the way in which women should behave and rather as one that 

presents the author’s sense of the way in which women did behave. 
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 At first glance, the conversation above casts doubt upon the strength of Mrs. 

Touchett’s individuality or independence; in her beliefs on how a young woman in 

England should comport herself, Mrs. Touchett does not defy expectations.  However, 

the scene also imparts a thinly veiled criticism of the English society in which Mrs. 

Touchett dwells.  After instructing Isabel on what “young girls here” do not do, she 

observes to Lord Warburton “I didn’t make your country, my lord . . . I must take it as 

I find it” (James, Portrait 67).  Thus, while she admits conformity to the social 

expectations of the nineteenth-century English upper-class guardian, Mrs. Touchett 

also interrogates that expectation.  Mrs. Touchett’s dialogue highlights an ambiguity 

about what motherhood is, what a mother’s duties should be, and what a mother would 

be in an ideal world.  Her friend Madame Merle, at first glance, presents no such 

ambiguity. 

 To Madame Merle, readers and critics most often respond in terms that 

correspond to evil, manipulative, dangerous, and ruinous.  Brian Lee’s study of culture 

in James’s work declares, “What we are presented with by Madame Merle represents 

the real sterility of European civilization; sterile because the moral sensibility 

abdicates in favour of the aesthetic, and paradoxically, because of a morbid 

preoccupation with ‘self,’ totally unlike Isabel’s healthy introversion” (39).  Lee sees 

Madame Merle’s corruption, as others have seen Beatrice Ambient’s corruption, as 

grounded in a loss of moral sensibility caused by a heightened concern with aesthetics.  

Such a broad generalization, along with a judgment on Isabel’s “healthy introversion,” 

begs for clarification, but essentially Lee summarizes the predominant critical view of 

the woman who in her collusion with the aesthete Gilbert Osmond is the mastermind 
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of a plot to derail Isabel on her quest for independence and experience and to capture 

the younger woman’s fortune.  In the sense that she and Osmond accomplish both of 

those feats, Madame Merle deserves such appellations as readers and critics usually 

ascribe to her.  

 Few critics, however, have looked at Madame Merle as a nineteenth-century 

mother.  How can she be considered anything but an atypical mother when she is not 

of the home but of “the great round world itself,” (James, Portrait  216) as Ralph 

Touchett says, and when “she thought too ill of marriage, too ill even of life” (432)?  

The answer lies in viewing Madame Merle not as the antithesis of the Angel in the 

House, but as the rightful descendant of that mythical figure, or as an expression of the 

pernicious side of that figure. 

 In his study of Madame Merle, William Sayres argues that near the end of the 

novel, in the convent scene, when Madame Merle “dropped her eyes . .  . [and] stood 

there in a kind of proud penance” (James, Portrait 464), the pride that the narrator 

perceives comes not from a haughtiness inherent in Madame Merle’s character, nor 

from repentance, but because “she is returning in a kind of triumph to her homeland, 

the great work of her life in Europe now completed” (Sayres 1).  Sayres sees Madame 

Merle as the only victor in a story in which most lives are reduced to shambles.  The 

crux of Sayres’s argument lies in his question: “What then, might be Merle’s so-called 

‘motives’ in bringing together Isabel and Osmond?” (3).  Disallowing greed on the 

grounds that her “selling” of Osmond to Isabel occurs before Madame Merle learns of 

Daniel Touchett’s legacy, Sayres cites a wealth of evidence that Madame Merle’s 

primary motive is to secure a trustworthy “mother” for Pansy.  Thus, when Madame 
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Merle meets Osmond for the final time, when his marriage to Isabel is threatened, 

Sayres writes, “Madame Merle’s passionate outbursts and despair must reflect her fear 

at losing Isabel for Pansy, almost irrespective of her fortune” (4).  Finding in all of 

Madame Merle’s machinations the desire for Pansy to be guarded from Osmond’s 

patriarchal dominance, Sayres observes: 

  These incidents suggest that Madame Merle is “natural” when  
  responding to and acting for Pansy, despite Pansy’s personal dislike of 
  her mother, which she expresses to Isabel. Forced by societal  
  convention and by the intransigence of the “horrid little Swiss”  
  “negotiant,” as the Countess and James’s narrator label her deceased 
  husband . . . Merle had relinquished all legal control of her daughter, 
  and continues to efface her maternal relationship in the name of  
  propriety. But her maternity will not be denied, and her history is a 
  pattern of attempting to “keep the lines open” to her daughter, to  
  subvert while appearing to acknowledge Osmond’s authority. (5-6) 
 
Madame Merle’s own words to Pansy, “Perhaps some day . . . you’ll have another 

mother” (James, Portrait 203), seem to support Sayres’s claim, but it must be noted 

that Sayres’s view of Madame Merle as leonine mother is rare.   

 Of Madame Merle’s final banishment, most critics tend to agree with Berland, 

who argues, “What might appear to be all benignly a return to roots is in fact a harsh 

penance. . . . She pays a higher price than Osmond does for falseness, for she loses 

Isabel’s friendship, and Osmond, and Pansy” (111).  “Losing” is hardly the apt verb to 

describe the result of Madame Merle’s contest with Osmond and Isabel.  Bad friend 

that she may be, by working within the society she knows intimately, the society 

whose rules she knows by heart, she still manages to ensure Pansy’s protection, which 

has been her goal from the start.  

 Chapters XVIII and XIX of The Portrait of A Lady provide a compelling first 

glance at the woman who is Pansy’s mother and who, for a significant amount of time, 
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becomes Isabel’s surrogate mother.  Isabel’s attraction to the older woman begins with 

the sound of music from a farther room.  As Lynda Boren observes in her study of 

music and language in James, “Music is dangerous in James’s fiction; it seduces his 

characters into amoral, sensuous behavior” (4).  Siren-like, Serena Merle lures Isabel 

into the drawing room by playing Schubert exceptionally well.  Remarkably, “this 

obliging person . . . forty years old and not pretty” (James, Portrait 151-52) 

immediately captivates Isabel, who soon admits she “had never encountered a more 

agreeable and interesting figure . . .  she said things to this amiable auditress that she 

had not yet said to any one” (163).  Tellingly, in the Homeric tale, the allure of the 

Sirens, the essence of their song, rests in its promise to the listener that all attention 

will be focused on the visitor to their islands.  Examining the early conversations 

between Madame Merle and Isabel in this light, we can detect such an allure in the 

older woman’s steady deflections of questions about herself and steady return to 

conversation about Isabel, for “. . . when the girl talked of what she was pleased to call 

serious matters, this lady understood her so easily and quickly” (164).   The 

relationship between the two women flourishes, and “[The] signs of deep 

communication multiplied as the days elapsed, and there was none of which Isabel 

was more sensible than of her companion’s preference for making Miss Archer herself 

a topic” (170).  As a remarkably good listener, Madame Merle easily assumes the role 

of confidante, a perfect mother figure for the orphaned Isabel. 

 What else can explain this immediate, profound connection between the 

stranger and Isabel?  Dorothy Van Ghent has said, “Madame Merle first appeals to 

Isabel’s admiration by her capacity for ‘feeling’—for that kind of feeling to which the 
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term ‘aesthetic’ has been specially adapted in common modern use. . . ” (685).  While 

such an explanation for her initial attraction bears weight—Isabel finds the talent and 

knowledge of Madame Merle a source of wonder—the attraction seems to be 

predicated on something of which Isabel is unconscious and may be based on Isabel’s 

yearning for a mother. 

 In his conception of the family romance, Freud posits that children create 

imaginary homes peopled by perfect mothers and fathers.  These parents, invested 

with virtues missing in real parents, become for the child replacement figures who 

deny none of the child’s wishes (156).  For Isabel, whose mother is dead and whose 

father is recognized by others as irresponsible, meeting Madame Merle may provoke 

the longings Freud describes.  Madame Merle is quite capable, it turns out, of using 

Isabel’s fascination with her as mother, of capitalizing on what Freud refers to as “ . . . 

an expression of the child’s longing for the happy, vanished days when his father 

seemed to him the noblest and strongest of men and his mother the dearest and 

loveliest of women” (158).  Thus, when Madame Merle poses as confidante, and when 

she offers to accompany the younger woman on a trip to Rome, Isabel responds 

immediately to Madame Merle’s maternal gestures.  

 Mrs. Touchett, attesting to Madame Merle’s appearance of perfection says, 

perhaps ironically, “She’s incapable of a mistake” and “She knows absolutely 

everything on earth there is to know” (James, Portrait 169).   While Isabel may hear 

the hyperbole in Mrs. Touchett’s accolades, and while she may even suspect Madame 

Merle’s limitations, the younger woman finds Madame Merle’s attentions irresistible.  

Later, pressed by Isabel to explain his remark that he speaks of Madame Merle “with 
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an even exaggerated respect” (215), Ralph proclaims, “Her merits are immense . . . 

she’s indescribably blameless; a pathless desert of virtue” (215), with her only fault 

being “that she boasts, overstates, gives too fine an account of herself. I mean literally 

that she pushes the search for perfection too far . . . She’s too good, too kind, too 

clever, too learned, too accomplished, too everything” (216).  Wrapped in an 

infatuation for Madame Merle, Isabel resists the implications of Ralph’s speech and 

ignores the exaggeration and perhaps, the sarcasm, in his assertion that Madame 

Merle’s character has no observable flaw, no “little black speck” (216).   

 If one looks carefully at James’s description of Madame Merle at Gardencourt, 

one can detect that the author imbues her with many of the characteristics and talents 

most valued in the mid-Victorian woman.  Indeed, if we put aside the hints that James 

sprinkles in Volume I that Madame Merle is wearing a mask, hints amplified in the 

unexpressed doubts of Ralph that “She had got herself into perfect training, but had 

won none of the prizes” (217), she resembles in some ways both Patmore’s Angel and 

Ruskin’s queen, and she models assets admired in Mrs. Ellis’s handbooks.  She plays 

the piano beautifully; she paints; she converses with an attentive, listening ear; and she 

reads widely.  Of her domestic accomplishments, the narrator reports in detail:  

  When Madame Merle was neither writing, nor painting, nor touching 
  the piano, she was usually employed upon wonderful tasks of rich  
  embroidery, cushions, curtains, decorations for the chimney piece; an 
  art in which her bold, free invention was as noted as the agility of her 
  needle. She was never idle. . . .  And with all this she had always the 
  social quality, was never rudely absent and yet never too seated. She 
  laid down her pastimes as easily as she took them up . . . . (167) 
 
What is missing when one tries to place Madame Merle in the context of the domestic 

Angel is, of course, the fact that she is without a real home; she is a steady  
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visitor at the homes of her friends, and she is without a family.  Elizabeth Allen notes  

that Madame Merle’s being an American allows her to be a new kind of domestic 

figure, one mixed with a new world sense of independence, like the other American, 

Isabel.  Allen observes, “as American women, they must both signify the degree to 

which America is different and changing, free and easy, democratic, spontaneous. . .” 

(19).   Thus, Madame Merle is not a redundant woman, the figure Greg disparaged, 

but an American who subscribes in some ways to the domestic ideal, yet she is single, 

“recognised and civilised,” an “imposing and brilliant woman” (James, Portrait 201).  

 Although Isabel Archer more emphatically mirrors that American woman 

Allen describes, Serena Merle may be said to have a foot in both worlds, the older 

European world and the new world of Isabel Archer.  Madame Merle announces 

herself as “born before the French Revolution” and as belonging to “the old, old 

world” (James, Portrait 170), and though she is not youthful like Isabel, she admires 

the younger woman’s qualities: “When I say I should like to be your age, I mean with 

your qualities—frank, generous, sincere like you.  In that case I should have made 

something better of my life” (174).  In other words, if I were born in this time, perhaps 

I could have made choices other than those I am about to make.   

 Madame Merle is what Isabel may have become in an earlier generation. With 

her notable domestic accomplishments, sense of proper dress and behavior, and 

penchant for counseling the young women, she owns at least some of the ideal virtues.  

Although she is a mother figure who is ultimately resisted and rejected as Isabel 

realizes the deception masterminded by her surrogate, in her ability to abuse Isabel’s 

trust in her, Madame Merle highlights the flaws in an aging system that severely 
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limited women.  Elizabeth Allen describes how Madame Merle functions in The 

Portrait of a Lady: “The problematic relationship or unorthodox behaviour in a world 

of rigid structures . . . becomes the problem of the subject onlooker . . . The contained 

oppositions of the feminine can all serve to ‘fix’ a narrative morally” (32).  Madame 

Merle’s unorthodox behavior in engineering the marriage of Osmond and Isabel is the 

direct result of her inability to keep and provide for her daughter materially, to assure 

her daughter’s well-being at Osmond’s hands, and to guide Pansy’s future.  All of 

these impediments interfere in a practical way with Madame Merle’s being the Angel 

in the House; to subvert those impediments becomes her obsession.  In the 

conversation with Osmond about Isabel Archer, James reveals Madame Merle’s 

heightened desperation in her determination to “mother” Pansy properly: 

  “What do you want to do with her?” he asked at last. 
  “What you see. Put her in your way.” 
  “Isn’t she meant for something better than that?” 
  “I don’t pretend to know what people are meant for,” said Madame 
         Merle. “I only know what I can do with them.” (Portrait  207) 
 
Madame Merle’s expressed inability to “know what people are meant for” implies a 

discernible crack in her humane education or, perhaps, a renunciation of any moral 

responsibility.  She knows all things about the way the world works, about the art of 

being an entertaining and “perfect” woman, but little about love and friendship, except 

their function as betrayers.  Of necessity, however, Madame Merle has keen 

knowledge.  The narrative will be “fixed” morally when Isabel, motivated by love and 

concern for Pansy, returns to Osmond.  Madame Merle will have done her work, and 

Isabel will take over the mothering Madame Merle began.  
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William Gass draws a striking parallel between Isabel and Madame Merle, 

which observes that Madame Merle is “like Isabel, identically betrayed; like Isabel 

again, seeking out of her own ruin to protect Pansy, the new subject, the ‘blank page’ 

from that same round world that is herself” (699).  Moreover, in going back to 

Osmond to protect Pansy, Isabel fulfills the personal desire the narrator announces 

early in the novel: “Sometimes she went so far as to wish that she might find herself 

some day in a difficult position, so that she should have the pleasure of being heroic as 

the occasion demanded” (James, Portrait 54).  In the end, Madame Merle has been the 

means by which Isabel can reach her expressed wish.  Furthermore, Madame Merle 

has functioned in much the same way as a “good” and “natural” mother should with 

respect to guiding her daughter(s), although her intervention has spoiled many lives.  

In her intensive study of textual changes and revisions in the 1908 version of 

The Portrait of a Lady, Nina Baym asserts that James recognizes that “for Isabel in 

1908, as for late James characters in general, only a profound, complete, accomplished 

conspiracy in the outer world can keep her from seeing what is there” (624), that is, 

from sensing Madame Merle’s and Osmond’s evil.  Baym also avers that to establish 

the truth of such a conspiracy, James felt compelled to omit from the 1908 version any 

suggestion of good in both Madame Merle and Osmond to the point where “both 

become mere swindlers” (624).  Such a generalization, however, along with Baym’s 

statement that Madame Merle’s “artificial and exploitative nature is stressed at every 

turn” (624) overstates and perhaps denies the evidence in the text that Madame Merle, 

even in the 1908 text, is presented as considerably more complex than a “mere 

swindler” who easily takes in Isabel. 
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On their trip to Athens and Constantinople, Isabel recognizes that her 

companion is not all that she appears to be: “She liked her as much as ever, but there 

was a corner of the curtain that never was lifted; it was as if she had remained after all 

something of a public performer, condemned to emerge only in character and in 

costume” (James, Portrait 274-75).  The narrator also reveals “Isabel never lost the 

impression that she was the product of a different moral or social clime from her own” 

(275).  In truth, Isabel is keenly aware of Madame Merle’s inconsistencies and 

charades.  While Baym argues that Madame Merle has been reduced to a “mere 

swindler,” that label suggests a victimizer whose victim is unaware; Isabel exhibits no 

such naïveté.  In the following passage, the extent of Isabel’s knowledge is apparent, 

though she chooses to suppress that knowledge: 

 She had once or twice had a positive scare; since it so affected her to 
  have to exclaim, of her friend, “Heaven forgive her, she doesn’t  
  understand me!” Absurd as it may seem this discovery operated as a 
  shock, left her with a vague dismay in which there was even an  
  element of foreboding. The dismay of course subsided in the light of 
  some sudden proof of Madame Merle’s remarkable intelligence; but it 
  stood for a high-water-mark in the ebb and flow of a confidence. (275) 

 
The ease with which Isabel forgives, even paraphrasing Jesus’ words of forgiveness to 

those who crucified him, suggests such forgiveness comes in the face of knowledge of 

evil and of the evildoer.  It also suggests a love that is very deep, such as that between 

lovers or, in some cases, between mothers and daughters.  

 To return to the issue of Madame Merle’s complexity, one can see in the same 

scene evidence of Madame Merle’s self-knowledge and prescience when James 

writes, “Madame Merle had once declared her belief that when a friendship ceases to 

grow it immediately begins to decline—there being no point of equilibrium between 
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liking more and liking less” (275).  She foresees the moment when Isabel will turn 

against her, when she will leave the friendship, yet her alliance with Pansy is Madame 

Merle’s primary alliance.  Isabel is, after all, a friend, not a daughter.  To be what 

Serena Merle perceives as a good mother, she is most willing to destroy a friendship. 

 Arguably, in Pansy, James personifies the vestigial Angel in the House, 

drawing her as both an attractive force and a danger.   Despite being fifteen when she 

is introduced in the novel and twenty when the novel closes, Pansy is repeatedly called 

“a little girl.”  Emphasized repeatedly are her small hands and tiny frame.  Such 

repetitions, which figure into the perception of all who meet her, make her sound 

innocent, guileless.  In fact, the adjectives “small” and “little” are so often applied to 

the girl that the reader may question, “How old is this character?”  John Carlos Rowe 

has noted, “Children in James’s writings generally represent cases of arrested 

development, of the failure of maturation and acculturation, to the point where we are 

inclined to forget them, unwilling to engage the ugly truth they reveal” (22).  In a 

novel peopled with memorable characters, Pansy appears the least extraordinary.  

However, a close look at Pansy suggests an affinity to the Angel in the House, whom 

the principal characters in James’ novel find very attractive. 

 Pansy’s demanding presence is palpable during her first meeting with Isabel 

when “the child fixed her eyes on Isabel with a still, disinterested gaze which seemed 

void of an intention, yet conscious of an attraction” (James, Portrait 221).  For whom 

is the child’s gaze relevant?  For the child, who sees in Isabel a protector, a means of 

continuation?  For Isabel, who sees in the child a need for protection?  James’s 

ambiguous point of view allows the reader to consider the attraction mutual.  That 
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Isabel finds Pansy “such a dear little girl” enlivens Osmond, who announces to Isabel, 

“. . . she’s a little saint of heaven!” (228).  This epithet, as with so many that are 

applied to Pansy, reinforces the connection of the girl to an angel.   

 In Rome, in the days when Osmond is courting Isabel, he extracts from her a 

“service,” which in light of events that would unfold, suggests Pansy’s central role in 

his seduction of Isabel: “Go and see my little daughter before you leave Florence . . . 

Tell her she must love her poor father very much” (265). The narrator’s description of 

Pansy during that visit calls to mind the vision of Patmore for the Angel in the House, 

even in the allusion to her ethereal presence (and to her wings):  

  She immediately came in, smoothing down her frock, and did the  
  honours of her father’s house with a wide-eyed eagerness of  
  courtesy.  Isabel sat there half an hour, and Pansy rose to the  
  occasion as the small, winged fairy in the pantomime soars by the aid 
  of the dissimulated wire—not chattering but conversing, and showing 
  the same respectful interest in Isabel’s affairs that Isabel was so good 
  as to take in hers. Isabel wondered at her; she had never had so  
  directly presented to her nose the white flower of cultivated  
  sweetness. How well the child had been taught, said our admiring  
  young woman; how prettily she had been directed and fashioned;  
  and yet how simple, how natural, how innocent she had been kept!  
  (267) 
 
James’s careful description of a “winged fairy in the pantomime [who] soars by the 

aid of a dissimulated wire” suggests not only illusion but also a falseness that Isabel 

notes, causing her to “be in doubt as to whether this tender slip were not really all-

knowing” (267).  The description also suggests James’s knowledge of the ways in 

which the training of young women into submissiveness encourages a kind of 

vapidness that ultimately harms, even while it charms.  Isabel’s mission is 

foreshadowed as she silently muses about Pansy: “Yet to be so tender was to be 

touching withal, and she could be felt as an easy victim of fate. She would have no 
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will, no power to resist, no sense of her own importance; she would easily be 

mystified, easily crushed; her force would be all in knowing when and where to cling” 

(268).  Pansy’s attraction lies in her apparent innocence and quality.  

  For Ned Rosier, a collector of fine old things, Pansy “struck him as exactly the 

household angel he had long been looking for” (301).  This commoditization of the 

ideal—“She was admirably finished; she had had the last touch; she was really a 

consummate piece.  He thought of her in amorous meditation a good deal as he might 

have thought of a Dresden-china shepherdess” (301)—adds another dimension to 

Pansy’s allure.  For Ned, the wealthy bourgeois, “owning” Pansy, with her “hint of the 

rococo” promises continuation of his material success.  As the Angel in the House 

takes for granted that success in the public sphere is reserved for men, that a woman’s 

place is in the home, so Pansy, like fine china, is meant, even according to a man who 

professes to love her, to be displayed.  Madame Merle, however, progenitor of this 

“angel” will not support Ned’s suit; Pansy will go to a higher bidder.  The perfectly 

turned out, convent-educated child, rare by the end of the nineteenth century, so 

enhanced in value, is denied to Rosier, destroying his romantic hopes.  When she 

recognizes the bidding on Pansy, a rare artifact, Isabel has an awakening whereby the 

married woman sees how admiring Osmond’s child has brought about Isabel’s own 

near destruction.  Remarkably, for James, Pansy’s characterization remains 

undeveloped; instead Pansy is a symbol—a rare Angel in the House.  She symbolizes 

an outmoded model of traditional femininity that refuses to die, one which Osmond, 

one of literature’s most controlling husbands, idolizes.  
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 After Osmond urges Isabel to use her advantage to secure Lord Warburton as 

Pansy’s husband, Isabel sits long into the night in her “house of darkness, the house of 

dumbness, the house of suffocation . . . [where] Osmond’s beautiful mind gave it 

neither light nor air . . .” (360).  The passage wherein the narrator illuminates Isabel’s 

consciousness bears repeating in full, as it reveals what the seduction of Isabel owes to 

Osmond’s embrace of the traditional ideal: 

  He had an immense esteem for tradition; he had told her once that the
  best thing in the world was to have it, but that if one was so unfortunate 
  as not to have it one must immediately proceed to make it. She knew 
  that he  meant by this that she  hadn’t it, but that he was better off;  
  though from what source he had derived his traditions she never  
  learned. . . . The great thing was to act in accordance with them; the 
  great thing not only for him but for her. Isabel had an undefined  
  conviction that to serve for another person than their proprietor  
  traditions must be of a thoroughly superior kind; but she nevertheless 
  assented to this intimation that she too must march to the stately music 
  that floated down from unknown periods in her husband’s past; she 
  who of old had been so free of step, so desultory, so devious, so much 
  the reverse of processional. . . . When she saw this rigid system close 
  about her, draped though it was in picturesque tapestries . . . she  
  seemed shut up with an odour of mould and decay. (361) 
 
The “lack” in Isabel that Osmond perceives, a lack which he convinces her in the first 

year of their marriage to try to amend, concerns her failure to embrace a tradition he 

embraces, to respect “certain things they must do.”  In the passage above, both Isabel 

and James seem to ruminate on the ruin that results from holding fast to a tradition that 

has “the odour of mould and decay.” 

 In a discussion of Osmond’s worship of decaying traditions, Pansy must be 

included.  Her return to the convent can be seen as a last effort to hide Pansy from the 

world, imprisoned in a system that Isabel, Madame Merle, even Mother Catherine 

describe as “enough.”  The convent, with its “departments . . . solid and bare,” that 
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Isabel acknowledges as “the great penal establishment” (460), with its concept of 

womanhood conceived in the Middle Ages, confines Pansy in an antique golden cage. 

“We think of you always—you’re a precious charge,” (460) declares Mother 

Catherine during Isabel’s visit to Pansy before Isabel’s trip to see the dying Ralph.  

Much like the nuns’, Isabel’s “conception of duty was the acceptance of every care”; 

nevertheless, she experiences Mother Catherine’s words like “a leaden weight on [her] 

ears; it seemed to represent the surrender of a personality, the authority of the Church” 

(460).  The professed mission of the convent, similar to the mission of the Angel of 

the House, contains within it vows of sacrifice and promises of poverty, chastity and 

obedience.  Similarly, Pansy’s submission to the patriarchy—“I must never displease 

papa” (462)—marks the girl at every scene in the novel, despite her words to Isabel, “I 

should like to come out” (461).  How then is she to be set free?  For “she had no 

vocation for struggling with combinations; in the solemnity of sequestration there was 

something that overwhelmed her.  She bowed her pretty head to authority, and only 

asked of authority to be merciful” (462).  The only chance for release lies with another 

sister, Isabel.  Faithfulness to her marriage vows does not draw Isabel back to Rome at 

the novel’s end; her promise to Pansy—“I’ll come back”— (463), with its attendant 

promise of release, compels her return. 

 In the lives of the women in The Portrait of a Lady, incompatibility with the 

Angel-in-the-House ideal brings about a disinterest in motherhood in the case of Mrs. 

Touchett, the need for manipulation in the case of Madame Merle, and near fatal 

consequences for the free-spirited Isabel when she tries to emulate Osmond’s idealized 

woman.  As in his earlier works, The Author of Beltraffio and What Maisie Knew, in 
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The Portrait of a Lady, James interrogates society’s conception of womanhood with 

its concomitant boundaries and suppression.  What is more, James reveals the 

insidious side of the Angel in the House, who, denied the privileges of the upper class, 

will act out of desperation masquerading as virtue. 

 Henry James, brother to Alice James, whose brilliance was subsumed by duty 

and whose health was ruined by neuroses and hysterical illness, and friend to the 

novelist Constance Fenimore Woolson, whose career ended in her suicide, and to 

Edith Wharton, whose career was almost derailed by the psychosomatic illnesses of 

her youth, was keenly aware of the limitations placed on women of genius by their 

upbringing.  In Henry James, Women and Realism, Victoria Coulson claims that the 

lives and writing of all four of these writers “. . . adumbrate the contours of inarticulate 

discontent within a conservative but increasingly restive, and beleaguered, cultural 

establishment” (1).  While James poses no answer to the dilemma of the woman 

circumscribed by the domestic sphere, he suggests through characters such as Beatrice 

Ambient, Ida Farange, and Serena Merle that such a woman may become a menace, 

damaging or destroying herself and those whom she is expected to guide.  In Maggie 

Verver, however, James presents a much more complicated figure, one who navigates 

and survives the difficulties of living in tumultuous times by using all of the Angel’s 

hidden strengths to subdue her oppressors. 

 

Henry James’s Brightest Angel – Maggie Verver in The Golden Bowl 

 By the time Henry James wrote The Golden Bowl, Alice James had died, 

exhausted and defeated by her many illnesses, and Constance Fenimore Woolson had 
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drowned herself.  Perhaps in tribute to those women, in his last novel he imagines that 

his strongest female character will neither acquiesce, nor be exiled, nor die.  In Maggie 

Verver James created a woman of substance whose deceptively angelic exterior allows 

her to use diabolical means to keep that which is hers.  Ruth Bernard Yeazell notes 

that like almost all of James’s novels, The Golden Bowl “tracks the awakening of . . . 

innocence to what it baldly calls evil, even while demonstrating how that same 

innocence is dangerously complicit in its own undoing.  But rather than renounce the 

world that has betrayed her . . . the protagonist of the novel chooses the world” (xiii).  

Unlike Isabel Archer, at the critical moment of her life, Maggie refuses the either/or 

proposition of having her family and social standing versus having her independence 

and dignity.  Without what her friend Fanny Assingham calls a “vulgar struggle,” 

Maggie undermines her rival, protects her father and her son, and captures her 

husband’s love, all while managing to maintain an amazing resemblance to the Angel 

in the House.   

 In Volume One of The Golden Bowl, Maggie appears briefly, but notably, in a 

scene before their marriage when she and the Prince are discussing the Ververs’ art 

collection, amassing it and storing it.  Maggie says, “We’ve been like a pair of pirates . 

. . Ours is buried pretty well everywhere—except what we like to see, what we travel 

with and have about us” (James, Golden Bowl 34).  Maggie’s tone is jubilant, 

confident, proud; she tells the Prince about her adventures with Adam Verver, 

confirming that she has had an exciting career in art collecting, never suggesting that 

she should be content in the domestic setting.  She also implies a steely refusal to 

accept defeat that hints at impending conflict: “. . . we’ve never lost anything yet” 
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(34).  As if to assure the reader that Maggie, no matter what comes along, will know 

triumph in her marriage, James extends the conversation, in which the Prince 

expresses hope that Maggie will believe in him for at least one thing.  Maggie 

answers, “Ah don’t fix me down to ‘one’! . . . I’ve divided my faith into water-tight 

compartments.  We must manage not to sink” (35).  The metaphor is particularly 

interesting here, for it assures Maggie’s faith in her ability to maintain the ship that is 

her family.  The rest of Volume One establishes the complexity of that task in the face 

of Maggie’s unbreakable attachment to her father and the Prince’s fascination with 

Charlotte Stant.  

 In a conversation about Maggie with Charlotte, the Prince remarks, “. . . it’s 

almost terrible, you know, the happiness of young good generous creatures.  It rather 

frightens one.  But the Blessed Virgin and all the Saints . . . have her in their keeping” 

(63).  The Prince’s diction, his choice of “terrible” and “frightens” to describe his 

response to his wife’s happiness, her goodness, and her generosity, suggests at the 

very least a certain awe in the presence of Maggie, but his words also align Maggie’s 

power with the forces of heaven.  When Charlotte, his companion, assents, “Certainly 

they have. She’s the dearest of the dear” (63), she confirms Maggie’s virtues and her 

alliance with good, but neither remarks on nor questions the Prince’s fear.  James has 

established Maggie’s power as a given, even if the principals in this particular scene 

do not consciously regard Maggie as anything but good. When Charlotte asserts, “. . . I 

quite adore [Maggie]” (67), the possibility exists that Charlotte’s remark is hyperbole, 

but the probability is that initially, Charlotte is as taken with Maggie’s goodness and 
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generosity as are all of the other characters in the novel, including Adam Verver and 

Fanny Assingham. 

 Initially, Fanny Assingham projects an innocence onto Maggie that may or 

may not exist, believing “‘there are things . . . that no one could tell Maggie. . . . She 

wasn’t born to know evil.  She must never know it’” (81-82).  Fanny believes that 

knowledge of the Prince’s earlier relationship with Charlotte must be held in secret to 

protect Maggie from knowledge of evil.  To expand on the metaphor, if Maggie is 

expected to be protected from the knowledge of evil by silence alone, then she is like 

Eve, doomed.  However, as Maggie gains knowledge of the Prince and Charlotte’s 

relationship, she contemplates the way humans behave and considers what will tempt 

them and seal their fate, becoming not like Eve, but more like the second wisest figure 

after God in the Genesis scene—the serpent.  

 Misinterpreting what Maggie is capable of withstanding, or using, is a habit 

with the Prince and Charlotte, who have a number of conversations about Maggie 

before they resume their sexual relationship.  Perhaps in an attempt to put Maggie in a 

safe place where she cannot destroy their connection, Charlotte claims that while her 

friend “doesn’t miss things . . . if she loves you . . . she lets it go” (99).  Charlotte’s 

estimation of Maggie’s character is confirmed in her saying, “She lets everything go 

but her own disposition to be kind to you.  It’s of herself that she asks efforts—so far 

as she ever has to ask them. She hasn’t, much. She does everything herself” (99).   

While in one sense, later events prove Charlotte has misread Maggie, in another sense, 

Charlotte recognizes that Maggie will maintain her “disposition to be kind” and will 
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“[do] everything herself,” as indeed Maggie does, even as she brings Charlotte down 

and assures her husband’s renewed interest in his marriage.  

 No one in the novel is as beguiled by Maggie’s angelic qualities as Adam 

Verver.   Some see the father-daughter relationship in the novel as incestuous, a 

judgment based on much evidence, but for the purposes of this discussion, we will 

look at the relationship as one of mutual admiration and respect, heightened by 

adoration.  One of the qualities Adam Verver admires about his only child is the 

beauty she brings to her marriage.  Comparing Maggie to her mother, Adam finds his 

late wife, “as married as any other could be,” pales as a married woman, and in regard 

to his marriage, “. . . he wondered if their state had deserved the name, or their union 

worn the beauty, in the degree to which the couple now before him carried the matter 

. . .” (134).   Adam’s thoughts reveal a common nineteenth-century perception that a 

perfect marriage can be assured by a perfect woman. Through his adoring father’s 

monocle, he sees his daughter’s position as wife as unassailable, and he sees Maggie 

as capable of a level of devotion to marriage that the girl’s mother never attained: 

  The maximum of tenderness he meant—as the terms existed for him; 
  the maximum immersion in the fact of being married.  Maggie herself 
  was capable; Maggie herself at this season was, exquisitely, divinely, 
  the maximum . . . She was her mother, oh yes—but her mother and 
  something more; it becoming thus a new light for him, and in such a 
  curious way too, that anything more than her mother should prove at 
  this time of day possible. (134) 
 
Adam’s rumination is seeded with several presumptions about woman that are 

reflected in the Angel-in-the-House ideology.  Now in his late forties, Adam would 

have been born at mid-century and have lived through a period of prosperity, one in 

which the ideal woman was represented as the heart and moral center of the family.  
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He has already learned, in his former marriage, that his wife “as married as any other 

could be” was neither capable nor desirous of “the maximum of tenderness” implicit 

in the Angel in the House.  Yet he imagines that his daughter is “her mother and 

something more.”  As some critics have discerned, the oedipal implications point to a 

sexual wish, but the speech also suggests a last ditch effort “at this time of day,” that 

is, the end of the nineteenth century, for the existence of a perfect woman, that is for 

the continuation of the ideology that has proved untenable. 

 It would be unfair, however, to judge Adam Verver as blinded by his 

daughter’s perfection, if one considers his musings after he and Maggie have had a 

discussion of the pain Charlotte has suffered and the merit Adam might find in 

marrying Maggie’s friend.  When Maggie gets up and stands before him, Adam is 

struck, not for the first time at “the appearance of some slight slim draped ‘antique’ of 

Vatican or Capitoline halls, late and refined, rare as a note and immortal . . .” (161).  

The image of a statue which hints at “the impersonal flit of a creature lost in an alien 

age” (162) represents for Adam the complexity he perceives in Maggie: 

  She had always had off moments of striking him . . . as a figure thus 
  simplified, “generalized” in its grace, a figure with which his human 
  connexion was fairly interrupted by some vague analogy of turn and 
  attitude, something shyly mythological and nymph-like. . . . And what 
  was more to the point still, it often operated while he was quite at the 
  same time conscious that Maggie had been described, even in her  
  prettiness, as “prim”. . . . (162) 
 
Adam here reveals a consciousness of Maggie’s possibilities: in removing her from 

the ideal figure of her age, in discerning “something shyly mythological and nymph-

like,” the father admits his daughter’s mischievous wisdom.  Mythological creatures 

were nothing if not protean, of little interest if not surprising.  Maggie, who appears 
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angelic, happy, perfect, offers fleeting hints that she may be all of those things, but 

that the list is incomplete.  Tested, Maggie could reveal a more intimidating side. 

 The crucible for Maggie’s revelation as Angel transformed lies in her decisions 

about the Prince and Charlotte’s relationship.  In her long dialogue with Colonel 

Assingham in the final chapters of Book Third, Fanny clarifies for the Colonel, 

James’s surrogate for the reader, the changes she has perceived in Maggie, changes 

which glimmer with doubts about the Prince’s fidelity.  Earlier, Fanny had been filled 

with recriminations over bringing together the Prince and Maggie, the Prince and 

Charlotte, and Adam and Charlotte; in Book X, however, she expresses a kind of relief 

that Maggie will “carry the whole weight of us” (306), which is to say that Maggie 

will not blame Fanny, will rebuild her marriage, and will protect her father from hurt.  

Fanny also intuits that Maggie will not need assistance in her plan: “We must simply 

watch and wait . . . We’re in presence” (307).  A kind of awe accompanies Fanny’s 

recitation of what Maggie will do to protect her father: “She has now as never before 

to keep him unconscious that, peculiar, if he makes a point of it, as their situation is, 

there’s anything in it all uncomfortable or disagreeable, anything morally the least out 

of the way” (316).  Fanny, contemplating Maggie transformed, comments, “I like the 

idea of Maggie audacious and impudent—learning to be so to gloss things over.  She 

could—she even will, yet, I believe—learn it, for that sacred purpose, consummately, 

diabolically” (316-17).  The image of Maggie with knowledge, with diabolical power 

thus connects her, again, less with Eve and more with the devil.  Yet Maggie remains 

an ambiguous figure to the novel’s last pages.  As one who determines to repair, 

redeem, recover her marriage, she lives by the tenets of her Catholic faith; she trusts in 
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the morality of her choice and the rightness of honoring her father.  As one who 

resorts to “conscious perjury” (509), however, Maggie defies saintliness. 

 Volume Two of The Golden Bowl centers on the transformation of Maggie, 

engineered by the suspicion Maggie feels on the Prince’s return from Matcham, as 

well as by the guilt she feels at having married the Prince but not “given up her father 

by the least little inch” (328).  Recognizing the ease with which she has accepted, even 

encouraged Charlotte and the Prince to act as agents for her and her father in the social 

world, Maggie reaches within herself for the strength that will allow her to regain the 

Prince and protect her father.  James uses the first of many military metaphors to 

describe Maggie’s preparations when he writes, “. . . she was no longer playing with 

blunt and idle tools, with weapons that didn’t cut” (332).   Notably, Maggie’s first 

ploy is to behave exactly like a self-respecting Angel: while waiting for her husband, 

she dons “her newest frock . . . marked . . . by incontestable intrinsic merit” (334).  

Perhaps the most elemental information James provides in this waiting scene is the 

observation that in choosing her dress, Maggie has considered whether the dress 

“would at last really satisfy Charlotte” (334).  That note is but the beginning of a series 

of tactical moves on Maggie’s part that can only be described as bringing the enemy 

closer.  When the Prince appears “visibly uncertain” at his wife’s apparent patience 

and perhaps at her beguiling form, Maggie discovers “. . . on the spot she had felt 

overwhelmingly that she was significant, that so she must instantly strike him, and that 

this had a kind of violence beyond that which she had intended” (author’s italics) 

(336).  That knowledge is all Maggie needs to mount a campaign. 
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 Faced with meeting Charlotte for the first time since her suspicions have been 

aroused, “Maggie took the measure in approaching her, on the morrow of her return 

from Matcham, with the same show of desire to hear all her story” (346).  This desire 

to hear Charlotte’s story stems from what could be called reconnaissance, for Maggie 

must know everything about the enemy before she plans how to disarm that figure.  

The text returns continually to Maggie’s thoughts on what moves to employ, which to 

reject; watching Charlotte as she had watched the Prince, Maggie notes an uncertainty 

in her father’s wife which she compares to her husband’s uncertainty.  James notes 

Maggie’s intense scrutiny of the similarities in the Prince’s and Charlotte’s 

uncertainty, saying “to make the comparison at all was, for Maggie, to return to it 

often, to brood upon it, to extract from it the last dregs of interest . . .” (350).  As she 

increases gestures of friendship toward Charlotte in “prolonged visits,” Maggie 

maintains for a while a “native vagueness about her own advantages” (351), all the 

while giving Charlotte feelings of closeness, intimacy and friendship reinvigorated, 

but with “a new note of diplomacy, almost of anxiety, just sensible on Charlotte’s 

part” (351).  As on the sports field or on the battlefield, keeping the enemy uncertain 

becomes a necessity for Maggie if she is to emerge victorious.  

 While James gives the reader a few hundred pages that explore Maggie’s 

inward processes, he makes clear that to those in the novel who gaze on her, Maggie 

is, for the most part, either mysterious or happy, but all observers sense an inchoate 

difference in the princess.  What they do not know until the last is that Maggie is 

capable of high crimes against the Angel in the House laws.  For example, when she is 

again faced with evidence of the Prince and Charlotte’s intimacy, Maggie “who had 
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no small self at all as against her husband or her father and only a weak and uncertain 

one as against her stepmother, would verily at this crisis have seen Mrs. Assingham’s 

personal life or liberty sacrificed without a pang” (399).  Maggie knows well that 

Fanny Assingham, perhaps out of guilt, perhaps out of admiration, is an ally who may 

need to be sacrificed.  The vulnerability in Fanny is expressed in James’s observation 

that “if [Maggie] had dared to think of it so crudely she would have said that Fanny 

was afraid of her . . . (400).  The narrator’s remark that if Maggie “had dared to think 

of it so crudely” suggests that Maggie still considers herself, and perhaps the reader is 

coaxed to consider her, as incapable or indisposed to thinking crudely, yet Maggie’s 

willingness to sacrifice Fanny “without a pang” points to a crude possibility.  

 The lying that pervades this encounter between Fanny Assingham and Maggie 

projects another crude possibility—that Maggie, looking more like a general than an 

angel, has fully adopted deceit as part of her scheme to restore her dominance. 

Questioned as to the likelihood that the Prince and Charlotte are lovers, Fanny avers 

upon her honor, “That’s an idea it’s impossible for me for a moment to entertain,” to 

which Maggie responds, “Ah there you are then! It’s exactly what I wanted from you” 

(412).  While Fanny is lying, as the reader knows from her conversations with Colonel 

Assingham, and while Maggie lies in saying she has faith in the Prince and Charlotte 

as well as belief in Fanny, the weeping at the close of the chapter belies either faith or 

belief.  Instead, the weeping implies Maggie’s resignation to her husband’s and her 

stepmother’s infidelity and recognition of the need to punish the transgressors to save 

both marriages.  
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 Fanny has no doubt of Maggie’s intentions, for she tells her husband that 

although the Prince and Charlotte and Adam Verver will never know what Maggie 

knows, “It will be Maggie herself who will mete [the punishment] out” (423).  

Fanny’s judgment is verified in the most compelling scene in the novel, after Charlotte 

has asked Maggie about the latter’s seeming “perplexed” or “worried”: “Is it anything 

for which I’m in any degree responsible?” (506).  Despite having proof from Mr. 

Crichton that the Prince and Charlotte have had a longstanding intimate relationship, 

Maggie answers in a speech that reveals a seamless performer: “You must take it from 

me that your anxiety rests quite on a misconception. You must take it from me that 

I’ve never at any moment fancied I could suffer by you. . . . You must take it from me 

that I’ve never thought of you but as beautiful, wonderful and good” (508).  The full 

measure of the success of Maggie’s performance is pronounced, however, at the 

moment when she accepts Charlotte’s kiss in the reflected light outside the smoking 

room at Fawns: 

  . . . while her cheek received the prodigious kiss, she had the  
  opportunity—the sight of the others, who, having risen from their  
  cards to join the absent members of their party, had reached the open 
  door at the end of the room and flagrantly stopped short in presence 
  of the demonstration that awaited them. Her husband and her father 
  were in front, and Charlotte’s embrace of her—which wasn’t to be  
  distinguished for either, she felt, from her embrace of Charlotte—took 
  on with their arrival a high publicity. (509) 
 
Henry James establishes by this kiss, so reminiscent of Judas’ kiss, the falseness of 

Charlotte, but he also presents the victory of Maggie, who is able to persuade those 

who have come to watch, an audience convinced that she is the perfect Angel, that she 

respects and loves Charlotte the betrayer.  Maggie proves in this scene to be the 

brightest Angel of all, who was, it is to be remembered, Lucifer. 
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 Maggie’s victory would seem to be assured in the scene just described; 

however, James unveils Maggie’s relentless need to dominate Charlotte in another 

meeting between the two women.  In a reversal of the earlier scene, where Charlotte 

has sought out Maggie in the darkness, here, from a window, Maggie watches 

Charlotte, who has been told that she will be going to America forever, as the 

distraught Charlotte runs into the park at Fawns. W. A. Hart sees the encounter 

between Maggie and Charlotte as containing “seeming gratuitousness” in light of the 

fact that Maggie has already won her husband back and assured the reordering of their 

domestic life: 

It isn’t necessary for the success of this design that Maggie take any 
further action. Charlotte, we understand, has accepted her “doom” . . . 
Maggie thinks of her as at bay . . . [yet] as the conversation between the 
two women proceeds, and the possibility presents itself of her duping 
Charlotte into believing she is the victor in the struggle between them, 
[Maggie’s inner thoughts] suggest a more disturbing and exultant, less 
recognizably altruistic, motivation. (212-13) 
 

Hart argues that Maggie is now “glorying in the sacrifice of her own moral scruples” 

(213).  No longer the sweet child, as her father and Fanny Assingham continue to 

regard her, Maggie experiences a kind of thrill at Charlotte’s suffering, even while 

calling Charlotte “splendid” in the presence of Amerigo and “incomparable” in the 

presence of her father.  

 Catherine Cox Wessel sees Maggie’s deeds as necessitated by a Darwinian 

struggle for survival and also as expressing James’s “cynicism about human nature 

itself and his skepticism about how ‘civilized’ any civilization really is” (576).  

Certainly Maggie Verver adapts in response to a threat to her family; in the process, 

she becomes transformed from what she is at first perceived to be (and what she 
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perceives herself to be) into a force to be feared.  Wessel writes, “Maggie can 

fruitfully break away from the pattern of the nobly renouncing Jamesian heroine 

precisely because she discovers within herself the vital, competitive animal power that 

other heroines either would not (Isabel Archer) or could not (Milly Theale) muster” 

(580).  The ending of The Golden Bowl does not suggest that Maggie rejoices in her 

transformation from “civilized” to “competitive”; in the Prince’s arms after he has 

confessed to seeing nothing but her, “. . . the truth of it had with this force after a 

moment so strangely lighted his eyes that as for pity and dread of them she buried her 

own in his breast” (James, Portrait 595).   As Maggie well knows, confidence and 

security are not to be found solely in the embrace of a husband in the well-appointed 

parlor.  For better or worse, she realizes with dread that conformity to the Angel-in-

the-House ideals, while it may be publicly maintained, can never guarantee happiness.  

Furthermore, the Angel can transform into a menace who weakens or destroys the 

house she inhabits, or rebuilds it, if she is so inclined. 

 The Golden Bowl takes its title from the crystal object that Charlotte Stant and 

the Prince first discover in an antique shop, a flawed work of art that the Prince wants 

to purchase as a reminder of all that he and Charlotte have meant to each another.  

When years later Maggie comes into possession of the bowl, she discerns the almost 

imperceptible crack that mars the object.  The golden bowl works exceptionally well 

as a trope for the marriage of Maggie and Amerigo, beautiful but marred, but it also 

functions as a reminder that the family—father-daughter, husband-wife, mother-

child—holds together perfectly as long as it is viewed in a certain light; examined 

closely, the family, like the bowl, while still beautiful, reveals imperfections. 
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 In his last novel, Henry James establishes his heroine as a woman descended 

from and trained by the Angel in the House.  The nuances in Maggie Verver’s 

character, however, bespeak adaptation to and alteration in the nineteenth-century 

construct named by Coventry Patmore.  In theory, the Angel mother, like Maggie, was 

still idolized and idealized; in behavior, however, she was practical, capable, and 

sometimes diabolic.  
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CHAPTER 5 
 

THE MODERNIST MOTHER: AN ANGEL NO MORE 
 

 By the time the Modernists got their pens on the descendant of the Angel in the 

House, she had moved out of her position as keeper of the family flame and into her 

position as an incendiary character in her own right.  Thomas Hardy and Henry James 

wrote mother characters that operated within the family as either naïve obstacles to 

their children’s happiness or active participants in their progeny’s downfall.  Unlike 

the dead or missing mothers in the works of so many Victorian writers, Hardy’s and 

James’s mother characters step into the narrative and ask to be reckoned with; they 

reveal personal flaws and human weaknesses; they are neither wholly good nor wholly 

bad.  Nevertheless, they fit into a position which Alex Woloch describes as minor— 

that is, they exist mostly to facilitate the protagonists’ psychological journey and then 

fade from plot and existence (38).  Not so for the Modernists’ mothers.  In the early 

twentieth century, on both sides of the Atlantic, Mother became a key figure, one not 

only flawed, but also possessed of a rich consciousness and a complicated unconscious 

well worth exploring.  For example, in D. H. Lawrence’s Sons and Lovers, the mother 

has memory and unfulfilled passion that dominate her own existence, as well as her 

sons’.  In William Faulkner’s As I Lay Dying, the mother has recognition of her 

emptiness, as well as scars that insist on the wordless governance of family, even after 

death.  On the heels of Hardy and James, two of the most popular authors writing in 

English in the late nineteenth century, and arguably with a nod to both, Modernists 

such as D. H. Lawrence, William Faulkner, James Joyce, and Virginia Woolf 
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established a position for mothers in literature that would endure throughout the 

twentieth century, a position in which the mother is a central character, introspective, 

powerful, conflicted, and flawed.  

 Lawrence’s admiration for Thomas Hardy is well documented.  Born in 1897, 

about the time Hardy, weary of the critical disapproval of his topics, decided to give 

up writing novels, Lawrence, like Hardy, was both a poet and a novelist; he was 

enjoying literary successes and suffering the sting of censorship when he embarked on 

an intense scrutiny of the elder writer’s work that resulted in his “Study of Thomas 

Hardy.”  In a 2006 article, “Hardy and Lawrence—and their Mothers,” Michael 

Herbert goes so far as to argue, “Hardy is Lawrence’s literary parent—father and 

mother.  Without Hardy we would have no Lawrence . . . For Lawrence takes over 

where Hardy leaves off . . . ”(127).  Herbert provides a compelling  analysis of the 

ways in which Gertrude Morel’s relationship with her son Paul compares to Mrs. 

Yeobright’s relationship to her son Clym, both leaving the two men at their mothers’ 

deaths “mourning and remorseful and directionless” and “close to following their 

mothers in death” (120).  Calling the end of both novels “ambiguous,” Herbert 

concludes that Lawrence’s portrayal of Gertrude Morel as even more powerful after 

death suggests Lawrence’s antipathy toward the mother’s potential for psychologically 

inhibiting her son.  Likewise, Herbert contends that although Hardy “would never go 

or wish to go so far” (127), the ending of The Return of the Native suggests a close 

affiliation with Lawrence regard to its attitude toward the inhibitory mother.   

 Other tendencies beside an interest in the mother mark Lawrence as literary 

descendant of Thomas Hardy, but the silences that surround the Hardy mother in areas 
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which are not-mother are fruitful areas of exploration for Lawrence.  In The Return of 

the Native, Hardy gives only the slightest hint that Mrs. Yeobright has dwelled in 

another realm besides motherhood when he identifies her as the daughter of a curate 

and when he alludes to her once having had dreams.  Likewise, in Tess of the 

d’Urbervilles Hardy refers to Joan Durbeyfield’s prettiness and her singing talent as 

remnants of her youth, but reveals little else about the former life of Tess’s mother.  

From the narrator’s limited perspective, the reader learns mainly of the flaws in Hardy 

women that mar their mothering; Mrs. Yeobright is afflicted with certainty, and Joan 

Durbeyfield is limited in her understanding.  On the other hand, in a gesture that points 

toward the movement of the mother figure from minor character who “compete[s] for 

attention within the narrative web” (Woloch 31) to major character, even to 

antagonist, Lawrence offers for the reader’s consideration a view into Gertrude 

Morel’s past and into her interior life, probing her mind to uncover her unfulfilled 

longings, her desperate feelings, and her contempt for the life into which she has been 

cast.  Her smothering attitude toward Paul and her refusal to surrender him to another 

woman certainly dominate Gertrude Morel’s characterization, but the losses of her 

youth, her repugnance at being married to a man whom she regards as “dirty,” along 

with her determination to protect her sons from the father who has physically struck 

all of them and to prevent them from following the trade that takes him into the mines 

each day, complicate any interpretation or quick judgment of Mrs. Morel’s character. 

 While Michael Herbert and many others, going back notably to Alfred Kuttner 

in his 1916 interpretation of Lawrence’s novel, have drawn striking comparisons 

between Lawrence’s portrayal of the relationship of Paul Morel and his mother and 
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Freud’s analysis of the unresolved Oedipus complex, modern psychoanalytical theory 

considers other possibilities useful for exploring the dynamic between the Morel 

mother and son.  For example, Ronald Granofsky argues, “[Gertrude Morel’s] 

treatment of her male children . . . derives in part from her unacknowledged design to 

thwart their masculine prerogative and retain their identification with her, thus 

enhancing her own otherwise fragile sense of self” (250).  Granofsky asserts further 

that her children “become sons and lovers . . . for reasons that have more to do with 

gender roles and selfhood than with sexuality per se” (250).  Similarly, Barbara Ann 

Schapiro sees Gertrude Morel as a depressed mother and Paul as the dependent son 

desperate to draw her out.  Tracing Gertrude Morel’s puritan attitude and rigidity to 

her father, Schapiro writes, “The portrait of Gertrude that emerges in [the] first chapter 

allows the reader to understand her brittleness.  The hard, affectless surface or shell 

protects against the deep disappointment and personal diminishment, against the 

emotional rejection she suffered as a daughter and a woman in a father’s world” (96).  

Calling Sons and Lovers “. . . indeed the quintessential Oedipal novel; it demonstrates 

exactly how the Oedipal fantasy becomes bloated and inflamed by the mother’s 

wounded narcissism or impaired subjectivity” (97), Schapiro also recognizes that the 

novel is an expression of Lawrence’s sympathy for the woman who is denied a voice 

and agency in the contemporary world.   

 

Sons and Lovers 

 When her story begins, Gertrude Morel is 31, married eight years, and 

expecting her third child.  Although she “enjoyed a kind of aristocracy among the 
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other women” (Lawrence 2) because of a slightly better home in a fraying 

neighborhood of miners’ families, in Gertrude Morel’s experience “the world seemed 

a dreary place, where nothing else would happen for her . . . for herself, nothing but 

this dreary endurance—till the children grew up” (5).  D. H. Lawrence’s young 

mother’s thoughts reveal a world view alien to the Angel-in-the-House ideal—one of 

dissatisfaction, malaise, and hatred of a life that insists on a proscribed existence.  In 

this world view, Gertrude Morel does not differ greatly from Hardy’s Eustacia Vye; 

however, Lawrence, unlike Hardy, denies his conflicted women the quick release of 

death from disappointment, giving them instead a kind of death-in-life.  Indeed, by the 

time Gertrude Morel gives birth to Paul “something in her proud, honourable soul had 

crystallized out hard as rock” (13).  Lawrence does not name the “something” that has 

hardened within Gertrude Morel, but the reader discerns quite easily that it has to do 

with the romantic ideal she has brought into her marriage and the deep disappointment 

she experiences not only in Walter Morel’s coarseness but also in the limited joy that 

attends motherhood.  

 Sons and Lovers reveals the terrible cost to mother, father, and family when the 

Angel ideal is embraced by young women; more importantly, Lawrence reveals the 

unconscious retribution that the mother will demand when she is denied participation 

in the world of those who are artists, creators, inventors, that is, those who thrive 

outside the home.  As Barbara Ann  Schapiro observes, “Time and again in 

Lawrence’s fiction we see a woman forced into a childlike position of dependency in 

marriage and in a culture that refuses to recognize her as a subject in her own right—a 

situation that repeats and telescopes a narcissistically wounded infantile state” (105). 
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 At the arrival of her third child, Paul, Gertrude Morel is pleased because “. . . 

the thought of being the mother of men was warming to her heart” and “. . . her love 

came up hot, in spite of everything” (Lawrence 30).  Psychoanalyst Dr. Donald 

Carveth speculates that such an apparent paradox suggests “[Gertrude Morel] hates her 

husband but she likes the idea of being a mother to her son who, unlike her husband, is 

(at least as an infant and child) weak and completely dependent on her and in whose 

idealizing love she hopes to be able to bask.”  Indeed, as a mother for whom “Nothing 

is as bad as a marriage that’s a hopeless failure” (author’s italics) (Lawrence 126), the 

birth of a son assures her of an opportunity to assume power over a male that is denied 

her in the hard-scrabble world in which she exists, a power which she embraces.  That 

power is threatened only when another woman, Miriam, attracts Paul. 

 Miriam Leivers is of interest in the study of the mother in Lawrence’s novel 

because in her adherence to the Angel ideology, she provides a counterpoint to 

Gertrude Morel.  Through Miriam’s characterization and that of her mother, Mrs. 

Leivers, Lawrence appears to reject the Angel ideology at the same time he 

interrogates the role of mother.  Susan Reid explores Lawrence’s “ambivalence 

towards the figure of the Angel in the House,” finding that “. . . despite objections that 

the Angel in the House has also been done to death by literary critics, her place in 

Lawrence’s novels has been oversimplified or simply overlooked” (65).  For Reid, 

“Lawrence’s version of the Angel in the house shares with Woolf’s renditions the 

fundamental characteristics of self-consciousness, self-sacrifice, and character-

moulding (sic), characteristics which are unwittingly destructive of those around them, 

men as well as women” (66).  In Miriam’s family, Mrs. Leivers, a model of 
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acquiescence, “exalted everything—even a bit of housework—to the plane of a 

religious trust” (Lawrence 141).  In support of Reid’s argument that the Angel’s 

characteristics are “unwittingly destructive,” the narrator notes, “the sons resented 

this; they felt themselves cut away underneath . . . (141).  While Lawrence presents in 

Mrs. Leivers a more patient, more tender, more uncomplaining mother than Paul’s, the 

young Paul notes, “There was always this feeling of jangle and discord in the Leivers 

family” (142).  Despite attempts by the “good mother” to accommodate and guide her 

progeny, “she was cut off from ordinary life by her religious intensity which made the 

world for her either a nunnery garden or a paradise, where sin and knowledge were 

not, else an ugly, cruel thing” (142).  A stark contrast to Gertrude Morel in some ways, 

Mrs. Leivers repels her own sons and Paul by her fervent devotion to guiding her 

children.  Her relationship with Miriam, however, in which she steadily reminds her 

daughter to behave, be quiet, submit, serve, is no less inhibiting than that of Mrs. 

Morel with her son.   

  The narrator’s blunt statement, “Miriam was her mother’s daughter” (142) 

foreshadows immediately that Miriam will not wrest Paul from his attachment to his 

mother.  Miriam, whose intent is to “guard the good in the soul of Paul Morel,” has no 

sexual attraction for Paul, for “Half the time he grieved for her, half the time he hated 

her.  She was his conscience . . .” (239).  Thus, Miriam emblematizes the sexless 

Angel, whom Paul cannot kiss without revulsion.  The idea of the perfect feminine, the 

bodiless creature whose only purpose is to serve the spiritual needs of the family, is 

for Paul— and he implies for his mates—emasculating, “. . . for a woman was like her 

mother, and they were full of the sense of their mother.  They preferred themselves to 
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suffer the misery of celibacy, rather than risk the other person” (266).  In Paul’s 

reflection, and in Miriam’s frozen response to lovemaking, Lawrence establishes that 

it is not the Angel in the House who makes a desirable wife.  Instead, as Reid remarks, 

“Merger or dissolution of self is what the Angel in the House figure seemed to 

promise for others . . .” (67).  Paul’s rejection and expressed hatred of the women in 

his world—Miriam, Mrs. Leivers, Clara, and his mother—have been interpreted as 

evidence of Lawrence’s misogyny.  However, the conscious acknowledgement that 

women in the contemporary world were wounded by association with the Angel in the 

House betrays unconscious conflicts about men’s and women’s desires, conflicts that 

many early twentieth-century artists, poets, and psychologists were throwing into 

relief. 

 What critics have missed thus far in analyses of Thomas Hardy’s and D. H. 

Lawrence’s work is the authors’ portrayal of the middle-aged mother as displaced 

person; no longer needed as domestic Angel, she is instead a peripheral figure whose 

limited choices have consigned her to trying desperately to regain that which she has 

lost.  For Gertrude Morel, as for Mrs. Yeobright and Joan Durbeyfield, what is at risk 

in their children’s move toward adulthood are the power, influence, and centrality they 

have experienced as domestic Angels.  Mrs. Morel is concerned not only with losing 

her sons.  When her daughter Annie marries, she confides to Paul, “I’m not sorry she’s 

married—but—it seems strange that she should go from me.  It even seems to me hard 

that she can prefer to go with her Leonard” (Lawrence 233).  Mrs. Morel’s 

bewilderment at seeing her children move toward adulthood reveals her unvarnished 

narcissism, for she sees the departure of her children from her home as opening a gap 
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which can only mean abandonment or death.  Ironically, her physical decline, noted on 

the trip she takes with Paul to view the Lincoln Cathedral wherein he tells her about 

his infatuation with Clara, is in remission for a time after Annie’s wedding when “she 

felt she must live now, to be with her children.  Life was so rich for her.  Paul wanted 

her, and so did Arthur” (234).  Gertrude Morel’s raison d’être must be that her 

children need her; otherwise she is dispensable and must die.  In this, she is not unlike 

Hardy’s Mrs. Yeobright, who dies on her way home from what she perceives to be a 

rejection by her son and daughter-in-law.  

 Why does Gertrude Morel believe that she must live for her children or die?   

This either/or proposition was fostered by the domestic values of the nineteenth 

century.  In his essay “Psychoanalysis and Society in Sons and Lovers” Terry Eagleton 

explores Althusserian theory regarding ideology in light of Althusser’s reliance on 

Lacanian psychoanalytic theory: “How is it, [Althusser’s] essay asks, that human 

subjects very often come to submit themselves to the dominant ideologies of their 

societies—ideologies which Althusser sees as vital to maintaining the power of a 

ruling class?” (40).  Explaining the process through personal reference, Eagleton 

asserts, “I come to feel, not exactly as though the world exists for me alone, but as 

though it is significantly ‘centered’ on me, and I in turn am significantly ‘centered’ on 

it.  Ideology, for Althusser, is the set of beliefs and practice which does this centring” 

(41).  Admitting that Althusser’s essay is “seriously flawed,” Eagleton nevertheless 

finds in it a useful tool for interpreting Lawrence’s novel: 

  Paul’s psychological development . . . does not take place in a  
  social void.  His father, Walter Morel, is a miner, while his mother is of 
  a slightly higher social class.  Mrs. Morel is concerned that Paul should 
  not follow his father into the pit, and wants him to take a clerical job 
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  instead.  She herself remains at home as a housewife: the family set-up 
  of the Morels is part of what is known as the ‘sexual division of  
  labour’, which in capitalist society takes the form of the male parent 
  being used as labour-power in the productive process while the female 
  parent is left to provide the material and emotional ‘maintenance’ of 
  him and the labour force of the future, the children. (44) 
 
The cost of this arrangement to the family is apparent in the dilemma of Gertrude 

Morel, an extreme example of negative impact of consigning the mother to a 

maintenance position beyond the time when maintenance is useful or “productive.”  

While Lawrence proposes no clear-cut answer to the dilemma of the mother, 

suggesting through Clara Dawes that the New Woman did not have the solution, as 

she was as yet still encumbered by many social factors, not the least of which was 

exclusion, the fate of Gertrude Morel and her lingering death open up, perhaps 

unconsciously on Lawrence’s part, the possibility that the patriarchal system undercut 

its own strength.  By encouraging women to look to a heavenly model and by 

encouraging sons to defy their fathers’ earthiness and cling to their mothers, the 

system was fostering emptiness and impotence in both mother and son, neither of 

whom could ever be totally good.  

 Rejecting out of hand the idea of separate spheres, Lawrence recognized all 

humans as comprised of male and female. The denial of that duality resulted in the 

man’s alienation and impotence, and the woman’s anger and loss.  Lawrence’s 

iconoclastic portrayal of the mother in Sons and Lovers as not only flawed, but 

damaged and dangerous, was matched in America by William Faulkner’s 

representation in As I Lay Dying of the mother as corpse, with no angelic qualities and 

no belief in heaven.  
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As I Lay Dying 

 In William Faulkner: The Making of a Modernist, Daniel J. Singal posits that 

in the American South in the late nineteenth century “New South ‘prophets’ such as 

Henry W. Grady, the dynamic editor of the Atlanta Constitution, sounded much like 

their British counterparts fifty years earlier in urging that southerners put aside their 

leisurely ways in favor of a new commitment to enterprise and efficiency” (6).  Singal 

points out that William Faulkner was born into this era and raised at a time when the 

“vision of the South as the last remaining home of aristocracy in America, blended 

perfectly with the Victorian cult of gentility” (6).  Faulkner’s childhood, spent in a 

home governed by his mother’s Victorian sensibilities, forever affected the author’s 

world view and fictional habits.  As a young man, when he toured Europe, Faulkner 

encountered the French symbolist poets and the impressionist painters.  According to 

Singal, “Moving beyond the stable and seemingly objective world of Victorian 

positivism, the two movements began to explore the far murkier and less predictable 

operations of human perception and consciousness” (9).  More to the point for 

Faulkner, the work of the French symbolists and impressionists inspired his own 

experiments with the fictional portrayal of family life, in which dark realities, 

unfettered by the Victorian superego, emerge.   

 In 1930 when William Faulkner published As I Lay Dying, the American 

reading public encountered Addie Bundren, a mother so distanced from the Angel in 

the House that, seemingly, no connection between the two exists.  On closer 

inspection, however, Addie, who dies shortly after she appears in the text, may be 

viewed as the great-grandchild of the Angel, the child who has inherited all of the 
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cultural expectations for the female laid down in the nineteenth century in both 

England and America.  Her resistance to those expectations and her belief that words 

are all empty, invented by those who needed them, but useless and inadequate, 

because “words don’t ever fit even what they are trying to say at” (Faulkner 171) drive 

Addie to the grave.  Addie Bundren may be the stellar example of Modernist rejection 

of the conventions for the mother in the mid-Victorian novel, but she also embodies 

the woman as a flawed and altogether human figure that Thomas Hardy, Henry James 

had D. H. Lawrence had brought into the literary spotlight.  

 Addie’s ancestors can be traced even farther back than her roots in Hardy’s and 

James’s work.  Like George Eliot’s Hetty Sorrel, Addie does not like most children. 

She finds caring for the schoolchildren she teaches abhorrent, and loving them nearly 

impossible.  The young Addie “looked forward to the times when [the students] 

faulted, so [she] could whip them” (Faulkner 170).  The daughter of a man who has 

taught her “that the reason for living was to get ready to stay dead a long time” (169), 

Addie discerns little joy in being alive and can know feeling only in pain: “When the 

switch fell I could feel it upon my flesh, when it welted and ridged it was my blood 

that ran . . .” (170).  In his analysis of Addie’s mythic identity, David Williams 

contends, “Addie’s hatred [of the schoolchildren] stems, of course, from stasis, from 

being confined within the schoolhouse and within the rudimentary life of the intellect” 

(108).  While Williams’ discussion of Addie as “Demeter-Styx, the terrible goddess of 

death, but also the life-giving mother” (110) depends on an acceptance of Addie 

Bundren as a mythic figure who leads her family on a death journey to transformation, 

his analysis of Addie’s love for Cash and Jewel does not address Addie’s failed 
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adaptation to years of being confined within the house with a husband for whom she 

has no feeling and three other children about whom she is ambivalent.  In Addie 

Bundren, Faulkner presents the reader with more than the flawed mother, the woman 

whose touch of badness marks her as fully human; he presents a mother in a universe 

not of her own choosing, a mother with neither the voice to articulate her desires nor 

the opportunity to fulfill them. 

 Pragmatism dictates all of Addie’s choices as a young woman; thus, when she 

meets Anse Bundren, whose hair is unkempt, whose body is already beginning to 

stoop, and whose manner is coarse, she asks only the practical questions, “You 

haven’t got any [womenfolks]?  But you’ve got a house . . .  And you live there alone, 

doing for yourself, do you? (Faulkner 171).  Addie’s interest in Anse’s house implies 

limited expectations but suggests that having a home, a place where she can “do” for 

someone else, may negate her father’s pronouncement about the only reason for 

living.  As Williams notes, “The focus of her action in both life and death is the house, 

the female domain” (105).  Thus, in moving toward Anse’s house, away from the 

loneliness of being an orphan whose people are in a Jefferson cemetery, Addie 

motions toward a life that exists in the cultural imagination, one where the mother 

presides over the nest, one where she will no longer be “lying in bed at night, with the 

wild geese going north and their honking coming faint and high” (Faulkner 170).  The 

emptiness and the physical longing that Addie expresses—“In the early spring it was 

worst” (170)—spur her on to accepting Anse’s proposal, doubtlessly one of 

literature’s most anti-romantic.  When Addie asks, “Are you going to get married?” 

the earnest suitor responds, “That’s what I come to see you about” (171).  In its 
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unadorned bluntness, Addie’s flat, factual report, “So I took Anse” (171) 

acknowledges the empty marriage she contracted and the purpose for doing so.  Rather 

than be the redundant woman, the single schoolteacher, Addie chooses marriage.   

 In a sense, Addie’s words, “So I took Anse,” echo from a great distance the 

words of one of British literature’s greatest domestic heroines, Jane Eyre: “Reader, I 

married him” (Bronte 323).  While Jane Eyre addresses the reader from a space and 

time years after her sojourn began, saying of Mr. Rochester, “When his first-born was 

put into his arms, he could see that the boy had inherited his own eyes, as they once 

were. . . . On that occasion, he again with a full heart, acknowledged that God had 

tempered judgment with mercy” (325), Addie speaks of her first son’s birth from the 

other side of death, saying, “And when I knew that I had Cash, I knew that living was 

terrible and that this was the answer to it” (Faulkner 171).  Addie’s soliloquy refutes 

the promise of marriage and family that Bronte’s novel proposes, at the same time 

expressing the belief that having Cash may be the answer to the terrible, but not much 

more.  In another negative echo of Bronte’s work, Addie’s statement reinterprets the 

exultant Jane Eyre’s words on the rich experience of talking with her husband: “We 

talk, I believe, all day long: to talk to each other is but a more animated and audible 

thinking” (Bronte 325).  In flagrant opposition to Jane’s speech, sounding more like a 

great-grandchild bereft of all the illusions of her Victorian grandmother, the new 

mother Addie says of her domestic arrangement, “That was when I learned that words 

are no good; that words don’t ever fit even what they are trying to say at” (Faulkner 

171).  With Addie’s words of angry surrender, Faulkner at once smashes a fairytale 
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illusion and presents a disconcerting image of the silent female who sees little purpose 

in her existence beyond having children.   

 In an article describing Addie as “a physically constrained mother whose 

relationship to language silences her” (440), Cinda Gault points out that “Addie 

herself notices a connection between the meaninglessness of language and the process 

of human reproduction” (444).  At one point, Addie, unable to find either word or 

symbol to describe her pregnant body, declares, “The shape of my body where I used 

to be a virgin is in the shape of a                        , and I couldn’t think Anse, couldn’t 

remember Anse” (Faulkner 173).  The blank space in the typography, the lack that 

Addie connects with being a wife and a mother, suggests Faulkner’s recognition of the 

meaninglessness many women experienced, despite, or perhaps because of, 

iconographic representations of them as Madonnas, angels, or saints in the public 

imagination.   

 Addie’s struggle to be an “I,” to exist, to refute her father’s statement about the 

purposelessness of existence, is compounded by the expectations of her as bedmate, 

keeper of the house, and children’s guardian.  She rejects platitudes about being a wife 

and mother but finds no replacement for the empty words; thus, she confides,  

  And so when Cora Tull would tell me I was not a true mother, I  
  would think how words go straight up in a thin line, quick and  
  harmless, and how terribly doing goes along the earth, clinging to it, so 
  that after a while the two lines are too far apart for the same person to 
  straddle from one to the other; and that sin and love and fear are just 
  sounds that people who never sinned nor loved nor feared have for  
  what they never had and cannot have until they forget the words. (173-
  74) 
 
 A kind of verbal paralysis, comparable to death in life, confines Addie to the “doing” 

but separates her from the living.   
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 In her 2007 study of Faulkner, Carolyn Porter comments on the manner in 

which Addie Bundren’s observations on language limitations ironically give voice to 

the dilemma of the mother: 

  The gap between words and deeds is the novel’s central and most  
  inclusive version of the problem its form enunciates—how to connect 
  with others and the larger world and yet remain a self. . . . [Addie’s] 
  authority stems more fundamentally from her status as a woman and a 
  mother, and one who sees well beneath the social structure in which she 
  has lived. Alarmingly articulate, even given her background as a  
  schoolteacher, Addie delivers a brilliant and telling account of what it 
  means to be an individual subject and the family’s most essential  
  member at the same time.  (75-76) 
 
In what she perceives as a futile existence, Addie can find no means of expression for 

her individuality, no creative medium.  In imagining Addie Bundren, then, Faulkner 

gives voice to the voiceless, speaks for those who would not speak for themselves.  

Porter sees Faulkner’s Addie as “a portrait of female strength and integrity that calls 

into question the charge of misogyny that his work can so readily invite” (76).  As 

with Thomas Hardy, Henry James, and D. H. Lawrence, the charges of misogyny 

leveled against Faulkner have filled reams of paper and hours of critical discussion, 

but in the same mode as his literary predecessors, Faulkner’s representation of the 

mother cannot be reduced easily to a misogynistic gesture.  Certainly in As I Lay 

Dying and elsewhere in his body of work, Faulkner demonstrates an ambivalent 

relationship with his female characters. The fact that Addie is dead before the reader is 

forty-eight pages into the novel, for instance, gives some weight to the feminist 

argument that Faulkner withholds the power of effective speech from the living 

woman.  As Cinda Gault observes, “The troubling fact remains that the feminine in 

Faulkner’s novel emerges in full linguistic force only as a corpse” (443).  Notably, 
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however, the cause of Addie’s death, which has reduced her body to the semblance of 

“a bundle of rotten sticks”  is never given—not by the neighbors who gossip near her 

bedside, nor by Dr. Peabody who attends her in her last moments when “her eyes look 

like lamps blaring up just before the oil is gone” (Faulkner 45).  Addie dies because in 

life she cannot speak, and in having the dead mother speak, Faulkner addresses the 

tragedy of denying voice to the mother. 

 Since Addie has lost all belief in words, her affliction, the cause of her death, 

may well be traced to the lack of words.  By the time Faulkner wrote As I Lay Dying, 

the voicelessness of many women had resulted in a significant increase in diagnoses 

among women of physical and mental problems such as anorexia, hysteria, and 

neurasthenia.  Late in the nineteenth century, continental psychiatrists, led by Josef 

Breuer and then Sigmund Freud, had been listening to women and discovering that 

their psychosomatic afflictions were traceable to an absence of words, to the 

prohibitions against women protesting their confinement and restrictions within the 

family and within society (Showalter, Female Malady 154-64).  Addie, of course, has 

no recourse to a listener and disavows words as useless.  As Addie speaks only one 

word in the novel before she dies—she yells, “Cash”—and since her only narrative is 

set into the plot five days after her death, the reader must conclude that the dark 

thoughts of this mother have never been spoken.  The written text does not indicate 

that any one of the other narrators knows Addie’s deepest thoughts or her struggle to 

be “I.”  The “I” in Addie Bundren always lay dying, except for the brief moment after 

she gave birth to Jewel when she “lay by the lamp, holding up my own head, watching 

him cap and suture it before he breathed” (Faulkner 176).  However, Addie quickly 
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admits the brevity of that moment when she says, “Then there was only the milk, 

warm and calm, and I lying calm in the slow silence, getting ready to clean my house” 

(176).   

 The cleaning of her house may be regarded as metonymic, for Addie realizes 

that before she dies she must complete the woman’s duties.  Carolyn Porter suggests, 

“In part ‘cleaning her house’ means compensating Anse for any possible loss she may 

have caused him . . . But she also means that she has discovered how to get ready to 

die” (77).  To Addie, the getting ready to die means taking care of tasks a man knows 

nothing of.  In Porter’s words, “ Cleaning up the house entails paying off debts, 

folding and giving away linens, making sure not to leave behind anything a new 

‘tenant’ might find burdensome. . . It means knowing you will be gone, which entails 

knowing that you are, as well as have, a body, and that your relation to the world 

depends upon that body” (78).  In a primitive sense, even Anse recognizes Addie’s 

obsession with cleaning up as it relates to her understanding of what a woman is and 

does when he says of Cash’s building Addie’s coffin that “. . . she will rest quieter for 

knowing it and that it was her own blood sawed out the boards and drove the nails.  

She was ever one to clean up after herself” (Faulkner 19).   

 In her solitary existence, no words were spoken that would have allowed Addie 

to determine a voice as a mother or as a wife; duty trumped words.  The scene Addie 

evokes with her description of life with Anse conveys a miserable existence that was 

not Addie’s alone: “I gave Anse the children.  I did not ask for them.  I did not even 

ask him for what he could have given me: not-Anse. That was my duty to him, to not 

ask that, and that duty I fulfilled.  I would be I; I would let him be the shape and echo 
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of his word” (174).  Addie here proclaims she gave Anse her body in sexual relations 

because she would not ask him not to have her.  For a brief moment in Addie’s 

married life, when she had an affair with Reverend Whitfield, she “believed that the 

reason was the duty to the alive,” but “Then it was over” (174-75) and Whitfield left 

her.  Not incidentally, when Whitfield is told that Addie is dying, he imagines that 

God is urging him to go to the Bundrens’ home and beg forgiveness, not of Addie, but 

of Anse.  Whitfield imagines his confession scene: “I would enter the house; I would 

stop her before she had spoken; I would say to her husband: ‘Anse, I have sinned.  Do 

with me as you will’” (178).  Whitfield needs only to beg forgiveness of the injured 

husband, not of the dying woman whom he left without words years before.  She is an 

appurtenance, a vessel, an occasion of sin.   

 Long before she met Whitfield, however, Addie had lost faith in words like sin 

or love or motherhood.  After the birth of Darl, a child whose existence had made her 

want to kill Anse, Addie pledged revenge so satisfying that “my revenge would be that 

[Anse] would never know I was taking revenge” (173).  She would take the husband 

and the family he demanded of her on a tortuous journey to Jefferson, where, in 

defiance of the custom of her time and place, she would lie forever with her relatives, 

instead of in the Bundrens’ burial plot.  The Angel would be an avenger. 

 Faulkner is indebted to the late nineteenth-century writers who wrote not only 

of mothers who resented their lot, but also of mothers who in their rage overwhelmed 

their families with guilt that demanded acquiescence.  Like Thomas Hardy, Faulkner 

articulates the enormous disparity that lies between the vision of motherhood that is 

romanticized in the public imagination and the reality of many mothers.  Faulkner’s 
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Addie, like Hardy’s Joan Durbeyfield, a rural farmer’s wife with a sparse existence 

and many children to feed, is too poor to deny practicality.  Married to lazy husbands, 

Addie and Joan must set the forward motion for their families.  If providing for the 

family means sacrificing a child, then Joan will send the naïve Tess into the world of 

men like Alec who will exploit her, but who will provide security and shelter for the 

Durbeyfields.  For Addie, necessity determines that only some of her children can be 

loved—Cash because he offsets the terrible, Jewel because he is the son of a fleeting 

moment of love with Reverend Whitfield.  The rest of the children are left to their 

devices: Darl to lose his mind, Dewey Dell to be ignored, Vardamon to grow up in the 

world without her.  Five days after her death, Addie reveals from her coffin, “I gave 

Anse Dewey Dell to negative Jewel.  Then I gave him Vardamon to replace the child I 

had robbed him of.  And now he has three children that are his and not mine.  And 

then I could get ready to die” (176).  Thus, Addie states in blunt terms what she sees 

as her duty done.  In this statement about fulfilling her duties and expecting no reward 

but death, she sounds not unlike Hardy’s Mrs. Yeobright, who before her death 

expresses great disappointment in being a mother saying, “Most people who grow up 

and have children talk as I do.  When you grow up your mother will talk as I do too” 

(Hardy, Return of the Native 260). 

 One obvious difference between Hardy’s mothers and Faulkner’s Addie 

Bundren is that Addie exerts what one critic calls, “frightening maternal power as a 

corpse” (Gault 442).  Her power over her beloved son Jewel is expressed implicitly 

but violently when a fire set by Darl threatens to consume her coffin before it is 

buried.  Jewel runs into the inferno, slides the coffin off the sawhorses that support it, 
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and through a “nimbus of fire,” appears “riding upon it, clinging to it, until it crashes 

down and flings him forward and clear . . .” (222).  Into this scene full of oedipal 

symbolism, with the son mounted upon his dead mother’s casket, Faulkner writes 

what is perhaps his most grotesque image of the power of the mother, and the author 

succeeds the image of  the burned Jewel leaving the burning barn with an image of 

Darl lying atop the coffin, now placed beneath an apple tree.  The future of these two 

sons, Jewel damaged physically and psychically, and Darl inalterably heading toward 

madness, is analyzed by one critic as determined:  “Jewel is in terms of Addie’s being; 

when Addie dies and is finally buried, Jewel’s is will become was.  But Darl’s 

existence depends on his breaking through that being; and when he fails, he fails 

altogether of being and goes off to the house of schizophrenics in Jackson, where the 

disparity of being and not-being will not matter” (author’s italics) (Hoffman 64).  The 

image of two sons lying over their mother’s coffin recasts an earlier scene, after 

Addie’s death, when Dewey Dell “flings herself across Addie Bundren’s knees, 

clutching her, shaking her with the furious strength of the young before sprawling 

suddenly across the handful of rotten bones that Addie Bundren left . . .” (Faulkner 

49).  Addie’s sons and daughter, like Clym Yeobright at the end of The Return of the 

Native, have no freedom to detach from the dead mother who, in her own 

imprisonment, has not known how to encourage their flight.  

 In his eloquent analysis of the ways in which As I Lay Dying can be read as 

reflecting Faulkner’s struggles as a creative force and as a “virtual textbook of 

technique” (28), Eric Sundquist writes, “. . . [Faulkner] portrays in Addie the figure of 

mothering conspicuously absent in Sartoris, The Sound and the Fury, and Sanctuary—
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the figure his later novels will seek to actualize in a crossing of races and whose 

essence is the literal embodiment of the loss, the separation, and the grief Faulkner 

finds at the heart of cultural and familial history . . .” (author’s italics) (37). That loss, 

that separation, that gap in culture and family Faulkner traces to an ideology that 

imbued the mother with divine characteristics and denied her failings, her longings, 

her body, and her voice.  To whatever words cast at Faulkner about his 

(mis)understanding of the female psyche must be added recognition that, like his 

literary predecessors, Thomas Hardy and Henry James, Faulkner knew the sentence 

mothers often incurred for acquiescing to or rebelling against the tenets of the Angel 

in the House—imprisonment, exile, boredom, illness, or death. 

 In his biography of Faulkner, Frederick R. Karl notes the familiarity of the 

American author with his British literary predecessors.  Like Hardy, whose works he 

kept in his library, Faulkner was largely a self-educated poet who scorned academics, 

and although he mocked Henry James at times for his “tediousness” (Karl 231), in a 

speech Faulkner called James one of the “masters from whom we learned our craft” 

(982).  More to the point, Faulkner, like James, explores the mother-woman’s inner 

world; in Addie’s case, that world is dark, morbid, resigned.  Commenting on literary 

connections between Faulkner and his predecessors, Karl also observes “something of 

a Hardy landscape” in the riverbank scene in As I Lay Dying and “a touch of Henry 

James . . . in the use of a central intelligence” (565) in Faulkner’s Absolom, Absolom!  

What Karl does not note, however, is the inheritance Faulkner may have gained from 

Hardy and James in terms of the way all three present the mother as a character whose 

immersion in an untenable set of ideals causes her to experience life as a ghost and 
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whose resentment casts dark shadows over her children’s journeys.  By presenting 

mothers with human weaknesses, women who are at times alternately sympathetic and 

repugnant, Faulkner, Hardy and James resist portraying women as angels, instead 

presenting women who are damaged by needing to pretend that they are.  

 

Conclusion 

 In 1923 John Middleton Murry addressed “a message from Mr. Hardy to 

modern literature . . . that in literature ‘we seemed threatened by a new dark age’” 

(62).  Murry writes, “We can imagine a stern observer saying, ‘The age in literature, in 

art generally, is one of dissolution and disintegration.  The creative forces which were 

on the verge of maturity before the war have been blighted by it . . .’” (63).  Murry 

deemed the postwar novel “at an impasse” (Howard viii) and looked toward Thomas 

Hardy as a truth teller who could inspire the younger generation of novelists: “Mr. 

Hardy cannot know how hopeful is the reverence felt toward himself by the generation 

which seems hopeless to him” (Murry 65).  The generation known as “lost” rejected 

almost everything its predecessors had to say about science, art, religion, war, class, 

gender, and family.  Ambivalence replaced nineteenth-century certainties. 

 Ambivalence toward rigid roles proscribed for gender and family was not new 

to the twentieth century.  In Henry James, for example, single men and women like 

John Marcher, Maria Gostrey, and Olive Chancellor, for whom marriage and children 

are neither desired nor desirable, abound.  Likewise, in James as in Thomas Hardy, 

marriage and family are often determined as restrictive and destructive, particularly to 

bright, independent women.  The dark side of motherhood and marriage that Hardy 
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put forth in his novels from The Return of the Native to Jude the Obscure and that 

James explored in his works from The Portrait of a Lady to The Golden Bowl reflects 

both authors’ experience among talented and thwarted women—their mothers, sisters, 

wives, and friends.   

 In the Modernist novel, ambivalence is at times replaced by animus.  In James 

Joyce’s A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, for example, Stephen Dedalus’s 

mother, a minor character recognized at first for her “nicer smell than his father” (1), 

becomes a burden to be cast off when Stephen announces his intention to attend the 

university, for she “was hostile to the idea, as he had read from her listless silence” 

(118).  Stephen experiences “a dim antagonism” toward his mother, and as a result of 

his differences with her about education and religion he “. . . was made aware dimly 

and without regret of a first noiseless sundering of their lives” (118).  As Stephen, the 

consummate artist/wanderer explores his sexuality and his artistic talent, his family’s 

presence arouses anger: “His father’s whistle, his mother’s mutterings . . . were to him 

now so many voices offending and threatening . . .” (126).  Shortly before he leaves 

Ireland forever, Stephen engages in a conversation with his friend Cranly over 

Stephen’s refusal to honor his mother’s plea that he make his Easter duty.  Cranly 

opines, “Whatever else is unsure in this stinking dunghill of a world a mother’s love is 

not.  Your mother brings you into the world, carries you first in her body.  What do we 

know about what she feels?  But whatever she feels, it, at least, must be real” (177).  

Cranly’s emotional argument is rejected by Stephen, the intellectual, who cites Pascal 

and Aloysius Gonzaga as two who avoided physical contact with their mother; 

Stephen asserts, “Jesus, too, seems to have treated his mother with scant courtesy in 
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public . . .” (177).  Perceiving himself as shackled by the restrictions of God, country, 

and family, Stephen rejects tradition, choosing instead to feed his genius on “the 

reality of experience” (185), thereby echoing the aesthetes, but at the same time, 

mirroring the wanderings of angst-filled characters in Joseph Conrad, T. S. Eliot, and 

Jean Rhys. 

 One of the most notable stylistic experiments of the Modernists centers on the 

exploration of their characters’ inner consciousness, a stylistic choice inherited, 

perhaps, from Henry James, whose protagonists Isabel Archer and Maggie Verver 

ruminate endlessly on what is and on what might have been.  Indeed, the thoughts of 

the mother-woman, so expansive in Henry James, are given the unbridled freedom of 

stream-of- consciousness in Virginia Woolf.   

 Much has been written about the autobiographical aspects of Woolf’s work.  

Jennifer Goldberg writes, “Throughout Virginia Woolf’s writings, readers encounter a 

quest for the maternal, a fraught exploration of who the mother is, and who and what 

she should be” (171); Goldberg terms Woolf’s unvarying quest to determine meaning 

and identity after the death of her own mother, Julia Duckworth Stephen, when 

Virginia was thirteen, “scriptotherapy.”  One need not assume, however, that Woolf’s 

texts are solely fixated on “real” mothers.  In some ways, a mother such as Mrs. 

Ramsay in To the Lighthouse is a fantasy figure, everyone’s wish.  Those who 

gravitate toward her for getting their wounds healed, for being inspired, for calming, 

are legion.  Mr. Ramsay, the Ramsay children, the neighbors, and the visitors to the 

Ramsays’ summer home are all enthralled by the woman who ministers to their needs.  

Yet Mrs. Ramsay is an ambiguous character, a creature full of doubt.  If one never 
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knew the story of Virginia Woolf’s life, never contemplated the effect of her 

adolescent loss on the author, one could still discern in Virginia Woolf’s Mrs. Ramsay 

the conflicts engendered in daughters of the Victorian Angel in the House.   

 Brenda Silver has traced out the changing attitudes among literary scholars 

towards Mrs. Ramsay, who has been seen among other things as earth goddess, 

devourer, “feminine complement to the masculine,” the dead past, the force of mother-

daughter connection, the source of the daughter’s rage, the absent mother” (Silver 1-

7).  Mrs. Ramsay may be arguably all of these things, but what has not been 

considered in scholarly studies is Mrs. Ramsay’s position as a descendant of the 

mother whom Hardy and James fictionalized.  While Thomas Hardy framed his stories 

of tragic young women with a nod at the mothers who impeded them, and Henry 

James probed the inner thoughts of mothers caught in a variety of domestic dilemmas, 

Virginia Woolf lets Mrs. Ramsay speak, albeit at times to herself, of her weakness, of 

her desire, and of her fear.   

 Mrs. Ramsay looks like the Angel; as Mr. Bankes comments, “The Graces 

assembling seemed to have joined hands in meadows of asphodel to compose that 

face” (Woolf, To the Lighthouse 29).  Her inner monologues, however, reveal a host 

of conflicts: loving mother versus controlling mother, dutiful wife versus reluctant 

lover.  In other words, Mrs. Ramsay is the representation of the human mother, flawed 

and imperfect.  She is the conflicted mother-woman of Thomas Hardy and Henry 

James given center stage.  After a session during which she has had to shore up her 

philosopher husband’s ego with consoling words, and Mr. Ramsay has gone away, 
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“filled with her words, like a child who drops off satisfied . . .” (38), the unsettled Mrs. 

Ramsay “. . . turned to the Fairy Tale again . . . [and] felt not only exhausted in body 

 . . . but also there tinged her physical fatigue some faintly disagreeable sensation with 

another origin” (39).  Such exhaustion, alluded to often during the first half of the 

novel, foreshadows Mrs. Ramsay’s death, the cause of which is never named.  Woolf, 

however, names the source of Mrs. Ramsay’s exhaustion in the latter’s ruminations: 

 “. . . she did not like, even for a second, to feel finer than her husband; and further, 

could not bear not being entirely sure, when she spoke to him, of the truth of what she 

said” (39).  Driven “to hide small daily things, and the children seeing it, and the 

burden it laid on them . . .” (39), Mrs. Ramsay knows she is inauthentic.  Gifted and 

unfulfilled, she admits, “All the being and the doing, expansive, glittering, vocal, 

evaporated; and one shrunk, with a sense of solemnity, to being oneself, a wedge-

shaped core of darkness, something invisible to others” (62).  With Mrs. Ramsay’s 

words, Virginia Woolf names the dilemma that besets the Angel in the House, the 

figure whom she would later encourage women writers to kill. 

 Mrs. Ramsay not only names the dilemma for the modern woman who chooses 

to enact the role of the Angel in the House; she suffers in that choice.  Shannon Forbes 

observes, “The glaring inconsistency . . . between Mrs. Ramsay’s desire to be an 

Angel in the House and a modern woman illustrates the wretched situation of the 

Victorian woman who desired to seek acceptance, and was therefore coerced into 

being the Angel . . .” (468).  For Mrs. Ramsay, there is no hope of reconciliation 

between Angel in the House and modern woman.  She dies of exhaustion.  The hope 

for the future lies with her daughter Cam, “by nature free-thinking, independent, and 
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resistant to any attempts by authority figures to coerce her into or even to suggest that 

she should enact the self-sacrificing Angel role” (471).  Cam rejects both her father’s 

and her mother’s precedents, envisioning what Forbes calls “a world where women 

enact different roles from those they used to play, a world where women can realize 

their full potential” (475).  In the fictitious young woman who rejects the prescriptives 

for the Angel in the House, Virginia Woolf discerns the blindness in the work of her 

predecessors, seeks out what the mother-women in Hardy and James did not say, and 

allows Cam to articulate the future. 

 In “Psychoanalysis and Society,” Terry Eagleton has observed:  

  All literary works contain one or more . . . sub-texts, and there is a  
  sense in which they may be spoken of as the ‘unconscious’ of the work 
  itself.  The work’s insights, as with all writing, are deeply related to its 
  blindnesses; what it does not say, and how it does not say it, may be as 
  important as what it articulates; what seems absent, marginal or  
  ambivalent about it may provide a central clue to its meanings. (47) 
 
Eagleton’s observation can serve as a useful lens through which to view works by late 

Victorians and Early Modernists.  While literary critics have often viewed Thomas 

Hardy, Henry James, D. H. Lawrence, and William Faulkner as misogynists, perhaps 

it is more useful to seek an understanding of the mother-women in their novels by 

looking at the “blindnesses” within the works, for as Virginia Woolf has proven, 

listening to what is left unsaid in the mother-women characterizations by these authors 

may reveal an absence of words, but not an absence of meaning.  Consideration of 

what Hardy does not say about Mrs. Yeobright and Joan Durbeyfield, what James 

does not explore in Madame Merle and Maisie’s mother(s), what Lawrence does not 

see in Gertrude Morel, and what Faulkner leaves unsaid by Addie Bundren suggests a 

strong causal connection between the Angel in the House, the domestic darling of the 
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nineteenth century, and the mother figure pilloried in so many twentieth-century 

novels.  More importantly, reexamining works by late Victorian and Modernist 

authors in an effort to determine their “unconscious” may result in a heightened 

awareness of the ways in which these authors intentionally or unintentionally spoke 

for generations of women who could not or would not speak for themselves because, 

as tacit “accomplices,” they participated in an ideology which ostensibly honored 

them, only to find out, too late, that the honors were ephemeral.  
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